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0.2 SUMMARY 
Thls document provldes user mstructIons for MASTER, a system used to model three-dimensional 
surface geometry configuratIOns. 
The first 6 sections cover the baslC features of MASTER, wruch can model arbitrary untrimmed 
conflguratIOns. SectIOn 1 presents the purpose and hlstory of MASTER. Section 2 explains lts 
orgaruzatIon: SectIOn 2 1 descnbes the system capabllIties; SectIOn 2 2 names the specific 
procedures and data formats used to accomphsh these capabilities; Section 2.3 gives the sequence 
of actIvlties to use MASTER SectIOn 3 defmes data formats: Section 3.1 gives the formats for 
mput data; Section 3.2 explams the formats for system-produced data Section 4 makes practical 
suggestIOns for prepanng surface descnptIOns and other mput data. SectIOn 5 gives detailed 
mstructIOns for executmg the computer procedures. Section 6 shows examples of MASTER m 
tYPlCal usage Section 7 presents addltIOnal features of MASTER, includmg a surface/surface 
mtersector. 
Vll 
0.3 LIST OF ACRONYMS AND KEYWORDS 
1. BEGIN 
Control statement callmg a MASTER procedure (or any other CCL procedure) 
2.BL 
Label for Buttock-Lme (lateral coordInate) 
3.CCL 
Cyber Control Language 
4. CDC 
Control Data Corporation 
5. CFD 
Computational FlUId Dynanucs 
6. CUR 
Curve data format (also file name for procedure MSHNRM mtersection curves See 
IntersectIOn, m the Glossary) 
7 CYL 
Keyword for cylmdncal coordmates (within surface descriptIOn and mesh data) 
8. DRAWIT 
Procedure for graphlc dIsplay of surface models and intersection normals 
9 DUMP 
Keyword requestmg a llstmg of surface-modellng calculatlOns by procedure SILSRF 
10 GENTRN 
Procedure to generate coordInate-transformatIOn data 
11 INPUT 
Default fue name for Job-mput data 
12. LABELC 
Keyword to redefine the labels for cyllndncal coordInates (wlthm surface-descnptIon and 
mesh data) 
13. LABELR 
Keyword to redefme the labels for rectangular coordmates (wlthm surface-descnption and 
mesh data) 
14. LSTOPT 
Keyword to change the level of lIstmg from procedure MSHNRM (Wlthm mesh data) 
15. MASTER 
ModelIng of Aerodynamlc Surfaces by Three-chmensIOnal Expllclt RepresentatIOn 
16. MSH 
Mesh data format (also fIle name for procedure MSHNRM or procedure NRMCFD input) 
17 MSHNRM 
Procedure to compute mesh/surface mtersection normals 
18 NEWCFD 
File name for CFD-format output (from procedure NRMCFD) 
19. NEWNRM 
Flle name for mtersectIOn-normal output (from procedure NRMREV) 
20. NEWSIL 
Flle name for surface-description output (from procedure TRNSIL or from procedure 
REGSIL) 
21. NOS 
Network Operating System (for CDC computers) 
vlli 
22. NRM 
Intersection·normal data format (also file name for procedure MSHNRM output or procedure 
NRMCFD mput) 
23 NRMCFD 
Procedure to format mtersectIOn normals for CFD mput 
24. NRMREV 
Procedure for mtersection-normal reversal 
25 OLDCFD 
FIle name for CFD-format mput (for procedure NRMCFD) 
26.0LDNRM 
FIle name for mtersectIOn-normal mput (for procedure NRMREV) 
27 OLDSn.. 
FIle name for surface-descnptIOn mput (for procedure TRNSn.. or for procedure REGSn..) 
28 OPTION 
File name for program-control selectIOn mput for one of the addIuonal procedures of 
MASTER 
29 OUT 
Llstmg fIle from MASTER procedures m an mteractIve Job 
30 OUTPUT 
Default fIle name for Job output data, whIch contams lIstmg from MASTER procedures m a 
batch Job 
31 RADIUS 
Label for radIal coordmate 
32 PC 
Parametnc CUbIC 
33 REGSn.. 
Procedure to regulate pomt spacmg along mput surface-descnptIOn curves 
34 SEC 
SectIOn-curve data format (also fIle name for procedure SRFINT output) 
35 Sn.. 
Surface Input Language, the surface-descnptIOn data format (also fIle name for procedure 
Sn..SRF output) 
36 Sn..SRF 
Procedure to model surfaces 
37 SRF 
Surface-model data format (also fIle name for procedure Sn..SRF output or procedure 
MSHNRM mput) 
38 SRFINT 
Procedure for surface/surface mtersection 
39 STA 
Label for StatIOn (aXIal coordmate) 
40. THETA 
Label for angular coordmate 
41 TOLANG 
Tolerance for NRMCFD correctIons to angular coordInate values (WIthm mesh data) 
42 TOLDIS 
Tolerance for NRMCFD correctIOns to distance coordmate values (WIthm mesh data) 
43. TOLINT 
Tolerance for mesh/surface mtersectIOn 
44. TRN 
Coordmate-transformatIOn data format (also fIle name for procedure TRNSn.. mput) 
IX 
45. TRNSIL 
Procedure for coordInate transformatlOn Wlthm surface-description data 
46. WL 
Label for Water-Line (vertlcal coordinate) 
47. 3-D 
Three-DlIIlensional 
x 
0.4 GLOSSARY 
1. Aborted Procedure 
An executIOn of a MASTER procedure that IS stopped when an error 18 detected 
2. AdaptIve Spacing 
Vanable spacIng between POInts on a curve that becomes closer where the curvature IS 
greater (TIns gIves the most accurate InterpolatIOn for a gIven number of pOInts) 
3. AddItional Procedure 
A MASTER procedure that IS not a baSIC procedure (REGSIL and SRFINT are the currently 
Implemented addItIOnal procedures) 
4. Arclength 
DIstance measured along a curved path 
5 BaSIC Procedure 
A MASTER procedure reqwred for the preparatIon of 3-D CFD analysIs Input of untrImmed 
configuratIOns 
6 Batch 
A mode of computer operation, where the sequence of Job steps IS completely Input before 
executIOn begms 
7 Block 
.\ portIOn of SIL input data that speCIfies the surface model for a regIon 
8. Column 
A pOSItIOn In a hne of text data, whIch IS eIther blank or fIlled WIth a nonblank character 
9 Comment 
A lIne In a data fIle that IS Ignored when readIng data (It IS used to add user-readable notes to 
a data fIle WIthout affectIng the data Itself) 
10 ConfIguratIOn 
A complete shape, around whIch flwd flow IS beIng analyzed 
11. CoordInate Mesh 
A set of hnes generated by a dIscrete set of values for each of the 3 coordInates (The mesh 
hnes are grouped Into 3 famIlIes Each famIly conSIsts of lines WIth 2 coordInates constant 
and the other coordInate varyIng. Each constant coordInate value IS selected from the mesh-
value set for that coordInate ) 
12 Corner POInt 
A knot withIn a member curve (In thIS context, a knot WIthIn a sectIOn curve IS SImply called 
a knot) 
13. Crease 
A lIne where the surface bends sharply but remaInS connected 
14 Curvature Jump 
A lIne where the surface suddenly changes curvature, but remaInS connected and not creased 
15 Cut 
The calculatIOn by procedure MSHNRM of the normals on an IntersectIOn curve where a 
(second) coordInate has a partIcular value (see IntersectIOn, the precedIng calculatIon step) 
16. Data Lme 
A line In a data fIle that IS not recognIZed as a comment (One or more Items of data are 
expected on It) 
17 Elementary RotatIOn 
A rotatIon about 1 of the 3 coordInate axes 
18 End CondItion 
The speCIfIcatIon that controls the dIrectIOn (or curvature) of a splIne-fit curve at one of its 
ends 
Xl 
19. End DIrectIOn 
A vector deternllrung the tangent dIrectIOn to a spline-fIt curve at one of Its ends (Extend a 
small line segment in the tangent direction, and resolve It along the coordinate axes, gIvmg 3 
dIstance components. These components are proportIonal to the end-dIrectIOn components. 
The absolute values of the components are not Important The SIgnS of the values are 
Important, and they agree Wlth a tangent pomtmg from the irutal end along the curve 
towards the fmal end) 
20. End Slope 
(see End DIrectIOn) 
21. Error Package 
A collectIOn of all the avrulable mformatIOn generated by an aborted procedure executIon 
22 Field Length 
The amount of central memory used by a computing Job 
23. Flatness Tolerance 
The tolerance mput to SRFINT that determmes how closely surface SRF2 IS approxImated as 
a set of flat faces (The mtersectIOn IS computed between these faces and surface SRFl.) 
24. Free-FIeld Input 
The mode of mput used to enter numenc data to MASTER (Data values are separated by 
blanks, rather than bemg read from predetermmed columns.) 
25 Glumg Tolerance 
The tolerance m procedure SRFINT that controls the Jommg of the mtersectIOns (between a 
patch from surface SRF1 and a set of flat faces approxImatmg a patch from surface SRF2) to 
form connected mtersectIOn branches 
26 InteractIve 
A mode of computer operatIOn, where the user selects Job step after the prevIOUS step IS 
completed 
27. IntersectIOn 
The calculatIOn by procedure MSHNRM of curves withm the surface, where one coordmate 
has a fIxed value (see Cut, the folloWlng calculatIOn step) 
28 IntersectIOn Branch 
Urut of surface-mtersectIon data withm procedure SRFINT (each connected mtersectIOn 
curve between a smgle patch of surface SRF2 and a smgle patch of surface SRF1IS a separate 
mtersectIOn branch 
29 IntersectIOn Normal 
A data lme gIvmg the pOSItIOn of an mtersectIOn of the surface model by a mesh hne and the 
surface normal at that pOSItion 
30 IntersectIOns 
(see IntersectIOn Normal) 
31. Knot 
A pomt where the representatIOn of a S1L mput curve IS diVIded (The part of the curve 
between two adjacent knots IS represented by a smgle patch boundary) 
32. Knot Flag 
A numenc value mdicatIng whether a pomt on a SIL mput curve IS a knot or a null pomt 
33 LIP 
A surface region located at the extreme front of an mlet 
34 LIstmg FIle 
Prmted summanes of MASTER procedure executIOns, contammg any messages for the user 
35. Members 
The secondary set of SIL mput curves (Members are rearrangements of the sectIOn knots to 
form a crossmg famIly of curves.) 
36. Mesh Lme 
(see Coordmate Mesh) 
Xli 
37. Mesh-Value Set 
(see Coordmate Mesh) 
38 Normal ExecutIon 
An execution of a MASTER procedure that IS not aborted due to errors 
39. Normals 
(see IntersectlOn Normal) 
40. Null Pomt 
A pomt wlthm a SIL mput curve that IS not a knot 
41 OptlOn DeclaratIons 
Data lmes on an mput file appearmg before the body of the data (They change the program 
optIons from their default values) 
42. Ordinary Pomt 
(see Null Pomt) 
43. Orthogonal 
A coordmate transformatIon that does not change mstances between pomts or angles 
between lines (A transformation matnx IS orthogonal If, and only If, Its transpose equals Its 
mverse.) 
44. Parameter 
An abstract vanable used to locate points Wlthm a curve (or surface) modelIng element (The 3 
coordmates are calculated as separate polynomial functIons of the parameter(s). Parameter 
changes tend to be proportlOnal to the arclength between pomts. The element extends over a 
parameter range from 0 to 1 ) 
45 Patch 
The surface-modelIng element (with 2 parameters) 
46. Patch Boundary 
A Side of a patch, where one of the parameters IS constant at either 0 or 1 (It IS eqUlvalent to a 
PC segment, dependent on the parameter, which IS not kept constant.) 
47 Patch Set 
(see Surface Model) 
48 PC Segment 
The curve-modellOg element (Wlth 1 parameter) 
49. Planar-Intersector Tolerance 
The tolerance used lo procedure SRFINT to compute the lOtersectlOn of a patch from surface 
SRF1 and one of the flat faces approXlmatIng a patch from surface SRF2 
50. Procedure 
One of the fundamental processes withm MASTER (It IS executed by callIng a predeflOed set 
of control statements from the procedure file, uslOg a BEGIN statement) 
51. Region 
A portlOn of a surface, whIch IS modeled mdependently of the rest of the surface 
52 RelatIve SpaclOg 
A set of values, between 0 and 1, expresslOg the locatIons of the lOterior pomts on a curve as 
the arclength from the begInnlOg to each pomt dlVlded by the arclength of the complete 
curve 
53. RIgid-ObJect TransformatlOn 
A coordmate transformatlOn that changes the onentatlOn of surfaces, but does not change 
theIr sizes or shapes (It consIsts of translatlOns before and/or after a rotatlOn) 
54. SectlOns 
The pnmary set of SIL lOput curves descnblOg the surface (A section contaIns polOts 
expressed by givlOg theIr coordinate values.) 
55. SpaclOg RegulatlOn 
The recalculation of points along a curve to give an adaptIve spaclOg between the pomts 
while keeping a curve Wlth the ongInal shape 
Xlii 
56. Specification 
A portion of mput data that descnbes a geometnc element (e.g., sectIon, member, or patch) 
57. Spmner 
The axIsymmetric object at the fan face within an inlet, covenng the fan hub 
58. Spline 
A curve made of several segments smoothly Joined together 
59. Standard TransformatIon 
A predefmed ngid·obJect coordinate transformation for use by procedure TRNSn.. (e g., a 
rearrangement of the coordmates) 
60. Surface DescnptIon 
Input data that defmes a surface model 
61. Surface Model 
A collection of patches used to represent a surface 
62. Surface/Surface IntersectlOn 
The computatlOn of the curve(s) where two surface models touch each other 
63. System Account 
The account where the system flIes for MASTER are stored (e.g., the procedure file, and 
sample mput data flies) 
64 TenslOn 
A value at points m SIL curve mput, whICh tends to move curvature towards a point and 
away from the adjacent pomts (Normally all tenSIon values are set to 0.) 
65. Tnmmed Surface 
A surface that IS limIted to less extent than was orlgmally defmed (e g, mtersectmg surfaces 
are often defmed mitIally to pass through each other,and later tnmmed at theIr mtersectlOn 
WIth each other) 
66 U 
The parameter for surface modelIng that corresponds to positlOn along a sectIon curve, also 
the parameter for curve modeling 
67. Umform Spacmg 
Equal·dlstance spacmg between adjacent pomts on an mput curve 
68 V 
Parameter for surface modelIng that corresponds to the position along a member curve 
XIV 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
ThIS document is the manual for users of "Modeling of AerodynamIc Surfaces by Three-
DImenSIOnal Expllclt Representation" (MASTER), a system of programs Wlth which engineers can 
loft the surface geometry of configurations, Wlth emphasis on generation of mput to three-
dimenSIonal computational fluid dynamICS (3-D CFD) analYSIS programs. This manual gives a 
functional description of the system (MASTER), and explams how to operate it 
MASTER was developed at Boemg to prepare mput for a 3-D transonic potential flow CFD code 
(see Reference 1). The data format for 3-D CFD input conSIsts of a carteSIan or cyllndncal mesh 
and a set of mesh/surface mtersection pomts with normal directions. 
MASTER is a practical tool for the modeling of predefined surface configurations Its pnmary 
capabilites are surface modellng, mesh intersectlOn and CFD mput preparation. There also IS a 
capability for coordinate transformations. The surface input is descnbed as a set of abstract 
objects (1 e., no assumption IS made that they are components of an aerospace vehicle). 
MASTER currently is operated m a CDC NOS computmg enVIronment by executmg CCL 
procedures Some procedures are oriented for batch operation, whl1e some are oriented for 
mteractIve operation from a tImesharing termmal. 
ThIS system IS a major reVlSlOn of the PropulsIon Blcubic Geometry System (see Reference 2), 
whIch was used to generate geometry models for engme mlet and mIxer nozzle deSIgns, and for 
nacelle-pylon-wmg configurations. 
2 
2.0 APPLICATION 
The fIrst part of tlus sectIon hsts the capablhtIes of MASTER. The second part descnbes the 
methods to realize these capabilitIes The third part shows the sequence of steps to prepare input 
data for 3-D CFD analysis. 
2.1 CAPABILITmS 
This sectIon lists the basic capabilities of MASTER. These capabihties can model untnmmed 
configuratIons and prepare thelr geometnes for input to 3-D CFD analysls. 
Adwtional capabilitIes exist to locate the Intersection of two surface models and to regulate the 
spacing of POints on input curves They are covered In Section 7 
2.1.1 SURFACE-MODELING CAPABILITY 
Surface models are wVlded Into regions, typlcally four-slded (see Figure 2-1; all the regions shown 
can be unfolded to give four-slded surfaces). A tube-like region can be modeled by making 
corresponding POints coincldent on a pair of Opposlte sldes of the region. A closed region (e g., a 
sphere) can be modeled SImIlarly to a tube-like one, by also makmg each of the two remmning open 
sldes conslst entrrely of cOIncldent POints (l e., all the POints on an open slde have the same 
locatlOn). 
The surface model for a single region lS dlvlded mto mathematlcal elements called patches (see 
Figure 2-2). Each patch lS fundamentally four-slded, and a region tYPlCally conslsts of a regular 
arrangement of rows of patches 
Surface models are smooth and continUOUS They have no creases when the mput curves are evenly 
spaced. The curvature lS continUOUS between patches unless the surface lS Irregularly shaped The 
rate of change of the curvature is wscontinuous between patches. All surface propertIes are 
continUOUS wlthIn a patch. 
Each region IS Input In three stages (see FIgure 2-2) POints are Input to form curves called sectlOns; 
these pOints are used to form other curves called members, and patches are defined between these 
curves Normally a section curve does not cross other sectlOns, nor does a member curve cross other 
members Member curves are onented across sectIons, and they conslst of a rearrangement of the 
same pOints that were Input for sectlOns, rather than contmmng new pomts Each patch lS located 
by speclfYIng four POints from member curves to be the comers. 
Separately-generated surface models can be combmed by copYIng them to a single fIle. 
2.1.2 COORDINATE-TRANSFORMATION CAPABILITY 
Surface models can be represented In elther rectangular or cyhndncal coorwnates. Input surface 
data can be automatIcally converted between these two types of coordinates Input surface data m 
rectangular coordinates can also be translated and rotated hke a ngId object. The ngId-object 
transformatIons are kept on files separate from the surface data. 
Upper-wing region 
Pylon region --_./ 
.,," 
,,,," 
.,. ... -----
Inlet-Intenor region 
Outer-nacelle region 
Figure 2-1. - Surface Model DIvided Into Regions 
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FIgure 2-2. - Surface RepresentatIon by Patches 
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2.1.3 MESH/SURFACE INTERSECTION CAPABILITY 
A surface model can be intersected WIth a coordmate mesh (see FIgure 2-3, for clanty, only a two-
dimenslOnal mesh IS shown). A coordinate mesh is specified by a set of values for each of the three 
coordinates. A mesh line is defmed by taking values for two coordinates from theIr mesh-value sets 
and varying the third coordmate The sets of mesh lines in all three directions, defined by all 
possbile combinations of prurs of values, IS a coordinate mesh At each intersection of a mesh Ime 
WIth the surface model, a location and a normal direction is calculated. * The mwards/outwards 
sense of the normals is consistent for each block of the surface model. 
There IS a capability to reverse all the normals in a set. 
Separately-generated sets of mtersectlon normals can be combined. 
2.1.43-D CFD INPUT FORMATTING CAPABILITY 
A procedure eXists to sort a set of intersection-normals, to remove duplications of the same 
position, and to ahgn the mesh intersections WIth their mesh Imes. Thls procedure assembles a fIle 
for 3-D CFD analysIs input by comblOmg the conditioned normals, the mesh data and possibly 
other data. 
2.2 METHODS 
These methods show how the capabilItIes of MASTER are realIzed. The computer procedures and 
the associated data formats are named, but their detruls are deferred untlilater. 
MASTER treats data fIles as local files; permanent storage IS left to the user. 
2.2.1 SURFACE-DESCRIPTION METHODS 
Surface models are dIvided lOto reglOns. The surface should be diVided lOto regions at any 
lOtentlOnal gaps, creases, or curvature Jumps Opposite Sides of a region can be connected to form a 
tube or a closed surface. 
The format for surface-descnptIon files IS called SIL (Surface Input Language) format. Each 
surface region IS descnbed by a SIL block (see Section 3 1.3 for detruls; see SectIon 4 1 for practIcal 
surface-descnptIon suggestlOns, see SectIon 6 1 for an example of surface descnption). * * Blocks 
consist of three parts: sectIons, members, and patches. 
·Plane/surface lOtersectIon curves are produced as an lOtermedIate step lo the calculation of 
mesh/surface lOtersectIon polOts. 
* * A region is a subset of a surface; a block IS the correspondlOg umt of MASTER input data. 
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Sections are mput as an ordered set of curves. The first and last section are opposite sIdes of 
regIon. The beginnmg of each sectIOn and the the end of each sectIon lie on the other two sIdes of 
the region. The sections should not cross and should be onented m the same (not OppOSIte) 
direction. The sectIons should cover the surface either With approxunately even spacmg or WIth 
smoothly mcreasing denSIty where the surface IS most curved (thIS is called adaptIve spacmg). 
Each section consists of an ordered set of pomts, WIth each pomt expressed by three coordmate 
values. A boundary condItion is reqwred at the ends of a sectIOn ThIS condItion IS typIcally 
expressed as tangent dIrectIOns at the ends, but another optIOn eXiSts to connect both ends as a 
closed curve (Without creases). Pomts along a sectIOn should be spaced eIther uruformly or 
adaptively. 
Members are descnbed by another set of ordered curves. The first and last members are OppOSIte 
SIdes of the region; they are respectIvely the sides where the sectIons begm and where the sections 
end. The beginmng of each member and the end of each member he on the other two SIdes of the 
regIon; they are respectIvely the flrst and last sections. Member pomts are a subset of section 
pomts, and they are speCIfied by the number for the deSIred section and the number for the desired 
knot* m thIS section Members should not cross each other and should run in simIlar, not OppOSIte, 
directions. Member end conditIOns are speCIfied the same way as section end condItions Member 
spacmg is dependent on pomt spacmg within sectIons. Members should be spaced eIther unIformly 
or adaptIvely Pomt spacmg wlthm a member IS dependent on section spacmg. Pomts WIthin a 
member should be spaced eIther uniformly or adaptIvely. 
Patches are descnbed by speclfymg their corners Each corner IS located at a member pomt and IS 
speCIfIed by gIvmg the number for the deSIred member and the number for the deSIred knot* 
withm thIS membE'r 
TypIcal blocks are regularly arranged: each sectIOn has the same number of pomts, whICh are all 
knots; each member has the same number of pomts, whICh are all knots, the nth member contams 
the nth knot from each section (m the same order that the sectIOns appear), patches cover the 
entire area enclosed by curves; the patches are ordered m a regular pattern of rows 
A smgle fIle of SIL data can contam several blocks of sections, members, and patches. * * 
Comments can be added to a SIL fIle to identify and annotate It 
2.2.2 COORDINATE-TRANSFORMATION METHODS 
Coordinate transformations are performed on SIL fIles by procedure TRNSIL (see Sections 3.1 4, 
and 5.3 for detruls; see the second part of Section 6 2 for an example of coordmate transformation) 
Two types of transformations are avaIlable: (1) SIL fIles can be converted from cylindrical to 
rectangular coordmates or from rectangular to cyhndncal. (2) SIL mes can be transformed by a 
* A knot IS a kmd of pomt (see SectIOn 4 1 3 2 for detruls) 
* * Blocks should be checked for conSIstency of the surface-normal dIrectIOn between each other 
before they are combmed on a single SIL fIle (see SectIOn 4 1 2 2). 
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linear transformatIOn plus addItive constant, whlch performs rotation and translation on 
rectangular coordinates (as If the descnbed geometry was moved as a ngId object). The selectlon of 
cylindncallrectangular or ngId-object transformation lS controlled by mteractIve user mput. 
RlgId-object transformations are defmed pnor to theIr use to transform coordmate data. One or 
more ngId-object transformatIOns are stored as a TRN format fIle The selectIOn of a partlcular 
transformatlon from a TRN flle lS controlled by mteractIve user mput 
RlgId-object transformatlons can be generated wlth the ald of procedure GENTRN (see Section 5 2 
for detaIls, see Section 4 2 for practical transformatIon-deflnItIOn suggestIOns; see the fIrst part of 
Section 6 2 for an example of transformatIOn deflnItIOn) Thls procedure interactively asks the 
user for translation vectors and rotatIOns about coordInate axes 
Comments can be added to TRN-format transformatlons to ldentIfy them 
2.2.3 SURFACE-MODELING METHODS 
Surface modeling lS performed by procedure SILSRF (see SectIOn 5 4 for detalls; see SectIOn 6 3 
for an example of surface modelmg). ThlS procedure takes surface descnptlon mput from a SIL-
format fIle and produces a SRF-format fIle contalDlng the mathematical surface model. Comments 
can be added to the SRF fIles to ldentlfy surface models. 
The blocks descnbmg each surface region can be strung together as a smgle SIL fIle Alternatlvely, 
the blocks can appear as separate SlL fIles, which are modeled mdlVldually. SRF fIles can be 
manually merged to glve a combmed model * 
2.2.4 MESH/SURFACE INTERSECTION METHODS 
The mtersectIons of a computatlonal coordmate mesh Wlth a surface model are computed by 
procedure MSHNRM (see Sections 3 1 5 and 5 5 for detruls, see Section 6.4 for an example of mesh 
mtersectIOn) The coordmate mesh lS mput as a MSH-format fIle. The surface modells mput as a 
SRF-format fIle The mesh/surface mtersectIOn pomts wlth normal dlrectIons are output as a 
NRM-format fIle (see SectIOn 3.2.2 for details). If the mtersectIon-normals are found to pomt mto 
the surface rather than outwards, the entire set of normals on the NRM flle can be reversed by 
procedure NRMREV (see SectIOn 5.6) 
Comments can be added to the NRM fIle to Identify the surface model and mesh verSIOn. 
*The fIles should be checked for conSIstency of the surface-normal dIrection between them before 
they are merged (see SectIOn 4.1 2.2). 
2.2.5 FORMATTING METHODS FOR 3-D CFD ANALYSIS INPUT 
A NRM fIle con tams geometry mformatIOn for 3-D CFD analysIs. The analysIs mput IS a CFD 
fonnat fde (see SectIon 3 2 3 for detaIls), whIch contams the mtersection nonnals from a NRM file, 
the mesh values from the correspondmg MSH fIle, and other data. NRM data reqUIres some 
conditIomng before it IS ready for use wlthm a CFD fIle Duplicate nonnals can be fonned at some 
locations; * It IS also possIble that the locatIOn of a nonnal could be calculated WIth a slight offset 
from the coordmate values for the mesh hne. 
NRM data condltIonmg and CFD fonnattmg are done by procedure NRMCFD (see Section 5.7 for 
detatls; see SectIOn 6 5 for an example), whIch reads the nonnals from a NRM file, sorts them by 
pOSItIon and removes duphcates NRMCFD also reads a MSH fde of coordinate values deimmg 
mesh lmes If a nonnalls near a mesh hne, It WIll be moved to that line. NRMCFD also reads other 
CFD-analysls mputs from the front of an eXlSting CFD file and uses thIS other data and the mesh 
values WIth the new geometry mput to automatIcally produce a new, complete CFD file. 
2.3 USER ACTIVITmS WITH MASTER 
ThIS sectIOn explams the sequence of user actIVItIes to prepare mputs for 3-D CFD analYSIS. FIgure 
2-4 Illustrates thIS sequence as a flow chart FIgure 2-5 shows the pOSSIble data paths connecting 
the procedures 
Start WIth a confIguratIOn, m the fonn of a deSIgn Idea, a draWIng, or a computatIonal deflllltIOn m 
some other surface-modelmg system. Before creatmg any flIes, select the regIOns. Choose a local 
coordmate system for each regIOn that takes advantage of any symmetry present (e g , descnbe an 
axIsymmetric surface mltIally WIth the axIS of symmetry as a cylindncal coordinate axIS). A 
natural chOlce of local coordmates will make the symmetry apparent, whIch makes the data eaSIer 
to enter and to check Then select the global coordmate system, which WIll generate the 
computational meshes for CFD analYSIS. All surface descrIptIOns will be transfonned to these 
coordmates before modelmg When all coordmate systems are known, descnbe the 
transfonnations from each local system to the global one as TRN data (by using procedure 
GENTRN or by manually edIting transfonnation equatIOns mto TRN fonnat). 
Next prepare a surface descnptIOn file m local coordmates for each regIOn (see SectIOn 4.1 for 
suggestIOns). Add comments to these descnptIOns, to IdentIfy them when they are transfonned to 
the global coordmates Do not add SIL optIOn declaratIOns to the fIles yet. GIve each SIL file a 
prelimmary pass through procedure SILSRF, It WIll add system comments, whIch make the data 
eaSIer to understand, and It will spot typograprucal errors Correct the mes and repeat procedure 
SILSRF untIl the errors are removed. 
Now transfonn the descnptIOns to the global coordmates by procedure TRNSIL. Add the 
appropnate SIL optIon declaratIOns to the transfonned descnptIOns. 
*For example, when a mesh hne mtersects a patch set at a patch boundary. One nonnalls fonned 
from each patch, causmg duphcatIon 
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Figure 2-4. - User ActiVities with MASTER 
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FIgure 2·5. - Data and Procedure RelatIonshIps In MASTER 
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Now enter the surface descnptIOns to procedure SILSRF, to model the surface regions. Check the 
surface models thoroughly, uslOg a graplucal dIsplay and perhaps other methods. Where errors are 
detected, correct them in the local-coordinate descnptIOn fIles. (At this stage, the system 
comments from the lOltIal pass through SILSRF make It easIer to find a deSIred hne 10 the fIle.) 
Repeat the cycle of transformation, option insertion, modelIng, and checkIng untIl the models are 
correct. 
Now select the mesh values (see Reference 1), and edIt a MSH fIle describing the mesh. Use 
procedure MSHNRM to compute the lOtersectIons of the mesh wIth all the surface-model fIles. 
Inspect each lOtersection-normal file for reversed normals, by selectlOg one component whose sign 
IS known 10 advance for each fIle. Correct any reversed file of normals wIth procedure NRMREV. 
Merge the normal fIles together-mto a single file without record marks. 
Now that the needed geometry lOformatIon has been calculated, determlOe the rest of the lOputs to 
the CFD analysIs program (see Reference 1). Prepare a header file contalOlOg these inputs. Use 
procedure NRMCFD to combme the mesh, the complete set of lOtersectIOn normals, and the other 
CFD mputs. The combmed data IS a complete CFD-analysis lOput fIle, ready for checking and 
execution. 
3.0 DATA FORMATS 
Tlus section explains the data formats for MASTER. Input data is prepared by the user for mput to 
MASTER. System data is created by MASTER 
3.1 INPUT FORMATS 
This section defines mput data formats for surface descnptIon (SIL) data, coordmate-
transformation definition (TRN) data, and coordinate-mesh descnption (MSH) data. These formats 
are slIIlply the patterns of data values that are expected by the MASTER programs; SectlOn 4 
explruns how to represent the deSired surface, transformation, and mesh mformation in these 
formats. 
All input data IS stored on text files. The data is read in free-field form, where the values on a hne 
are separated by blanks rather than being allgned 10 specIfIc columns. All data after the first 80 
columns of a line IS Ignored. Coordinates can be given any desired labels and ordenng. Comments 
can be added to mput files. 
3.1.1 DEFAULT COORDINATES 
ThIS section explams the default labels and orderings for rectangular and cylindncal coordinates. 
3.1.1.1 Default Rectangular Coordinates 
Rectangular coordmates are named STA, BL, and WL, and thIS IS theIr default order (see FIgure 
3-1). STA IS onented horizontally, from front to back. WL IS onented vertically, pomtIng upwards. 
BL IS onented laterally 
3.1.1.2 Default Cylindrical Coordinates 
Cylindrical coordmates are named STA, RADIUS, and THETA (see Figure 3-2) STA (I.e, station) 
IS the axial coordmate. RADIUS IS the radIal coordmate THETA IS the angular coordmate, 
measured 10 degrees. 
Unhke the rectangular coordinates, the 3 cylindncal coordmates have different characters. One IS 
axial, one radIal, and one angular Because they enter differently into calculations, theIr order 
must be defmed. The default order IS. aXial, then radial, and then angular. If the user changes their 
order, the coordinate labels Wlll be rearranged to match the corresponding characters. 
The STA axis is oriented honzontally, pomtmg from front to back STA values can be negative, 
depending on where along the axiS the user locates the ongm. 
RADIUS is the ramal coordmate. It can be zero or pOSItive. 
The angle THETA IS defined to be zero at the 12 o'clock pOSItion Several THETA values can be 
used for the same position, diffenng from each other by multiples of 360 degrees For most 
MASTER operations, THETA values must be equal to be recognIzed as eqUlvalent (e g., a surface 
description around -90 degrees Wlll not be found to mtersect a mesh value at + 270 degrees). 
However, dunng the formattmg of CFD data, THETA values of mtersection normals are converted 
into eqUlvalent values withm the corresponding range of mesh values. 
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3.1.1.3 Default Rectangular/Cylindrical Coordinate Correspondence 
The rectangular coordmate STA corresponds to the (aXIal) cylmdncal coordinate, STA. The 
rectangular coordinate, WL, corresponds to RADIUS * cos(THETA) in cylindrical coordinates. The 
rectangular coordinate, BL, corresponds to RADIUS * sm(THETA). 
3.1.2 INPUT COMMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
The user can add comment lmes to mput files MASTER recogruzes both system comments and 
user comments (see Figure 3-3). System comment lmes begin WIth the letter C in column 1 and a 
blank m column 2; they are Ignored. Other system comments are wntten on data lines after all the 
data values; they are also Ignored. User comments begm with an asterisk (*) m column 1; they are 
Ignored, but are copied With the data For example, user comments from input SIL fIles are copied 
to output SIL fIles, and user comments from mput TRN or MSH fIles are copied to the listmg fIle. 
3.1.3 SURFACE-INPUT LANGUAGE (SIL) FORMAT 
Surface Input Language (SIL) IS the data format used to enter surface deSCrIptIOns (Suggesbons 
for prepanng surface descnptlOns are made in SectIOn 41; an example of surface description in 
SIL format is given in Secbon 6.1 ) A SIL flle can begin With opbon declarabons, or the default 
opbons can be used. Any option declaratIons apply to the entIre SIL file. The remainder of the SIL 
file consIsts of one or more blocks (see Flgure 3-4) The blocks of a SIL fIle are processed 
mdependently of each other. Each block descrlbes a smgle surface region. The data for each block 
is composed of three separate parts: specifications for sections, members, and patches (see Flgure 
3-5). 
The first part speCifies an ordered set of curves, called sections Each sectIon is expressed as initial 
and final end conrutlOns and an ordered set of pomts m space A subset of the secbon points 
(usually all of them) IS selected as knots (see SectIon 4 1 3 2) To refer to them in the member input, 
the sectlOns are numbered m the order that they are mput; the knots m a sectlOn are also 
numbered 
The next part of data for the block rearranges these knots to form a second ordered set of curves, 
called members. Each member IS expressed as ImtIal and fmal end conditIons and an ordered set of 
member pomts These pomts are mput as knot and sectlOn numbers. A subset of the member 
pomts (usually all of them) IS selected as knots (see SectlOn 4.1.3.2) To refer to them m patch 
mput, the members are numbered m the order that they are mput; the knots m a member are also 
numbered. 
The last part of data for the block speCifies four-Sided patches, bounded by two sections on 
OPPOSite sides and two members between the secbons. A patch IS speCified by nammg the four 
corners, wmch are selected from the member knots. The four corners m a patch speCification must 
appear in a parbcular order. These corners are mput as knot and member numbers. 
3.1.3.1 SIL Limitations 
SIL data IS used as mput to two procedures. SILSRF and TRNSIL SILSRF is used to model all 
surfaces, whIle TRNSIL IS used only when the coordinates m a SIL fIle need transformation. There 
currently are different llmitations for SIL input to these procedures, so which limitatIOns a 
particular SIL fIle must follow depends upon whether or not the fIle must have its coordinates 
transformed. 
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System output Imes 
THIS IS A USER COMMENT LINE 
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FIgure 3-3. - Comment Types 
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Figure 3·4 - SIL File Structure 
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Figure 3-5. - SIL Block Format 
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Pr('){'cdure SIT..SRF unposes the followmg limitations: 
There can be at most 120 sectlOns in a block. 
2 Each sectIon can contaIn at most 175 pomts. 
There can be at most 175 members in a block. 
Each member can contaIn at most 120 points. 
') There IS no limltatlOn on the number of blocks m a SIT.. fIle. 
Procedure TRNSIT.. currently Imposes the followmg lImItations on those SIL mes that must have 
their coordmates transformed: 
1 The option declaratlOns must be omItted. 
:2 The user must remember whether the coordmates are rectangular or cylindncal. 
3 Cylmdncal coordmates must appear m the order axial, radial, and angular. 
-1 The coordmate labels are written ''X'', "Y", and "Z", regardless of the coordinate type . 
• J Only one block can appear on a smgle SIL fIle. 
6 There can be only 27 sections in a block. 
i Each sectlOn can have only 29 knots. (There can be a total of only 53 points m a section.) 
8 There can be only 27 members m a block. 
3.1.3.2 SIL Option Declarations 
OptIOn declaratIOns are permIssIble only at the begmning of the SIL file, before any comment 
hnes These declaratIOns apply to all the blocks on the fIle. Each declaration must appear on a 
separate lme, whIch contams the corresponding keyword. When no option declarations are 
proVided, the coordinates are recogruzed as rectangular, With the labels "STA", "BL", and 'WL". 
Option declaratIOns can: change the type of coordinates to cylmdncal; change the coordmate 
labels, lIst the mtermedlate calculatlOns of the procedure SILSRF, and change the ordenng of 
cylmdncal coordmates. The possIble option-declaration keywords are: 
1 CYLINDRICAL * 
ThIS declaration causes the mput coordmates to be recogruzed as cylindncal, not rectangular. 
It also changes the default labels to "STA", ''RADIUS'', and "THETA". 
2. LABELR 
ThIS declaration changes the names for rectangular coordinates from the default rectangular 
names ("STA", "BL", and "WL") The names can be 10 characters long; they follow the 
keyword and are separated by blanks. The names are aSSIgned to coordinates m the order 
that they appear. 
3.LABELC 
This declaration changes the names for cylindncal coordmates from the default cylindrical 
names The names can be 10 characters long; they follow the keyword and are separated by 
blanks. The first name IS used for the axial coordmate (default "STA"); the second name is 
used for the radial coordinate (default ''RADIUS'), and the thIrd name is used for the angular 
coordmate (default ''THETA"). The labels are matched in tms way, even when the coordinates 
are reordered. 
*The keyword can be abbreViated, but the letters "CYL" must appear. 
4. DUMP 
TIlls declaratIOn causes SILSRF to list its intennedlate calculations. TIns option is Intended 
to help MASTER consultatIon spot errors in SIL input. General users should ask MASTER 
consultation for assistance in Interpreting the listing. 
5. $OPTION IXAXI=?, IXRAD=?, IXANG=? $ 
TIlls must be the last optIon declaratIon to appear on a SIL fIle. It IS read as a NAMELIST.· It 
can have multIple lines, but the fIrst column of each line is ignored. The user must replace the 
questIon marks WIth integer values. The NAMELIST ends WIth a dollar SIgn ($). 
ThIS declaratIon rearranges the cylindncal coordInate labels. It also changes the calculations 
WIthm procedure SILSRF to correctly handle Input data that has been rearranged to match the 
labels The three values must be 1,2, and 3 in some ordering. They show which of the three spatial 
coordinates are axIal (default 1st), radial (default 2nd) and angular (default 3rd), respectIvely. 
3.1.3.3 SIL Section Set 
The sectIon-set speCIfIcation (see Figure 3-5) begIns WIth an Integer, the number of sections in the 
set. ThIs number appears on a separate data lme. The sectIon-curve specifIcatIons follow. 
A sectIon-curve speCIfIcation (see FIgure 3-6) begIns WIth the number of points, which appears as 
an mteger on a separate lIne An end-condition speCIfication follows, In the fonnat described in 
SectIon 3.1 3 5 The sectIon-point speCIfIcations are the last part of the curve 
Each sectIOn point IS speCIfIed by a SIngle data lIne conSIstIng of three coordinate values, a splme-
tenSIOn value, and a knot flag. The coordInates are deCImal values. Together they locate a point In 
space (e.g, the ongIn IS speCIfied by entenng "0. O. 0.') The splme tenSIOn is a deCImal value, 
whIch should be set to zero (see Sections 4.1 3.1 and 4.1.3.2). The knot flag IS an integer, which can 
be eIther pOSItIve or zero A POInt WIth a pOSItive knot flag is a knot, while a point WIth a zero knot 
flag IS a null pomt (see SectIOns 4.1.3.1 and 4.1.3 2). All section POInts should be made knots. 
3.1.3.4 SIL Member Set 
A member-set speCIficatIon (see FIgure 3-5) begIns WIth an mteger, the number of members m the 
set thIS number appears on a separate data lme. The member-curve speCIfIcatIons follow to 
complete the set. 
A member-curve specificatIon (see FIgure 3-7) begins WIth the number of pomts, which appears as 
an mteger on a separate lIne An end-condItIon specifIcation follows, m the fonnat descnbed In 
SectIon 3.1.3 5. The member-points are the last part of the curve. 
All member pomts are located at section knots. Each member pomt is specified by a single data 
line consIsting of sequence numbers to IdentIfy the particular knot and sectIon, a spline-tension 
value and a knot flag. 
* A NAMELIST is a standard fonn of FORTRAN Input. For details, check the appropnate 
FORTRAN manual. 
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POints 1 to NPTS 
Tension Knot 
End-conditions 
NPTS (number of POints 
to follow) 
Figure 3-6. - SIL SectIOn-Specification Format 
(Cylmdflcal Coordinates Shown) 
flag 
POints 1 to NPTS 
End-condItIons 
SectIon 
Index 
NPTS (number of POints 
fofollow) 
TensIon 
'lure 3-7. - SIL Member-Specification Format 
Knot 
flag 
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Sequence numbers are mtegers' the first sequence number is the position of the desIred section 
knot WIthm ItS sectIon (not countIng any null POInts), the second value IS the posItion of the deSIred 
section curve WIthm the entIre section set The spline tensIOn IS a decimal value, which should be 
set to zero (see SectIOns 4.13.1 and 4.1.32) The knot flag IS an mteger, whIch can be either 
posItive or zero. A pomt wIth a posItIve knot flag IS a knot, whIle a pomt with a zero knot flag is an 
null pomt (see SectIOns 4.1.31 and 4.1.3 2). All member pomts should be made knots. 
3.1.3.5 SIL End Conditions 
SectIons and members reqUIre boundary condItIons at the ends of each curve. The end conditIOns 
are Input as a type code, WhICh IS pOSSIbly followed by end-dIrectIOn values thIS data appears 
between the number of pomts and the set of POInts. The type code is an integer data value on a 
separate data hne End-direction values are mput only with certam type codes, they contain 6 
deCImal values (2 groups of 3) on a separate data hne There are three kmds of these condItIOns 
avrulable m MASTER (see FIgure 3-8): penodIc, speCIfIed-dIrectIon, and unknown (see SectIon 
4 1 3 3 for suggestIOns for selectmg the proper end condItIon). 
The penodic condItion WIll Jom a closed curve smoothly together. It IS selected by entermg "4" as a 
type code, no end-dIrectIon data follows 
WIth an open curve, It IS pOSSIble to speCIfy the tangent directIon at one or both ends These end 
condItIOns reqwre the Input of two end dIrectIOns followmg the type code * Each end dIrectIon IS 
expressed as three deCImal values They are proportIOnal to the directIOn cosmes of the tangent 
dIrectIOn at the end. A type code "3" specifies both ends; a type code "1" speCIfIes just the ImtIal 
end and a type code "2" speCIfIes Just the final end 
End condItIOns for an open curve WIth both dIrections unknown IS mput as a type code "0". No end-
dIrectIOn data IS reqwred. 
3.1.3.6 SIL Patch·Specification Set 
The patch-specifIcation set begins WIth the number of speCIficatIons. whIch appears as an mteger 
on a separate lIne. The speCIfications follow to complete the set (see FIgure 3-9). 
Each patch IS speCIfIed by a smgle hne, m the format shown by FIgure 3-10 There are four paIrS of 
mteger values. Each palr selects a member knot as one comer of the patch. The second mteger m a 
paIr IS an mdex number for a member; the first mteger m that paIr IS the knot mdex number for 
some knot m the selected member. 
The first and second paIrS must refer to adjacent knots on one member; and the third and fourth 
prurs must refer to adjacent knots on the next member (I.e., the member mdex IS the same m the 
first and second pairs, and lIkeWIse in the thIrd and fourth prurs) 
The first and third pairs must refer to adjacent knots on one section; the second and fourth paIrS 
must refer to adjacent knots on the next sectIon (To check thIS m general, It IS necessary to refer 
back to the member set.) 
*Even If one of the dIrectIOns IS unknown, data values must be present for both ends. The 
unknown directIOn IS ignored, and It can be mput as three zeros 
Option Direction values Initial condition Final condition 
follow? 
0 No Unknown Unknown 
(no curvature) (no curvature) 
1 Yes Direction 
value Unknown 
specified (no curvature) 
2 Yes Unknown Direction 
(no curvature) value 
specified 
3 Yes Direction Direction 
value value 
specified specified 
4 No Periodic 
(used for a closed curve) 
FIgure 3-8. - SIL End-CondItIon OptIons 
:!5 
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Patch 
Corner 2 
NPTS (number of "patches" 
to follow) 
Corner 3 
Figure 3-9. - SIL Patch-SpecificatIOn Set 
Corner 4 
Section 
Section 
------
Former 
member 
knot K1 
Former 
member 
M1 
--... ---~ 
Latter 
member 
knot K2 
Latter 
member 
M2 
~ La'e, 
member 
knot K2 
Figure 3-10 - SIL Patch Specification Details 
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3.1.4 COORDINATE· TRANSFORMATION (TRN) INPUT DATA FORMAT 
A TRN file contaIns a set of rigId-object (i e, lmear) coordmate transformation defirutIons. 
(Suggestions for transformatlOn deflmtion are given in Secbon 4.2, an example of transformation 
definibon 15 shown m the first part of Secbon 6 2.) Transformations between cyhndncal and 
rectangular coordinates do not need a TRN-format defirutlOn. 
TRN data IS free-field text data, wruch can contain comments. The frrst data hne holds a single 
mteger value, the number of transformabon defmIbons to follow. The rest of the file consists of 
that many transformation defirutions (see Figure 3-11). 
Each transformation defirutIon contams exactly five lines Wlth three decimal values per hne (see 
Figure 3-12) The first hne IS an Irubal translatlOn, whIch IS added to the input coordmates The 
next 3 lines are used as a rotabon matrIX, wruch multIplies the translated coordmates. The last 
data hne IS a final translation, wruch IS added to the rotated coordinates. 
The rotation matnx IS mput WIth data hnes stored as columns, not rows * The matrix must be 
orthogonal thIS means that its product Wlth Its transpose must be Withm a tolerance of the 3 by 3 
Identity matrIX (The tolerance IS 10.-6 See Figure 3-13 for an example of venfymg orthogonahty.) 
This orthogonality requrrement means that the matrix only rotates the pomts derming the object, 
but leaves the distances between them unchanged 
3.1.5 MESH (MSH) FORMAT 
MSH data format IS used to mput coordmate-mesh descrIptlOns (An example of mesh descnptlOn IS 
shown m SectIon 5 4) It IS also used to control the opbons for MSHNRM, the mesh/surface 
mtersecbon procedure A MSH fIle can begIn WIth optlOn selectlOns, or the default opbons can be 
used The remmnder of the MSH fIle contains a hst of values for each of the three coordmates (see 
FIgure 3-14) 
3.1.5.1 MSH Limitations 
Each of the sets of coordmate values can contain at most 200 values 
3.1.5.2 MSH Option Declarations 
The optlOn declarabons m a MSH fIle must appear at the begInnmg, before any comment lmes. Only 
one declaratlOn can appear In a hne When no optlOns are declared, the Input coordmates are 
recogruzed as rectangular, WIth the labels "STA", "BL", and ''WL" OptlOn declarabons can change the 
types of coordmates for the mesh and the surface model, they can change the coordinate labels, and 
they can control the operatlOn of procedure MSHNRM The pOSSIble optlOn declarabons are. 
*To check the matnx mulbphcation manually, be sure to transpose the matnx before mulbplYIng It 
to the front of a column vector of coordmates. (See FIgure 4-6 for an example of checking matrix 
mulbplicabon.) 
NTRN 
Transformation 
definition NTRN 
Transformation 
definition 1 
• 
• 
• 
FIgure 3-11. - TRN File Format 
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Final displacement 
Rotation matnx column 3 
Rotation matnx column 2 
Rotation matnx column 1 
Imtlal displacement 
Figure 3-12 - Transformation Definition Format 
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STA(NSTA) 
CYL option declaration 
THETA(1) THETA(2). 
THETA(NTHETA) 
RADIUS(1) 
RADIUS(2) 
RADIUS(NRADIUS) 
Figure 3-14. - MSH Input Format (Cylmdrtcal Coordmates) 
TAN matrix data 
Matrix 
[
06 00 
00 10 
04 00 
-04J 00 
06 
/ 
06 
Check orthonormahty 
[
06 
00 
04 
00 
-1 0 
00 
/ 
00 
00 
00 
-1 0 
00 
-04 
-1 0 
04 
o 4J [1 0 00 = 00 
0.6 00 
00 
00 
00 
1 0 
00 
Figure 3-13 - Matnx-Orthogonallty Check 
06 
00] 00 
1 0 
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1 CYLINDRICAL * 
This declaration causes both the mesh coordinates and the surface coordinates to be 
recognized as cyhndncal, not rectangular. It also changes the default labels to "STA", 
''RADIUS'' and "THETA". 
2. LABELR 
ThIS declaration changes the names for rectangular coordmates. The names can be 10 
characters long, they follow the keyword, separated by blanks. The names are assigned to 
coordinates in the order that they appear. 
3.LABELC 
ThIS declaratIon changes the names for cylindncal coordinates. The names can be 10 
characters long; they follow the keyword, separated by blanks. The flrst name is used for the 
aXial coordmate (default "STA "); the second name IS used for the radial coordinate (default 
"RADIUS,,), and the third name is used for the angular coordinate (default ''THETA''). The 
names are matched in tms way, even when the coordinates are reordered. 
4. $OPTION ... $ 
thIS declaratIon is used to change control vanables Wlthin the MSHNRM program It must 
be the last option declaration to appear on a MSH fIle. It IS read as a NAMELIST * * The 
NAMELIST can use multiple hnes, but the flrst column of each line is Ignored. The 
NAMELIST ends Wlth a dollar SIgn ($). Between the keyword and the fmal dollar sign, the 
followmg items can appear, separated by commas: 
1. IXAXIM=?, IXRADM=?, IXANGM=? 
ThIS item changes the order of cylindncal coordmate labels. It also changes the calculatlOns 
within procedure MSHNRM and procedure NRMCFD to correctly handle mput data that has 
been rearranged to match the labels. The three values to the rIght of the equal signs must be a 
rearrangement of 1, 2 and 3. They show respectively wmch of the three coordinates are aXial 
(default 1st), radial (default 2nd), and angular (default 3rd). 
2. LSTOPT=? 
This item is used to control the listing of intermediate computations by procedure MSHNRM. 
The larger a value, the more detmls WIll be listed. The default value IS 1, which lists the 
normals that were calculated. An mput value of 0 Wlll suppress the listing of the indlVldual 
normals; this choice IS mdicated when repetitious MSHNRM executions will be made. An 
mput value of 2 will hst Identify each normal as a particular root of a cut equation Larger 
values will list detmls of intermediate calculations; they are intended for use by MASTER 
consultation rather than general users. 
*The keyword can be abbreviated, but the letters "CYL" must appear. 
* *NAMELIST IS a standard form of FORTRAN input. For more details, check the appropriate 
FORTRAN manual. 
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3. NXINT=?, KXlNT=?,?,?, NXCUT=?,?,?, KXCUT=?,?, ?,?, ?,? 
ThIS Item IS used to control the sequence of intersection and cut (see the Glossary) operatIons 
by procedure MSHNRM. The sequence should avoid glancing intersections, where the 
mtersectIon plane is nearly tangent to the surface. The default for cy!mdrical coordmates 
anticipates a slender and nearly axisymmetnc body, hke a nacelle. The default for 
rectangular coordinates anticipates a body hke a honzontal wmg. When computing mesh 
mtersections with an unusually-shaped configuration, use the default settings and proceed to 
the CFD analysis. If the analys18 program detects m1ssmg normals, contact MASTER 
consultatIon, who will explam how to specify the best alternative sequence. 
4. TOLDIS=?, TOLANG=? 
This item defmes the tolerances used to align intersection normals to mesh coordinate values 
by procedure NRMCFD. TOLDIS is the tolerance for all coordmates with distance unIts. 
TOLANG IS the tolerance for the angular coordinate. The default value for TOLDIS is 0005, 
and the default for TOLANG 18 .01 degree. 
3.1.5.3 MSH Mesh-V slue Sets 
A set of values IS mput for each of the 3 coordinates. The sets appear in the same order as the 
surface-descnptIon coordinates. Each set conSISts of the number of values, followed by a list of the 
values themselves. The number of values IS an mteger, appearmg on a separate line. The values are 
decimals. They appear on one or more lines, separated by blanks. 
3.2 SYSTEM DATA FORMATS 
MASTER has two classes of system-generated data avrulable for users, geometry-modeling data 
and mesh/surface intersections. The mtersectlOns appear both in unsorted form and prepared for 
mput to 3-D computatIonal flUld dynamlcS analysis programs. 
3.2.1 GEOMETRY MODELING DATA FORMATS 
MASTER uses parametric cubIC representatIons for geometry modeling. Curves and surfaces are 
the kmds of geometnc obJects data represented A smgle data element conSISts of a range of values 
for the parameter(s) and 3 polynomlal functIons for the spatial coordinates. The polynomlals use 
the parameter(s) as mdependent variables Evaluatmg the polynomials over the range of 
parameter values produces a contmuous geometrIC element m space. The chOIce of coordmates is 
the same as for the surface-description data that created the model, and the ordering is the same 
There IS a smgle one-dl1Ilensional range of parameter values that IS used for all curve-modeling 
elements. There IS a single two-dl1IlenslOnal range of parameter values that IS used for all surface-
modeling elements. Only the polynomIals are stored on data fues; the range of parameter values is 
written mto the system programs. The polynomIals are represented by pOSItIon vectors and 
derivative vectors (with respect to the parameters) at the points that bound the parameter range. 
Each vector appears as three decl1Ilal values on a single data !me. 
3.2.1.1 Curve-Model (CUR) Data 
Curve-model data IS descnbed here as a prelim mary step m describmg surface-model data (see 
Reference 3, Sections 5.1.2 and 6.3.6 for details). • CUR data consists of just a sequence of PC (I.e., 
parametric cubic) segments in a Hermlte-interpolation representatIon (see Section 4 1.3.1). There 
is no data to indicate connectIons between segments. 
In a PC segment, there 18 a single parameter called "u" U stays in the parameter range [D.,1.].·· 
As U changes from D. to 1., the corresponding point in space moves from the begmnmg of the 
curve segment to the end. 
A PC segment contains four data lines (see Figure 3-15): 
1. Lme 1, Position at U = D. 
2. Lme 2, PosItion at U = 1. 
3. Line 3, DenvatIve at U = D. 
4. Lme 4, DenvatIve at U = 1. 
The derivative vectors pomt tangent to the curve. They are directed from the mltIal positIOn along 
the curve towards the final pOsItIon.··· 
3.2.1.2 Surface-Model (SRF) Data 
Surface-model data conSISts of a sequence of parametric blcublC patches m a Hermlte-mterpolatIOn 
representatIon. (This is also called a Ferguson or Coons patch; see Reference 3, SectIon 634 for 
detatls.) There IS no data to mdIcate whIch side of the surface is wetted by the flUld and whlCh SIde 
is mtenor to the body There is no data to mdicate which patches are adjacent (intersectIons are 
computed patch by patch, without the need to connect them). 
A patch IS a generalizatIon of a PC curve segment, which has two parameters, called "0" and "V". 
For a patch, both U and V stay m the range [ D, 1 ], so the parameter range IS a unit square. 
·CUR data is also created as an intermediate result by mesh/surface intersectIon 
• * The parameter here IS llnear function of the one descnbed for SIL input curves m Section 
41.3.1. 
• * * The magmtude of a derivatIve apprmamately equals the length of the curve, so that equally· 
spaced parameter values correspond to approximately equally-spaced points along the curve. 
(The magnitude of a denvatIve vector must be expressed as the arclength denvatIve with 
respect to the parameter. For rectangular coordinates, thIS is the usual magmtude For 
cylindrical coordinates, the angular component of the derivative must be converted from 
degrees to dlStance unIts; this is done by dIVlding by 57.296 (degrees per radIan) and 
multIplying by the radius at this locatIon The three components in distance umts are 
combined in the usual way) 
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Data format: 
->'1 dR 
du u = 1 
->./ dR 
du u = 0 
.... 
R(1) 
Graph 
.... 
R(u) 
Formula 
Figure 3-15 - PC Segment Format and Position Calculation 
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A patch contains 16 data lines, winch contaIn quantities evaluated at the patch comers (see Figure 
3-16) There is no mark between patches (To find the start of a patch, count 16 lines from the start 
of the last patch.) Each line conSISts of three decImal values, formIng a vector. The follOWIng data 
lines give the 10catlOns of the patch comers' 
1. LIne 1 locates the comer where U = 0 and V = 0 
2. Line 2 locates the comer where U=O and V=l 
3. LIne 5 locates the comer where U=l and v=o 
4 Line 6 locates the comer where U = 1 and V = 1 
The rest of the data for a patch conSISts of fIrst denvatIves WIth respect to U and V and cross 
denvatlves. The U denvatives and the V denvatlves are rurected tangent to the surface. U 
denvatives POInt along the sections In the SIL file that generated the patches, and V denvatlves 
POInt along the members The magnItudes of the fIrst denvatIves are approXlmately equal to the 
lengths of the correspondIng patch boundanes. This makes the distance traveled along the patch 
when one parameter changes proportlOnal to the changes in tlns parameter value. (The constant of 
proportionahty is the length of the patch m this drrectlOn.) The cross derivatlves are second 
denvatives Wlth respect to both U and V They Influence the shape of the intenor of the patch, and 
theIr magnItude IS expected to be smaller than eIther of the first denvatlves 
The denvatlves with respect to V are: 
1. LIne 3, at U = 0 and V = 0 
2 LIne 4, at U = 0 and V = 1 
3. LIne 7, at U = 1 and V = 0 
4 LIne 8, at U = 1 and V = 1 
The denvatlves WIth respect to U are 
1 LIne 9, at U = 0 and V = 0 
2 LIne 10, at U = 0 and V = 1 
3 LIne 13, at U = 1 and V = 0 
4. Line 14, at U = 1 and V = 1 
The cross denvatlves (WIth respect to U and V) are. 
1. LIne 11, at U = 0 and V = 0 
2 LIne 12, at U = 0 and V = 1 
3. LIne 15, at U = 1 and V = 0 
4 LIne 16, at U = 1 and V = 1 
3.2.2 INTERSECTION-NORMAL (NRM) FORMAT 
NRM format IS used for the unsorted mesh/surface mtersectlOn normals produced by procedure 
MSHNRM. ThIS data gIves the 10catlOns of the Intersectlons and the surface-normal rurectlOns at 
these locatlons. Each location appears as a smgle data line, WIth 6 deCImal values separated by 
blanks. The first 3 values are the posItlon coordinates They are the same coorrunates as m the 
surface descnptlon, and appear m the same order. The last 3 values are the corresponding 
components of the normal rurection The normal IS scaled to have the sum of squared components 
equal to 1. 
NRM data can have normals pomtmg out of the body (thIS IS the deSIred case) or into the body. The 
normal rurection to a patch IS computed as a cross product of the U denvative before the V 
denvatIve (which is SImply a cross product of the section direction before the member direction). 
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...... 
d2fi (1.1) line 16 
dudv 
d2R' (1.0) line 15 
diidV 
line 14 
--. 
dR (1,0) line 13 
du 
d2R (0.1) line 12 
dudv 
d2'R (0.0) line 11 
dliav 
line 10 
dR (0,0) line 9 
du 
dR (1.1) line 8 
dv 
dR (1.0) line 7 
dv 
R(1,1) line 6 
--. 
R(1.0) line 5 
dFi (0.1) line 4 
dv 
~ 
dR (0.0) 
dv 
line 3 
R(0,1 ) line 2 
line 1 
Figure 3-16 - Patch Format 
TIns directIon will be eIther correct over a complete surface-descnptIon region, or it wlll be 
reversed throughout the region. All the normals m a NRM me can be reversed by procedure 
NRMREV. (TIns IS much easier than manually determming whlch normals are reversed and then 
changing them. Therefore, normals from different SIL blocks should be checked for reversal 
before combining them.) 
3.2.3 THREE·DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS INPUT (CFD) FORMAT 
CFD format IS the MASTER data format compatIble with the mput format of the 3-D transoruc 
potentIal flow analysIs code that MASTER was developed to support (see Figure 3-17, see 
Reference 1 for detaus). Only the features of this format that express geometry information are 
defmed m MASTER documentatIon. It is the user's responsIbIlity to derme any other data reqmred 
for CFD analysis. CFD-format mes produced by MASTER will contain this other data as copIed 
from an eXlsting CFD-format fue, If the eXlstmg me IS avrulable Otherwise, the other data will be 
omItted. 
The defined part of CFD data begins when a keyword starting in column lIS recognized, by the 
first four characters. The recognized keywords are ''XMESH'', ''YMESH'', "ZMESH", ''RMESH'', 
"TMESH", or "GEOMETRY". * The dermed part continues to the end of data. 
CFD data consIsts of fields 10 columns Wlde, Wlth 6 fIelds per input lme. These lmes are grouped 
together. Each group starts Wlth a keyword m the first field and the number of values for the 
group m the second fIeld. This number is expressed as a decimal. The values start on the next line, 
also expressed as deCImals. 
The recogruzed part contams the mesh-value sets and then the mtersection normals 
The mesh-set keywords are "XMESH", ''YMESH'', and "ZMESH" for rectangular coordmates They 
are ''XMESH'', ''RMESH'', and ''TMESH'' for cylindncal coordinates. (Cylindrical coordmates must 
be ordered: anal, radial, and then angular.) * * 
The mtersectIon-normal keyword is "GEOMETRY". The mtersectlOn normals appear one per lme, 
as m NRM-format data (see SectIon 3.2.2). Therr components appear m the same order that the 
preceding mesh-value sets appear. * * 
* MASTER produces CFD fues with the mesh and intersection data at the bottom It assumes thIS 
is the case for mput CFD meso 
* * Procedure NRMCFD will reorder cylindncal-coordinate data to agree with this ordenng. 
(Rearranged mput coordmates are recognized by the presence of an option declaratIon m the 
MSH input.) . 
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767 INLET 
175 KNOTS 
FREESTREAM 
APRIL 22, 1980 16 THETA PLANES 
MCF=0.64 ALPHA=25.0 DEGREES R 19 
1." ".265 
SWEEPS 
9"".0 
1 • 
THETA LEV 
16 .0 
SFLOW 
1.0 
IPRI 
100.0 
11. 
16.0 
COMPRESSOR0.64 
SCDIF 1.0 
XMESH 69.0 
C 3 
-250.00000-218.75000-187.50000-156.25000-125.00000-108.75000 
-92.50000 -76.25000 -60.00000 -50.,,0000 -40.00000 -30.09000 
-20.00000 -12.50000 -5.00000 2.50000 10.00000 13.75000 
17.50000 21.25080 25.00000 27.90000 30.00090 32.50000 
35.00000 36.25000 37.50000 38.75000 40.00000 41.25008 
42.50000 43.75000 45.00000 46.25000 47.50000 48.75000 
50.00000 51.25000 52.50000 53.75000 55.00000 56.25000 
57.50000 58.75000 60.00000 61.25090 62.50000 63.75000 
65.00000 67.50000 70.00000 72.50090 75.00000 77.500"0 
90.00000 92.5000" 85.00000 87.50000 90.00000 92.50000 
95.44000 100.00000 105.00000 110.00000 115.00000 119.75000 
125.50000 129.25000 134.00000 
RMESH 37.0 
0.00000 5.00000 
27.50000 31.25009 
45.009"0 46.25000 
55.00000 57.50000 
70.00000 77.50000 
125.00000 137.50000 
250.00000 
TMESH 16.0 
0.0"000 22.50000 
135.00000 157.5"000 
270.00000 292.50000 
GEOMETRY 180S. 
37.9789 42.5000 
38.7500 44.6861 
38.7500 44.6861 
38.7500 44.7495 
38.9909 45.0000 
38.9949 45.0000 
38.9948 45.0000 
39.1819 45.0000 
39.1819 45.0000 
40.0000 45.0000 
40.0000 45.0000 
40.0000 45.7339 
10.00000 
35.00000 
47.50000 
60.00000 
85.00000 
150.00000 
Hi.00000 
37.50000 
48.75000 
62.50000 
92.50090 
175.00000 
20.00000 
40.00000 
50.00000 
65.00000 
100.00000 
200.00000 
23.750"0 
42.50000 
52.50000 
67.50000 
112.50000 
225.00000 
45.00000 67.50000 90.00000 112.50000 
180.00000 202.50000 225.00000 247.50000 
315.00000 337.50000 
0.0000 
22.5000 
337.5000 
0.00"0 
0.0000 
22.5000 
337.5000 
45.0000 
315.0000 
64.4733 
295.5275 
0.0000 
-.998896 
-.825046 
-.825036 
-.752486 
-.696756 
-.745554 
-.745547 
-.931933 
-.931928 
.... 996627 
-.996627 
-.495294 
Figure 3-17 - CFD Input Data 
- .046994. 
.565030 
.565045 
.659608 
.717309 
.666445 
.666453 
.361689 
.3617£14 
-.026199 
-.02UB3 
.868725 
.000001 
.006288 
-.006288 
.000000 
-.000000 
.000735 
-.009735 
.026095 
-.026096 
.071768 
-.'377769 
-.000000 
4.0 USER INPUT 
ThIS sectIOn gIves suggestIons for expressmg user mput correctly and effectIvely m the MASTER 
data formats. The fIrst part covers SIL surface descnption The second part explams TRN 
coordmate-transformabon input. The third part contains suggestions for mesh input m MSH 
format. 
4.1 SURFACE DESCRIPTION 
This sectIOn tells how to use SIL data format to descnbe surfaces. The fust part dIscusses the use 
of comments and other aIds that help aVOId makIng mIstakes The next part shows how to plan the 
arrangement of sectIOns, members, and patches. The thIrd part explams how section and member 
curves are fIt and how to gIve a curve the deSIred shape. The last part summanzes these 
suggestIOns as a conCIse set of rules. 
4.1.1 MEMORY AIDS 
ThIS sectIOn tells how the user can use comments and defaults to help remember detaIls of surface 
descnpbon. Fewer mIstakes are made when the user must remember less mformatIOn, so users 
shculd take advantage of the avrulable memory aids. MASTER prOVIdes 3 memory aids for surface 
descripbon: 
1. Coordmate defaults, 
2 The capaCIty to copy user comments, and 
3 System-wntten comments. 
FIrst, the user should keep the default coordmate ordering whenever pOSSIble. While MASTER has 
the capabIlIty to handle rearranged coordInates, thIS reqUlres opbon declarations for the surface 
descriptIOn and for all assocIated mesh descnptIOns. (The 3 cylindncal coordInates have dIfferent 
characters; they reqUlre a declaration to match the order of the mput data, or the calculations will 
be mcorrect The 3 rectangular coordinates have the same character, so rectangular coordInates 
With undeclared rearrangements can still give numencally correct results. There are still 2 
pOSSIbIlIties for error when rectangular coordmates are rearranged. the coordinates can be 
arranged dIfferently on the surface and mesh descnptIons, or the user can become confused If the 
coordmate labels do not match the data) The SImplest way to assure coordinate compatibility is to 
always use the defaults When creatmg new data, thIS can be done by SImply entenng it m the 
default order When editmg eXIstmg data mto SIL format, one can edIt the data mto SIL format m 
the given order and then ImmedIately use TRNSIL WIth the standard fIle of transformatIOns to 
rearrange the coordInates (see SectIon 5.3.5 and FIgure 5-3) 
Second, the user should Identify surface descnptions With user comments A common problem 
With edIting data IS the mabilIty to recognize the data that IS bemg edited by the numeric values 
alone. ThIs becomes a senous problem when the coordmates are transformed, changmg the 
numenc values. MASTER has user comments avaIlable for identifIcation purposes * Wnte a 
*These are lines beginnIng With an astensk (see SectIOn 3.1.2). They are copIed when a SIL file IS 
read and rewntten by SILSRF or TRNSIL, so they remain With the file. 
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headmg of user comments at the top of each block of surface descnption data As a mimmum, thIS 
headmg should IdentIfy the confIguratIOn bemg modeled and the region that the block represents 
The headmg can also explam how the sectIons and members are arranged A reference to the 
ongInal source for the data IS valuable If a dIscrepancy m the geometry data is detected some hme 
later (DIscrepancIes occur often enough to Justify recording precIsely where the ongmal data was 
obtaIned) A log of any correctIOns made to the data can prevent errors, from eIther changes not 
made or changes made tWIce Also, mput curves that have a specIal name (lIke the throat of an 
mlet) can be named on a comment Just above the curve mput. It may seem faster to not take tIme 
to record thIs mformatIon, but It IS more tIme consuming later to guess at an unknown detail 
IdentIfIcatIon that IS a part of the data fIle IS more reliable than separate records, because It can 
not become lost when the fIle name or account IS changed. 
Finally, the user should save surface-descnptIon fIles WIth system comments added to them These 
comments explrun the Items m the surface-descnptIOn data, as MASTER recogmzes them Frulure 
to use these comments will cause errors m correctmg and changmg SIT.. data Each block of SIT.. 
Input contaIns these sets of elements. the set of sectIOn curves, the set of member curves, the set of 
patch specIfIcatIons; and the sets of knots that appear m each section or member curve. Each set 
begms WIth a separate mteger value, the count of elements to be read. Tlus IS a potentIal source of 
error, because the count must match the number of elements present. References to sectIons m the 
membf'r specIfications and references to members m the patch specIfICatIOns are made by sequence 
numbers (see Figure 6-5) ThIS can cause more errors when curves or knots are added, removed, or 
rearranged (When a modIfIcatIOn changes the number of curves, the references to all curves 
follOWing the modificatIon must be changed. Also, when a modIfIcatIOn changes the number of 
knots on a smgle curve, any references to knots followmg the modifIcatIon must be changed 
Finally, when curves or knots are rearranged, the references to them must be changed.) A SIT.. fIle, 
Input to the procedure SIT..SRF, IS rewntten WIth system comments contaimng headings above 
each curve and sequence numbers next to curves and knots. The rewntten data values are aligned 
In regular columns. The comments show counts and sequence numbers for the sets By countIng 
the elements for the user, these comments sIgmficantly reduce the number of errors made 
refemng to elements They should be used whenever possIble. 
4.1.2 PLANNING SURFACE DESCRIPTIONS 
SIL mput allows the same surface regIon to be descnbed m many ways The aVaIlabIlIty of 
coordInate transformatIOns mcreases the number of ways to descnbe a regIon ThIS sectIOn shows 
how to choose a specIfIc way to mput a surface descnptIOn The first part gIves suggestIOns for 
SImple ways to wnte a descnptIOn The second part pomts out some problems m later operatIons 
that can be aVOIded, WIth care, durIng surface mput 
4.1.2.1 Sn.. Data Layout 
ThIS sectIon consIders how to SImplIfy the descnptlOn of surface regIons as blocks of SIL data It 
covers two subjects: 
1. The layout of sectIons, members, and patches 
2 The choice of local coordInates. 
The pattern of data in SIT.. block mput should be as regular as possIble, to make typographIcal 
errors easier to recognIZe (They stand out better agrunst a regular pattern) Also, there are two 
ways a pomt IS referenced in SIT.. mput: member mput refers to sectIon mput, and patch 
specification refers to member input Wlule the mdependence of sectIons and members adds 
fleXIbilIty for descnbmg tnmmed (e g , one with a hole cut out of Its interior), untnmmed regIons 
can be descnbed m a way that makes the two methods of reference look like each other The 
followmg method of layout IS recommended (see SectIon 6.1 for an example, FIgures 6-2 and 6-3 
show the layout). 
1 Give every sectlOn the same number of pomts The pomt spacmg should be simIlar between 
sectIons (The number and spacmg of section pomts must satisfy curve-descnptlOn 
reqUIrements, as stated m Section 4.1.3.2. The number and spacmg of member pomts, whIch 
must satisfy simIlar reqUIrements, IS determmed by the location of sectlOn curves) Make 
every sectIon pomt a knot. * 
2 Put exactly one pomt from each sectlOn on each member. Arrange the member pomts m the 
same order as the sectlOn curves Put the nth knot from each section on the nth member 
Make every member pomt a knot * 
3 Arrange the patches m regular rows. Make each patch row cover the area between a prur of 
adjacent member curves. Arrange the patch rows to match the order of members Arrange 
the patches WIthm a row to match the order of member knots 
ThIS method guarantees that the section-curve index WIll equal the member-knot mdex and the 
section-knot mdex Will equal the member-curve mdex ThIS method completely determmes the 
member and patch specIfIcations, except for the member end condItlOns. It IS used in procedure 
REGSIL, whICh reads sections only, to complete the member and patch specificatlOns (see SectlOn 
7 3 3) 
Another way to add regulanty to a surface descnptlOn IS by making good chOices for the 
coordInates and for the onentation of sections and members. (These selectIons are related to each 
other) 
The most natural selectlOns for curve onentatlOns are those WhICh keep one of the coordmates 
constant over a curve * * Usually sections are onented In thIs way (e g , constant-THETA sections) 
The correspondmg members usually are onented to keep another coordmate constant (e g, 
constant-STA members), wmch tends to make sections and members perpendIcular where they 
mtersect 
A surface description IS eqmvalent to a relation between the 3 coordmates, coordmates that satIsfy 
thIS relation locate pomts on the surface. For a symmetnc regIon, coordInates can be chosen such 
that this relatIon does not involve one of the coordmates (e g., an aXlsymmetnc regIon can be 
represented m cylindncal coordmates as a relatlOn between RADIUS and STA) by placmg the 
coordmate axis along the aXIS of symmetry) In. thIS case, sectlOns should be oriented to keep thIS 
unmvolved coordinate constant (e.g., constant-THETA sections) The other two coordmates wIll 
have the same relation on each sectIon The fIrst section can be entered manually, and the others 
*In addition to keepmg the data layout regular, thiS IS reqwred for curve representation Without 
curvature discontinuities, as stated in SectIon 4.1.3.1. 
* * There IS an additional advantage to tms chOIce of an onentation: coordinates that are known to 
be constant near the end of a curve SIgnificantly sunplify the form of the end condItion (see 
SectIon 4.1 3.3 for detaIls). 
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can be automatIcally generated by edltIng coples of the flrst Correspondmg pomts on dlfferent 
sections wlll have the same values for the other 2 coordmates, makmg both coordmates constant 
on the members ThlS lS a natural way to express the symmetry of a surface. 
The suggested regular pattern for surface-descnptIon layout lS useful for untnmmed regions Once 
a user becomes famlhar wlth It, the references to sectlOn knots and member knots can be 
translated to each other wlthout effort In other cases, the user needs help to visuahze the layout of 
se~tlons and of members The best way to do this lS to make a sketch of the sectlOns, and layout 
the members on thls sketch; then make a second sketch of the members, and layout the patches on 
thIS sketch These sketches need to show the curve and knot numbers, but the exact shape lS not 
reqwred. These sketches are helpful when learnmg to layout the regular SIL pattern (see Flgures 
6-2 and 6-3), as well as when experienced users are laymg out an lrregular patttern The folloWlng 
rules should be followed when laymg out lrregular surface descnptIons: 
1 Cover the region Wlth sections and members so that It lS dIVlded mto four-slded patches (A 
patch slde can have zero length) 
2. Do not make sections cross other sectlOns, do not make members cross other members 
3 Input sectlOns or members m an order from one slde of the region to the other. 
4 Input member pomts m the same order used for sectlOn curves, and input member curves m 
the same order used for section pomts. 
\). Make all the mput pomts to be knots. 
6 Input curves can either contain all mtervals WIth zero length or all mtervals WIth nonzero 
length; the two should not appear m the same curve 
7 Two curves that comcide over more than one pomt must be mput with exactly the same end 
conmtIons, pomt coordInates, tenslOn values, and knot flags * 
4.1.2.2 Avoiding Surface-Description Traps 
ThIS section warns the user about vanous problems that must be prevented while laYIng out the 
surface, although they are not apparent untIl later. These problems are: 
1 ConSIstency of the normal dIrectlOn m a multiple-block SIL fIle 
2 Jommg surface-descnptlOn regions smoothly 
3 The singulanty of cylmdncal coormnates at the axIS 
4 Mesh lines that mISS the surface model 
FIrst, conSIder conSIstency of the normal direction. In a configuratlOn for flmd dynamICS analYSIS, 
a surface dIVldes space mto the flUId and the body. The mtersectlOn normals calculated by 
MASTER eIther can pomt mto the body, or they can pomt mto the fluid (thIS IS the desired case) 
ConSIder how the normal dIrectlOn IS determined at given a pomt on a patch Let the U-denvative 
at thIs pomt be S , and the V-denvatIve be M (S pomts along the sectlOns, and M pomts along the 
members). Both Sand M are tangent to the surface, so the normal must be perpendIcular to both 
of them, lIke theIr cross product Procedure MSHNRM calculates the normal dIrectlOn by the cross 
product S X M (see FIgure 4-1) Thls dIrectlOn will pomt conSIstently to one SIde of the surface 
throughout a region, so all the normals generated from a smgle SIL block Wlll have the same 
dIrectlOn (mto the flUId or mto the body). Another procedure, NRMREV, can reverse the dIrectlOn 
of all the normals on a NRM file ThIS Wlll easIly correct any reversed (pomtIng mto the body) 
*Trus 18 reqwred to ensure that both curves WIll have the same shape 
normals, proVIded that each NRM file is consIstent Because each NRM file output from MSHNRM 
corresponds to a smgle mput SIL fIle, the normal direction must be consistent over each SIL fIle 
(othel"Wlse, the user mIght need to edit an entire NRM file to selectively reverse the bad normals). 
Unless they can consistently predict the normal direction that a SIL block Wlll produce, users 
should not use multiple-block SIL files. Also, they should not merge the SRF files based upon these 
SIL flIes. 
Here are some arrangements, which give the the correct normal direction: 
1 Inlet surfaces Wlth constant-THETA sections and constant·STA members wIth lOcreaslOg 
THETA. 
a SectlOns wIth lOcreaslOg·STA on the lOtenor. 
b SectlOns Wlth decreaslOg-STA on the extenor or the spinner 
2 WlOg surfaces with constant·BL (aIrfOll) sections and constant-STA members wIth lOcreasmg 
BL. 
a Sections Wlth decreasing-STA on the upper surface. 
b. Sections Wlth lOcreaslOg-STA on the lower surface. 
Next, consider joining surface-descnptlOn regions smoothly. This reqUIres that the boundary 
between two regions must be represented in each region by a curve wIth exactly the same end 
condItions, pomt coordinates, tension values, and knot flags Thls also reqwres that the crossmg 
curves that touch this boundary must have the same end direction speCIfIed. * 
Third, conSIder the slOgulanty at the axIS 10 cyllOdrical coorchnates A cyllOdncal·coordlOate 
surface model calculates STA, RADIUS, and THETA continuously. Almost everywhere thIS 
lmplIes a smooth surface, but there are exceptlOns where a surface touches the coordmate aXIS The 
cylIndncal coordmates themselves are not continuous at the axIS (A strrught lIne through the aXIS 
Will suddenly change THETA by 180 degrees) Suppose a patch IS planned WIth the axis 10 the 
mIddle of one SIde or at a patch corner. ThlS makes the planned patch have a total of more than 4 
SIdes, whICh is lmpossblle to model. The only solutlOn IS to select constant·THETA curves 10 the 
global coordmates to descnbe the surface. ThIS layout makes the THETA change at the aXIS as one 
of the 4 SIdes of the patch, a SIde WIth zero length. No other arrangement of curves WIll gIve a 
correct model of the surface 10 the nelghborhood of the axIS. 
Fmally, conSIder the amount of the confIguratIOn that IS modeled. ThIS must be large enough to 
contrun any pOSSIble lOtersections of mesh lInes WIth the surface Due to the apprOXimate nature of 
mesh/surface lOtersection, a mesh lOtersectIOn that lIes on the edge of the surface model could be 
mlssed, so the surface model should extend past the range of distance·coordmate values for the 
mesh. (However, the range for THETA values does not need extension.) 
*The actual reqwrement is that the cross product of the 2 curve dIrections at each boundary knot 
must be the same 10 both regions. The crosslOg-curve drrection can dIffer between the regions, 
but the dIfference must lie in the plane of the surface. 
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Figure 4-1 - DetermmatlOn of Surface-Normal Dlfectlon 
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4.1.3 CURVE DESCRIPTION 
After the surface descnptIon has been planned and the curves are located, these curves must be 
descnbed wIth the deSIred shapes. Tlus sectIOn covers the curve-descnption problem. The first part 
IS an explanatIon of the mathematical steps performed to represent a curve from SI1 mput (It 
gIVes the motIvations for the suggestions made m the other parts.) The next part explams how to 
select pomts to represent a curve. The thrrd part tells how to choose end condItions. 
4.1.3.1 Mathematical Ideas of Curve Representation 
ThiS section explams how curve representations are calculated in MASTER. Tills explanatIOn gIves 
the reasons that motivate the rules for curve descnption in the next 2 sections Curves are 
represented m 3 steps: parameter calculation by an accumulated chord-length method; tangent 
calculation by a parametnc cubIC spline fit, Wlth NIelson's tenSIOn modIfication; and a Hermite-
mterpolatIon representation for the segments of the curve. 
First, parameter values are assIgned to the mput pomts. Interpolated pomts on the curve WIll be 
calculated as functions of the parameter (see Reference 3, SectIOn 4 1 1). The parameter IS defmed 
to range from 0 at the begmrung of the curve to 1 at the end The parameter should not depend on 
the onentatIOn of the input coordinates, so a dIstance-based formula IS used To control tangent 
magnItudes (see the splme fit description below), the parameter values should be proportIOnal to 
the arclength along the mterpolatIOn curve. Tlus IS not pOSSIble, because the shape of the 
mterpolated curve IS not yet known, so the parameter values at the mput pomts are made 
proportIOnal to the accumulated chord length (see FIgure 4-2 and Reference 3, SectIOn 6 3.4) 
Stralght-hne distances are measured from pomt to point; the total length of the curve IS calculated, 
and the accumulated distance from the begmnmg to each pomt IS dIVlded by the chord length of 
the entrre curve, glVlng the parameter value at that pomt The quality of tills chord approXlmatlOn 
affects the quahty of the final mterpolatIOn This IS a good approXlmation when the mput pomts 
are spaced closely enough to make the arcs between adjacent pomts almost straIght, the mput 
pomts are close enough, If the spacing between points IS small compared to the local radms of 
curvature along the curve 
Next, the denvatives of the coordmates (with respect to the parameter) are calculated at all the 
mput pomts. ThIS calculatIOn IS called a splme flt. The spline fIt defmes cubIC mterpolatIOn 
functIOns for each coordmate between adjacent mput pomts so that the they have contmuous 
value, fIrst denvatIve, and second denvatlve at the mput pomts (see Reference 3, SectIon 6 2 2) 
ContInuous fIrst denvatIves for the coordmate mterpolatIon makes the drrectIOn of the three-
dunensIOnal curve contmuous, willIe contInuous second (and fIrst) derivatIves makes the three-
dlffiensIOnal curvature contmuous. The denvatives at each mput point can be grouped as a vector, 
whIch is tangent to the mterpolated curve The size of thIS vector should agree Wlth the length of 
the curve segments next to the pomt * The length of the tangent, multIphed by the parameter 
dlfference across the segment, should gIve the length of the segment. Tlus IS accomphshed when 
the parameter values approxlffiately are proportIonal to the segment lengths (willch IS attempted 
above), and the tangent lengths equal the total length of the curve * * . 
*If.the tangent IS too large, a loop Wlll appear m the curve If the tangent IS too small, the curve 
Wlll resemble a straIght hne between its ends In eIther case, the shape of the curve will become 
distorted. Note that this condItIon reqUIres that adjacent segments of the curve must have 
approXlmately the same length. 
* *In general, the tangent length should equal the phYSICal length of the curve dIVlded by the 
parametnc length, which IS 1 here. 
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u- 3+3 
- 3 + 3 + 5 + 6 = 0 35 
Figure 4-2. - Accumulated Chord-Length Parametrization 
(Lengths Shown for Each Chord) 
u = 100 
The sphne fit for each coordmate requires two addItional values to be specIfIed, usually the 
denvatlve values at each end are specIfied. This is the purpose of the end-condItion mput When an 
end dIrectIon is specified, it IS scaled to have the length of the entlre curve and then used as the 
end denvatIve vector. The spline fit with this end condition is very rehable, and It makes all the 
denvatIve vectors have approXlmately the same length Penodlc end condItIons leave the 
denvatIves at each end unspecIfied, but they force the first and second denvatives at the 
begmrung to match those at the end. Unknown end condltlons set the curvatures at the ends to 
zero. They WIll gIve reasonable shapes if the end of the curve IS straight for some dIstance, but they 
can be unreliable m other cases. 
TenSIOn IS an extensIOn to the spline fit (see Reference 4). The tensIOn sphne reqwres the user to 
mput a tensIOn value at each pomt. When all tensIon values are zero (tms IS the usual case) the 
sphne fIt IS made WIth a unIform distnbutlon of curvature. A positlve tenSIOn value at a pomt 
would make the mterpolation more curved near that pomt and less curved near the mIddle of the 
adjacent segments. Thus tenSIOn would control the shape of the curve, by making these segments 
look more hke straight lines. 
After the parameter and tangent values are calculated, the curve IS stored m the format described 
m SectIon 3 2.1.1. This IS a Hermite-mterpolatlon representation, wmch defines a segment by the 
pOSItIon and denvatlve values Its ends. A new parameter range IS used, from 0 to 1 The 
denvatIves are adjusted to this parameter change by multiplymg them by the change m the old 
parameter over the mterval (see Reference 3, Sectlon 6.3 6). 
UntIl now, knots and null points have been treated the same. The output curve segments are 
located between adjacent knots; the positlon and denvatlve values at any null pomts are omItted 
from the final results Because both segments touchmg a knot use the same first-denvatIve vector, 
the tangent to the curve remams contlnuous. However the omIssion of null pomts changes the 
second derivatIve at adjacent knots, so the curvature becomes discontmuous between segments 
4.1.3.2 Point Input 
ThIS section explams the mput of Sn.. curves, except for the end condItions (whlch are covered m 
the next sectIOn) Discontmwtles WIthm the curve are dIscussed The pnnciples of pomt selectIon 
are presented. Fmally, the aVOidance of tension and null pomts IS urged. 
The spline fIt forces the interpolated curve to have a continuous tangent and curvature If the 
deSIred curve has sudden changes of directIOn or curvature, the sphne fIt WIll not match the 
deSIred shape. Such a deSIred shape must be broken into pieces wherever there IS a dlscontmwty of 
eIther type, and the pIeces must be input as separate curves. 
The mput pomts must be spaced closely enough for the chord-length parametrIzatIOn to 
approXlmate arclength. ThIs means that the dIstance between adjacent pomts must be small 
compared to the radius of curvature of the desired curve between these pomts (see FIgure 4-3) For 
a curve whose shape IS cntical, use at least 10 segments (11 mput pomts) to represent a gO-degree 
arc (e g , the mner or outer portion of an Inlet IIp). The number of pomts can be reduced where the 
exact shape IS not critical, but the curve should not change direction more than 45 degrees over 
any segment. 
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Figure 4-3. - RequITed Pomt DenSity 
The lmuted complexIty of the shape of an output PC segment also imposes a point-spacing 
reqUlrement This requirement IS based upon the vanation of curvature, rather than the curvature 
values themselves. The portIOn of a curve wluch a smgle PC segment represents should have at 
most one mflectIon (I.e, change m the direction of curvature) Also, rapid changes In curvature can 
requrre a closer spacing of mput pomts However the curvature-based requirement alone WIll 
tYPICally produce an adequate spacmg, proVlded that the input points are all knots (whIch makes 
the output segments no longer than the spacmg of mput pomts). The exceptional cases where more 
pomts are required are inrucated by the presence of npples when the surface model IS displayed 
graplucally. If It is not clear where the extra points should be added, increase the density 
throughout the curve and use procedure REGSIL to identIfy and remove the unneeded pomts (see 
SectIon 7). 
There IS a requrrement that the spacmg between input pomts must not change suddenly (see 
FIgure 4-4) The ratIo of lengths between the 2 mtervals around an mput point must not exceed 2. 
Two practIcal methods are recommended for selectmg enough pomts and aVOIding sudden changes 
m spacmg: unIform and adaptIve spacmg (see FIgure 4-4). Uniform spacmg keeps the rustance 
between the points constant The separation IS determmed from the largest curvature found on the 
set of curves wluch must have the same spacmg This method often uses more mput pomts than 
are needed, but It is easy to understand and use. Adaptive spacmg IS a general class of methods 
whIch make the distance between pomts vary slmllarly to the local raruus of curvature (see 
Reference 2, SectIon 5.1 for an example of adaptIve spacmg on an elliptIcal curve). ThIS does not 
need to be an exact proportIOn; the key pomt is that any vanations from uniform spacmg should 
tend to group the pomts where they are most needed. If several methods for locatIng pomts on a 
partIcular regIOn have been determined, the adaptIve-spacmg pnnciple should be used as a gUlde to 
select the best of them Adaptive spacmgs are more comphcated to layout, but they reduce the 
amount of data reqUlred to represent surfaces. 
Null points should not be used. They are an old feature of SIL data (when fewer knots were 
permItted on mput curves, null pomts were needed to mput more pomts and Improve the 
parametnzatIon) Null pomts are kept in SIL format now only to preserve compatIbility Wlth old 
data flles TheIr use Wlll cause curvature ruscontmuity* . 
The mput tensIOn value should be zero at every pomt TenSIOn IS another old feature of SIL data, 
whIch was used to control the shape of curves. The preferred way to control curve shapes IS the 
correct locatIon of mput pomts. The proper use of tensIOn would requrre a repetitive cycle of 
adJustmg tensIOn values and checkmg the smoothness of the curve fit. 
4.1.3.3 End-Condition Input 
ThIS section tells how to choose the proper end conrutlOn. End-direction mput IS explamed 
The penodlc end conditIOn IS the correct choice for a closed curve (1 e , one Wlth both ends at the 
same location). A closed curve in cyhndncal coordinates whIch loops around the aXlS will have 
1mtal and final pomts at the same position, but their THETA coordinates will differ by 360 
degrees. 
*ThIS discontmUlty does not mfluence the sphue-flt stage, it does not enable curves Wlth sudden 
changes In the deSired curvature to be represented better 
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Figure 4-4 - VanatlOns In POint DenSity 
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The unknown end conditIOn IS a poor chOIce, wluch should be avoided unless the end dIrectIOns for 
an open curve are not known. It tends to introduce ripples to the splIne fit (wluch WIll be VIsible on 
a graplucal display of the surface model) unless the curve is very straight near the affected end. 
When tlus condition is used, the surface must be graphically checked for ripples with particular 
care 
Specified end directions are the best conditIOn for an open curve. An end dIrection consists of 3 
deCImal values, which correspond to the coordinates. If a coordiate is constant m the neighborhood 
of an end, the correspondmg end-direction component IS zero The components corresponding to 
dIstance coordmates are proportional to the rate of change of that coordinate (see Figure 4-5). The 
component correspondmg to THETA IS proportIOnal to the change m distance implIed by the 
change m THETA. The change m THETA IS multiplIed by the RADWS value at the end and then 
divided by 57 296 (degrees per radIans). * The overall sIZe of the end-directIOn components IS not 
Important, because they are scaled Wltlun MASTER; the proportion between the components is the 
SIgnIficant mput. The SignS of the components are SIgnIficant; they show the direction of change 
for each coordInate. The mltial end dIrection pomts from the end along the curve, the fmal end 
dIrection pomts along the curve to the end. 
For example, consIder the Imtal end direction for a constant-THETA curve where d RADWS I d 
STA IS 0 1. The end dIrection can be mput as: 
100100 
4.1.4 RULES FOR SURFACE DESCRIPTION 
This sectIOn lIsts conCIse rules based upon the surface-descriptIOn suggestions which have been 
stated m detaIl throughout SectIOn 4.1. 
1. Use the avrulable memory aIds 
a. Enter cylIndncal coordmates m the default order. 
b Wnte a headmg of user comments to Identify each block. 
c Store descnptIOns m the rewntten form, With the system comments from SILSRF. 
2. Layout the sections and members regularly: 
a. Descnbe each regIon m local coordmates which emphaSIZe the symmetry of the regIon. 
Use constant-coordmate curves 
b. Choose the more complIcated curves as sectIOns, not members. Every section should 
have the same number of knots. Every section pomt should be a knot. 
c. The nth member should have the nth knot from every section The sectIOn knots should 
appear m a member m the same order that the section curves appear. Every member 
pomt should be a knot 
d Group the patches mto rows wluch cover the areas between paIrS of adjacent members 
3 Choose the dIrections of section and member curves so that the normal dIrectIOn pomts m the 
correct directIOn. The normal dIrection IS calculated by the cross product of tangents: 
Section X Member 
4 When a surface touches the (global) cylindncal-coordmate aXIS, arrange either the sections or 
the members radially m the neighborhood of the aXIS. 
5. Extend the surface descnptIon past the lumts of the mtended mesh. 
*End-dIrectIon components to all have the same dImenSIOnal units (1 e., dIstance), so they form 
vectors which can be rotated by multiplIcation by a rotation matrix. 
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Figure 4-5 - End-DirectIOn Input 
6. Follow these rules for point input: 
a . Use uniform spacmg or an adaptive spacing. 
b. Keep the spacmg smaller than the radIus of curvature. 
c . Break curves mto separate sections and members at slope or curvature breaks. 
d. Do not use null points. 
e . Do not use tension. 
6. End a closed curve at the location where it begins (THETA usually will differ by 360 degrees). 
7. Specify the correct end conditions: 
a. Use a penodIc condition for closed curves. 
b. SpecIfy both the end directions for open curves. End dIrecttons are vectors which point 
tangent to the curve. The components are proportional to the rates of change of the 
coordinates (The angular component is converted to distance units.) The signs of the 
components matter, but the overall scaling is not important. 
4.2 TRANSFORMATION DEFINITION 
Be careful to get the rotation axis correctly placed. The rotatton by matrix multiplication will keep 
the origin (0. , O. , O. ) fixed, so the Inlttal translatton should move the desired rotatton axis to pass 
through the origin. The Initial translation should be the negatives of the coordinates of a point on 
the rotation axIS. The final translation should equal the transformed coordinates for the same 
pomt. 
Carefully check each rotatIon matrIx. This can eIther be done by transforming SIL ftIes and 
checkIng a few pomts whose transformed coordInates are known, or by manually testtng the 
rotatIOn. To check the correctness of a rotatton matrIx, use It to rotate some vectors, as shown in 
Sectton 3 1.4.1 and FIgure 4-6. (Note that the rotatton matnx is transposed from the input data 
before It IS multiplIed) The unit vectors m the 3 coordInate directions are a good choice for test 
data. 
The best way to create the rotation matrIx for a transformation is to use the procedure GENTRN. 
ThIS procedure uses mteractive mput to set up matrix factors as rotations by a given angle about a 
gIven coordmate axis. It also will multiply the factors to give a combmed rotation matrIx and will 
accept translations 
To create a transformatton to undo what a given transformation does (Le., an inverse 
transformation): (1) exchange the inital and final translations; (2) negate each number m both 
translattons; and (3) transpose the rotatton matnx. 
4.3 MESH DESCRIPTION 
The selection of mesh values is dependent on the reqUIrements of the CFD analysis program. 
Use the IXAXIM, IXRADM, and IXANGM Items of the $OPTION namehst to match any 
reordering of cylIndncal coordinates in surface models from the default ordenng. 
Except for coordinate reordering, execute MSHNRM and NRMCFD without $OPTION namelist 
declarations. If experience shows that the other defaults need changing, ask MASTER 
consultation for aSSIstance. 
5S 
TRN matnx data 
L -04 00 0.6 
/00 1 0 0.0 
06 00 04 
Matnx (transposed from TRN data) 
[06 00 -04 ] 00 1 0 00 
04 00 06 
Check multiplication 
[0 6 00 -04J ['0J~[06] 00 1 0 00 00 = 00 
04 00 06 00 04 
[06 00 -04] [HJ~[H] 00 1 0 00 04 00 06 
[06 00 -04][ 00] u-n 00 1 0 00 00 04 00 06 1 0 
Figure 4-6. - Matflx-Multlpflcatlon Check 
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When a mesh line will intersect the boundary of a configuration (and the surface description could 
not be extended, as suggested in Item 5 of Section 4.1.2.2), make separate MSH flles for 
procedures MSHNRM and NRMCFD. For NRMCFD, keep the mesh value at the intended value. 
For MSHNRM, move the value towards the mterior of the configuration by a distance less than 
TOLDIS (e.g., with the default of .0005 for TOLDIS, move the value by .0004). The MSHNRM 
mtersection will be reliably calculated from the interior of the configuration. Procedure NRMCFD 
will then move the normal back to the edge. 
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5.0 OPERATION 
MASTER is operated by executing procedures. These procedures are the control statements to use 
the MASTER computer programs. 
5.1 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
MASTER procedures are implemented 10 a CDC NOS computmg environment. The procedures (see 
FIgures 2-4 and 2-5) are: 
1 GENTRN 
thIS procedure generates coordmate transformatIons, which are TRN data. 
2. TRNSIL 
thIS procedure transforms coordInates 10 SIL data. It reads TRN data; it both reads and 
wntes SIL data. 
3 SILSRF 
thIS procedure takes SIL surface-description data and produces a SRF surface-model file. 
4 MSHNRM 
thIS procedure takes SRF surface-model data and MSH mesh-description data and produces 
NRM mtersectlOn-normal data. * 
5 NRMREV 
thIS procedure takes a NRM file and reverses the rurectlon of all the normals. 
6 NRMCFD 
thIS procedure takes a MSH fIle and a NRM fIle. It sorts and conditIons the intersection 
normals for use 10 CFD mput. It combines the mesh and the mtersections, giving a file 10 
CFD format. 
7 DRAWIT 
thIS procedure produces mteractive-graphic displays of surface models. It IS the program 
whIch IS descnbed 10 Section 4.3 of Reference 2, as DRA W6. 
5.1.1 ACCESS 
Separate from thIS manual, there IS an access-summary sheet for each MASTER mstallation. This 
sheet descnbes the avrulable verSlOns of MASTER and names a procedure file for each one. It 
names the system account, where these fIles are found. It also locates MASTER consultation, 
where aSSIstance beyond this manual IS avrulable. 
Before exeCUtlng a procedure, the user must get a local copy of the procedure flle. This is done by 
the control statement. 
"GET,PROCFIL = versionlUN = system." 
Replace "versIon" with the procedure flle name and "system" Wlth the system account name 
(pROCFIL IS used below as the default name for the local procedure file, but a different name can 
be used). 
*CUR curve-model data is produced as an mtermediate result dunng MSHNRM execution and is 
made avrulable to help diagnose deficiencies 10 mesh-mtersectlOn results, when the CFD analysis 
program detects geometry problems. 
:\lASTER procedures are wntten in CCL procedure language, which is described in the operating-
system manual for each mstallatlon. A procedure is called by entermg a BEGIN statement. Each 
procedure has an order-dependent list of data fIles (see Figure 5-1 for a summary). There are 
default names for the procedure fIle and the data fIles, but the user can specify different names. 
For example, consider procedure TRNSIL, with the following list of default fIle names: 
''TRN,OLDSIL,NEWSIL,OUT." 
The slUlplest way to call TRNSIL is: 
''BEGIN,TRNSIL.'' 
Tlus IS eqwvalent to· 
''BEGIN,TRNSIL,PROCFIL,TRN,OLDSIL,NEWSIL,OUT." 
Data fIles are changed from theU" default names by entering the new name in the list in its proper 
place, as illustrated by. 
BEGIN,TRNSIL" ,INTSIL1 ,INTSIL2." 
ThlS statement is eqwvalent to. 
"BEGIN,TRNSIL,PROCFIL,TRN, INTSILIJNTSIL2, OUT." 
The procedure fIle name can also be changed from the default, as illustrated by: 
"GET,NEWPROC = versionlUN = system." 
''BEGIN ,TRNSIL,NEWPROC." 
Tlus begm statement IS eqwvalent to: 
''BEGIN,TRNSIL, NEWPROC, TRN,OLDSIL,NEWSIL,OUT." 
5.1.2 FILE RELA TIONSIllPS 
Each MASTER procedure has a set of mput files and a set of output files. The file names used in 
thlS manual are the default names, whlch are used unless a substitutlon IS given in the begin-
procedure statement. The mput and output files are listed in the sections on fIle relationslups for 
mdlVldual procedures. (FIgure 5-1 summanzes these lists.) This hstmg gives the file ordering used 
m the begm-procedure statement. If a hst of file names follows "PROCFIL" (the name of the local 
fue contammg the procedures), the hsted names are matched Wlth the default names. * All the 
hsted names are substituted for the correspondmg default names. 
MASTER treats all data fues as local files, permanent storage is left to the user. 
If an mput flle is absolutely necessary, MASTER will check that a file with that name exists before 
begmning executlon; tlus offers some protectlon agaInst mIsspelled fue names. Most data files 
which can mclude comments may not be mput from a tlme-shanng terminal; when this limitation 
applies, MASTER WIll check for It. 
Each procedure produces a hsting fIle, wluch is formatted for a hne printer. If the procedure is 
bemg executed m a batch job, the hsting file is OUTPUT. If the procedure is bemg executed by a 
tIme-sharing job, the listing file IS a local file with (default) name OUT. 
* A default name IS used where adjacent commas in the list mdicate an empty place in the list. (See 
Section 6 2 for an example.) 
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BasIc procedures 
BEGIN, GENTRN, PROCFIL, INPUT, TRN, OUT 
BEGIN, TRNSIL, PROCFIL, TRN, OLDSIL, NEWSIL, INPUT, OUT. 
BEGIN, SILSRF, PROCFIL, SIL, SRF, OUT 
BEGIN, MSHNRM, PROCFIL, MSH, SRF, NRM, CUR, OUT 
BEGIN, NRMREV, PROCFIL, OLDNRM, NEWNRM, OUT. 
BEGIN, NRMCFD, PROCFIL, MSH, NRM, OLDCFD, NEWCFD, OUT. 
Additional procedures 
BEGIN, REGSIL, PROCFIL, OPTION, OLDSIL, NEWSIL 
BEGIN, SRFINT, PROCFIL. SRF1. SRF2. SEC. OPTION, OUT 
BEGIN. DRAWIT, PROCFIL, OUT 
Figure 5-1. - File Lists for MASTER Procedures 
All the Input data files, except INPUT, are rewound before and after execution. All the output data 
flIes are returned before execution and are rewound after execution. The fIles INPUT and 
OUTPUT are not rewound or returned, so the procedures will fit naturally into a batch job. The 
lIstIng flle OUT is not rewound or returned, so a time-sharing job will not lose listing information 
from one procedure when a later procedure is executed. * * 
5.1.3 ERROR CONDITIONS 
There are two possible paths of job flow after a procedure IS executed. Either the procedure 
executes normally, or it is aborted. A normal procedure execution causes the job flow to continue 
With the next control statement. An aborted procedure execution acts like a regular control 
statement whIch caused an error; a batch job will skip to the next ''EXIT" statement. 
An aborted procedure executIOn leaves a message In the dayfIle describmg the type of failure (e.g., 
a reqUIred mput fue was mlssmg; a program error occurred; or the job's field length was too short). 
Often this message will be enough to correct the problem (e.g., when the field length 19 too short, 
the message will be of the form: "124000 FIELD LENGTH REQUIRED'~. If more information 
could help solve the problem, additIonal information IS added to make the listing flle a complete 
error package. A hst of local flles, dayflle, catalogs and listings of all the data flles and temporary 
data fues, a load map for the program, and catalogs of the binary files are mcluded. A copy of this 
error package is automatically kept by the system for use by MASTER consultation. 
5.1.4 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
1 If pOSSible, execute procedures GENTRN and TRNSIL interactively. Execute procedures 
SILSRF, MSHNRM, and NRMCFD only from batch jobs. 
2. Check surface models carefully before proceedmg to compute mesh mtersections. A graphical 
display of the model is essential, such as the displays from DRA WIT. (ThIs program is 
documented in Reference 2, Section 4.3.) 
* *It IS the user's responSIbility to send the listing mformatIon to the pnnter before logging off. 
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5.2 GENTRN· PROCEDURE TO GENERATE COORDINATE· TRANSFORMATION DATA 
GENTRN defines coordmate transformatIOn data EIther It creates a new TRN file or it adds 
transformatIons to an eXIstmg file. The transformatIons are formed from rotatIons about 
coordmate axes and from translation vectors. GENTRN IS oriented for mteractIve use. 
5.2.1 PURPOSE 
GENTRN IS used to form elementary rotatIon matrIces, to multIply them, and to combine them 
With translatIOn vectors m TRN format. 
5.2.2 LIMITATIONS 
There are no sigruficant lImItatIons to data SlZe 
GENTRN will execute from an mteractIve tImesharing Job. It requires a field length of 
50000 (octal). 
GENTRN assumes that the elementary rotatIons are each oriented about a coordmate aXIS 
5.2.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN,GENTRN,PROCFIL,INPUT,TRN,OUT 
5.2.4 FILE RELATIONSIllPS 
GENTRN reads mput data from fIle INPUT 
GENTRN wnte TRN output to file TRN GENTRN can read transformatIon defmltIons from file 
TRN, when thIS fIle is present before executIOn 
GENTRN uses file OUTPUT to request the user mputs. GENTRN uses the lIstmg file (OUT or 
OUTPUT) for pnnter output 
See FIgure 5-2 for a dIagram of GENTRN fIle relatIonsrups 
5.2.5 INPUT DATA 
An eXIstmg file TRN can be mput ThIS file IS m TRN format, as descrIbed m SectIon 3.1.4 Any 
new transformatIons Will be added after the eXIstmg ones. An mput TRN file IS optIOnal. 
FIle INPUT IS used to enter data Items * Allmput IS preceded by an output message, which tells 
the interactIve user what to enter. The data Items are read m free-fIeld format, they are separated 
by blanks and do not need to be m any particular columns 
*MASTER does not check that fIle INPUT eXISts before executmg GENTRN (Such a check would 
not accept mput from a tImesharmg termmal.) An empty INPUT fIle will produce an output TRN 
file With no new transformatIons. 
BEGIN, GENTRN, MASTER, INPUT, TRN, OUT 
Interactive 
user Input 
Procedure 
GENTRN 
Existing 
transformations 
New 
transformations 
(after eXisting 
ones) 
Prompts for 
user Input 
Printer listing 
Figure 5-2 - Procedure GENTRN File Relationships 
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The program requests data until a lme consisting of only a carriage return is entered. (If the last 
transformation definition IS mcomplete, it IS completed with a null translation and pOSSibly a null 
(I e , Identity) rotation matrix ) 
Each transformation IS defined by an Imtial translation, then a set of rotations, and finally another 
translation. * 
The translations are vectors, expressed as three deCImal values on a smgle data line. 
Each rotatIon m the set IS mput by an axIS selection, followed by an angle The axIS selectIOn IS a 
smgle mteger value on a data lme The selection can be 1, 2, or 3. The angle is a single deCimal 
value on a data lme. The angle IS In umts of degrees. The set of rotations IS ended by entering a zero 
value mstead of a pOSitive value for an axIS selectIon. 
5.2.6 OUTPUT DATA 
A TRN·format file 18 output. ThIs fIle IS m TRN format, as descnbed m Section 3.1.4. All created 
transformatIons appear m the order they were mput Any preVIous transformations which were 
mput on file TRN are kept at the begmning, m the same order 
A header message on file OUTPUT mtroduces GENTRN. Before each lme of mput IS read, a 
w message IS wntten to OUTPUT to request the data. 
5.2.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
Errors can occur only wrole entenng user mput; the user Will be prompted agam for the same data 
Item 
5.2.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Refer to Section 4 2, for practical suggestions about expressmg transformatIOns m TRN format. 
See the first part of Section 62 for an example of GENTRN executIOn. 
*ThIS sequence of translations and rotations corresponds to the TRN data format, as defmed in 
Section 3.1 4. 
5.3 TRNSIL· PROCEDURE TO TRANSFORM COORDINATES IN SIL DATA 
5.3.1 PURPOSE 
TRNSIL IS used either to convert a surface description from cylindrical coordinates to rectangular 
coordInates, or to rotate and translate a surface descnpbon m rectangular coordinates as if it was a 
ngld object; or to convert a surface descnpbon from rectangular coordinates to cylindncal 
coordinates. 
5.3.2 LIMITATIONS 
Procedure TRNSIL currently Imposes the following llmltations on a SIL me wluch is to be 
transformed' 
1 The optIOn declaratIOns must be omitted. 
2 The user must keep track of whether the coordmates are rectangular or cylindrical. 
3 CYlindncal coordinates must appear in this order: axial, radial, and angular. 
4 Only one block can appear on a smgle SIL me. 
5 There can be only 27 sections m a block. 
6 . Each section can have only 29 knots. 
7. There can be only 27 members in a block. 
These are more severe llmlts than those for SILSRF. (Up to 120 secbons, member points, and 
member knots are allowed m SILSRF Up to 175 members, secbon points, and secbon knots are 
allowed there.) 
TRNSIL will execute from an interacbve bmesharing job. It reqwres a field length of 
40000 (octal) 
TRNSIL will not change the SlZe or shape of a surface. 
Surface descnpbons m cylindncal coordInates whIch touch the coordinate axis can give mcorrect 
surface models (see Secbon 4.1.2.2), but they can be transformed correctly to other coordinates. 
When transforming from rectangular to cylindncal coordInates, THETA is ambiguous at pomts on 
the cylindncal-coordinate axis The THETA values and end slopes at such points should be checked 
for consIstency with the rest of the mput curve. 
5.3.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN,TRNSIL,PROCFIL,TRN,OLDSIL,NEWSIL,INPUT,OUT. 
5.3.4 FILE RELATIONSmPS 
See Figure 5-3 for a diagram of TRNSIL file relabonshlps 
If a ngid-obJect transformation is selected, TRNSIL reads the transformation defmition from me 
TRN. 
TRNSIL reads SIL input from file OLDSIL. 
TRNSIL reads the transformation selection from file INPUT. 
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BEGIN, TRNSIL, MASTER, TRN, OLDSIL, NEWSIL, INPUT, OUT. 
Transformation 
data 
Input surface 
description 
Transformation 
selection 
Procedure 
TRNSIL 
Figure 5-3. - Procedure TRNSIL File Relationships 
Prompt for 
transformation 
selection 
Printer listing 
Transformed 
surface 
description 
TRNSIL wntes SIL output to file NEWSIL. 
TRNSIL wntes listing information to the listIng file (OUT or OUTPUT). 
TRNSIL uses file OUTPUT to request the transformation selectIon. 
5.3.5 INPUT DATA 
FIle TRN IS mput in TRN format, as descnbed in Section 3.1.4. There is a set of standard 
transformations available as file STDTRN on the system account. The standard transformatIons 
mclude 90-degree and 1S0-degree rotations, mirror reflections, and coordinate rearrangements. 
(See Figure 5-4 for a hst.) 
FIle OLDSIL IS mput In SIL format, as descnbed in Section 3.1.3. The me must meet the second 
set of lumtatIons described In Section 3.1.3.1. 
FIle INPUT is used to select a transformatIon, by entering one or two numbers. To select a 
transformatIon defmed on TRN mput, enter the sequence number for that transformation. To 
select converSlOn between rectangular and cylindncal coordinates, first enter "0", then either "1" 
to convert from cylindncal to rectangular or "0" to convert from rectangular to cylindncal. The 
selectlon is input free-field; it does not need to be in any particular column. 
5.3.6 OUTPUT DATA 
FIle NEWSIL is output in SIL format, as described m Section 3.1.3. 
Before the transformatlon selection is read, a message IS wntten to me OUTPUT to request the 
data. 
The transformed surface descnptIon from me NEWSIL appears on the listing me (OUT or 
OUTPUT) 
5.3.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
Error conditions cause a message to be written on the hstmg flle and the procedure 15 aborted. 
5.3.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Set up the transformatIons for a confIguration before preparing any other data. Check these 
transformatlons carefully before using them. 
Remember to remove any optlon declarations before coordinate transformatIon and to restore the 
declarations after transformatIon 
Remember to convert from cylindncal to rectangular coordinates before doing a rigId-object 
transformation. Also, remember to convert back to cyhndrical coordinates after the rigid-object 
transformation. See the second part of Section 6 2 for an example. 
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I Xl -> X2 -> X3 -> Xl (CYCLIC PERMUTATION) 
2 Xl -> X3 -> X2 -> Xl (CYCLIC PERMUTATION) 
3 Xl <a> X2 (EXCHANGED) 
4 X2 <a> X3 (EXC~ANGED) 
5 Xl <a> XJ (EXCHANGED) 
6 Xl RevERSED 
7 X2 HEVERSFD 
8 X3 REVERSED 
9: 180-DEGRF.E ROTATION ABOUT Xl-AXIS 
10: 180-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT X2-AXIS 
11: 180-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT X3-AXIS 
12: 90-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT Xl-AXIS 
13: 90-DEGRgE ROTATION ABOUT X2-AXIS 
14: 90-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT Xl-AXIS 
15: NEGATIVE 90-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT Xl-AXIS 
16: NEGATIVE 90-DEGREE ROTATION ABOUT X2-AXIS 
17: N~GATIVE 90-DEGR~E ROTATION ABOUT X3-AXIS 
18: 5-DEGREE DROOP (ROTATION ABOUT X2-AXIS) 
19: INVERSE TO 5-DEGREE DROOP 
FIgure 5-4 - iJst of Standard Transformations 
TransformatIons between cylmdrical and rectangular coordInates require the input coordinates to 
be In the default order, as shown m Section 3.1.1. Also, the output coordinates will be in the 
default order. If tins IS not the desired order, standard transformations 1 through 5 can rearrange 
the coordInates. • 
Scan the listing file for possIble errors. 
The second part of Section 6.2 shows an example of TRNSIL execution. 
·Standard transformatIon 1 Wlll rearrange cylmdrical-coordInates from the IGS ordenng (see 
Reference 2) to the MASTER default ordering; standard transformation 2 will rearrange them 
from the MASTER default ordenng to the IGS ordenng. 
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5.4 Sn.SRF - PROCEDURE TO MODEL SURFACES 
SILSRF generates SRF data. It reads SIT. data. 
5.4.1 PURPOSE 
SILSRF IS used to model surfaces 
5.4.2 LIMITATIONS 
There are minor linutations to data size, as descnbed in Section 3.1.3.1. Typical models easily fit 
these hmltatIOns. 
SILSRF should be executed from a batch Job It reqwres a field length of 144000 (octal) 
Surface models 10 cyl10dncal coordmates can fau to represent the parts where a surface meets the 
coordmate 3.XlS. ThIs problem is described 10 SectIon 41.2.2. 
5.4.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN ,SIT.SRF,PROCFIT.,SIT.,SRF,OUT. 
5.4.4 Fn.E RELATIONSHIPS 
See FIgure 5·5 for a diagram of SIT.SRF fue relatIonsrups. 
SILSRF reads 10put from file SIT., and it rewntes the same data to fue SIT. Wlth system 
comments added 
SILSRF wntes output data to fue SRF. 
5.4.5 INPUT DATA 
FIle SIT. IS 10put 10 SIT. format, as descnbed 10 Section 3.1.3. 
5.4.6 OUTPUT DATA 
FIle SRF IS output 10 SRF format. Trus format IS shown in SectIon 3.2.1.2. 
FIle SIT. IS rewntten WIth the values aligned, but It contains the same data as was input. The 
rewntten form contaIns several head1Ogs, wntten as system comments. There are headmgs for 
each block, for each group wlthm a set, for each curve withln a section set, and for the end 
conditIOns withm each curve. The alignment and the comments Improve the readability of the SIT. 
fIle slgruflcantly 
The hst10g file (OUT or OUTPUT) shows the reVlsed form of the SIT. data If a "DUMP" option was 
selected, the list10g also shows detaIls of the computations WIthin SILSRF. 
5.4.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
Error condltIons cause a message to be wntten on the hstIng file, then the procedure is aborted. 
5.4.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Refer to Sectlon 4.1 for practlcal suggestions for surface descnption. 
Scan the printer listing for posslble error messages. 
Check surface models carefully before proceeding to compute mesh intersections. A graphical 
dlsplay of the modells essentlal, such as the displays from DRA WIT (this program is documented 
10 Reference 2, Section 4.3). 
Sectlon 6.3 shows an example of SILSRF execution. 
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5.5 MSHNRM - PROCEDURE TO CREATE MESH/SURFACE INTERSECTION 
NORMALS 
5.0.1 PURPOSE 
MSHNRM IS used to intersect a coordmate mesh WIth a surface model. 
5.5.2 LIMITATIONS 
There can be only 200 coordInate values In any of the three sets of mesh values. 
MSHNRM should be executed from a batch job. It reqUIres a field length of 160000 (octal). 
The mesh and the surface model must be expressed in the same coordinates. 
5.5.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN,MSHNRM,PROCFIL,MSH,SRF,NRM,CUR,OUT. 
5.5.4 FILE RELATIONSHIPS 
See FIgure 5-6 for a diagram of MSHNRM fIle relatIOnsrupS. 
MSHNRM reads the mesh data from file MSH. 
MSHNRM reads the surface-model data from flle SRF. 
MSHNRM wnteS the Intersection-normal data to file NRM * 
MSHNRM wntes printer InfOrmatIOn to the listing file (OUT or OUTPUT). 
5.5.5 INPUT DATA 
FIle MSH IS In MSH format, as descnbed In Section 3.15. 
FIle SRF is in SRF format, as produced from procedure SILSRF. 
5.5.6 OUTPUT DATA 
File NRM is In NRM format, as descnbed In Section 322 
The listIng file contains descnptIons of the input data and the output Intersectlon normals. 
5.5.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
Error conditlons cause a message to be written on the lIsting file. If possible, executlon will 
contInue. 
*MSHNRM calculates intersection curves as an IntermedIate step In normal calculatlon. These 
curves are wntten to file CUR for checking MSHNRM problems graphically. The curves are In 
CUR format as descnbed in SectIon 3.2.1.1. 
Surface description 
BEGIN,SILSRF,MASTER,SIL,SRF,QUT 
Procedure 
SILSRF 
Printer IIstmg 
Surface model 
Figure 5-5. - Procedure SILSRF File Relationships 
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Mesh description 
Surface model 
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BEGIN,MSHNRM,MASTER,MSH,SRF,NRM,CUR,OUT. 
Procedure 
MSHNRM 
Printer IIstmg 
(Intermediate) Intersection 
curves, for locating problems 
Mesh/surface 
mtersectlon 
normals 
Figure 5-6. -Procedure MSHNRM Fife Relationships 
Some conditIons are noted as possible errors. They mdicate that some intersections may be missing 
or mcorrect The user should check the results near the locatIon shown. 
5.5.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Refer to Section 4.3 for practical suggestions for mesh description. 
Be sure that the order of the coordinates agrees between the MSH and SRF input meso 
Scan the ltstmg me to check for error messages. 
Reduce costs by making a reduced MSH me for each SRF me. Include only the mesh values 
expected to intersect the surface, plus one value on each side to ensure that the mesh bounds the 
surface 
SectIon 6.4 shows an example of MSHNRM execution. 
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5.6 NRMREV - PROCEDURE TO REVERSE NORMALS 
5.6.1 PURPOSE 
NRMREV IS used to reverse the chrectIon of all the normals on a file. 
5.6.2 LIMITATIONS 
NRMREV req1llres a field length of 20000 (octal). 
5.6.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN,NRMREV,PROCFIL,OLDNRM,NEWNRM,OUT. 
5.6.4 FILE RELATIONSHIPS 
See Figure 5·7 for a diagram of NRMREV file relatIonships 
NRMREV reads reversed normals from file OLDNRM and wntes corrected normals to fue 
NEWNRM. 
The IIstmg file 15 used only when an error package IS returned from an aborted NRMREV 
executlOn. 
5.6.5 INPUT DATA 
FIle OLDNRM IS m NRM format, as descnbed in SectIon 3 2 2. 
5.6.6 OUTPUT DATA 
FIle NEWNRM IS m NRM format, as descnbed m Section 3.2.2. 
5.6.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
None. 
5.6.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Scan the lIstIng fue to check that the correct mput data was used. 
SectIon 6.4 shows an example of NRMREV executIon. 
Reversed normals 
BEGIN,NRMREV,MASTER,QLDNRM,NEWNRM,QUT 
Procedure 
NRMREV 
Prmter IIstmg 
Corrected normals 
FIgure 5-7 - Procedure NRMREV FIle RelatIonshIps 
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5.7 NRMCFD - PROCEDURE TO CONDITION NORMALS AND FORMAT CFD OUTPUT 
5.7.1 PURPOSE 
NRMCFD 1S used to combme the complete set of normals and the complete coordinate mesh for a 
configuration, giVIng a CFD analys1s mput file. 
5.7.2 LIMITATIONS 
NRMCFD should be executed from a batch Job It reqUlres a f1eld length of 124000 (octal). 
5.7.3 ACCESS 
BEGIN,NRMCFD,PROCFIL,MSH,NRM,OLDCFD,NEWCFD,OUT 
5.7.4 FILE RELATIONSmPS 
See Figure 5-8 for a diagram of NRMCFD file relationsrups. 
NRMCFD reads mesh mput from file MSH. 
NRMCFD reads mtersection-normal data from file NRM. 
NRMCFD can read CFD header data from fIle OLDCFD, but th1s data 1S not needed for NRMCFD 
executlOn 
NRMCFD wntes CFD data to fIle NEWCFD 
NRMCFD wntes a copy of the output CFD data to the listing file. 
5.7.5 INPUT DATA 
F1le MSH 1S m MSH format, as descnbed m SectIon 3 1 5 The mesh must mclude all coordmate 
values for mput to CFD analys1s 
F1le NRM 1S in NRM format, as descnbed m Section 3 2 2 The mtersectlOn-normals must mclude 
all the mtersectlOns of the complete conf1guration wlth the complete mesh. The mput used from 
flle OLDCFD, If present, IS the unspeclfled header data in CFD format as descnbed m SectlOn 
3.2 3. 
5.7.6 OUTPUT DATA 
Flle NEWCFD IS m CFD format, as descnbed m SectlOn 323 The unspeclfled header data IS 
slffiply the data copled from file OLDCFD, If present Cylmdncal coordinates are output in the 
order: STA, RADIUS, and then THETA. 
The hstmg file (OUT or OUTPUT) contams a copy of the output CFD data from flle NEWCFD. 
5.7.7 ERROR CONDITIONS 
Error conditions cause a message to be wntten on the hstmg file, then the procecure is aborted. 
BEGIN,NRMCFD,MASTER,MSH,NRM,OLDCFD,NEWCFD,OUT 
Complete mesh data 
Complete set of 
mesh/surface 
intersection 
normals 
Other CFD-form 
Input data 
Procedure 
NRMCFD 
Pnnter IIstmgs 
3-D CFD 
analysIs mput data 
Figure 5-8 - Procedure NRMCFD File Relationships 
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5.7.8 PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 
Use the $OPTION declaration to indIcate m the MSH file any rearrangement of cylindncal 
coordmates. 
ProvIde an old version of the CFD fIle to OLDCFD when changmg the geometry. This will copy the 
nongeometnc CFD mput automatically. 
Scan the hstmg file for error conditIons. 
SectIon 6.5 shows an example of NRMCFD executIOn. 
6.0 EXAMPLES 
These examples illustrate the operation of MASTER. Section 6.1 shows how to describe a surface 
by prepanng a SIL-format input file. Section 6 2 illustrates the transformation of coordmate data 
m SIL fIles; It also shows how to rename mput or output files away from theIr default names 
SectIon 6 3 models a surface. Section 6.4 illustrates mesh/surface intersectIon. Section 6 5 shows 
how to format a mesh and intersection normals as CFD-format data 
6.1 SURFACE-DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
Tlus example Illustrates surface descnptIOn by SIL-format mput. For SImplicity, the numbers of 
curves, pomts, and patches have been reduced below the requirements for accurate modeling Also, 
the surface regIOn has been reduced m extent; It IS not a complete configuratIon for 3-D CFD 
analYSIS 
A portIon of an aXIsymmetnc inlet IIp 18 described in cylIndrical coordinates, extending from 
THETA = 0 degrees to THETA = 90 degrees; the aXIS of symmetry IS used as the coordmate aXlS. 
(FIgure 6-1 shows the lip configuratIon) The lip IS defmed from an lOner boundary at STA = 025 
and RADIUS = 0.9, through a hlghhght at STA = 000 and RADIUS = 10, to an outer boundary 
at STA = 025 and RADIUS = 11 (The surface normal pomts radially at both boundanes and 
parallel to the aXIS at the lughlIght) 
Constant-THETA sections are input They start at the outer boundary, pass through the hlghhght, 
and end at the lOner boundary. The sectIOns have both end directIOns speCIfIed, Wlth a type-3 end 
code. (The tangent to a section IS parallel to the ans at both boundanes STA is mcreasmg along a 
sectIOn at the lOner boundary, and it IS decreasmg along a section at the outer boundary.) All the 
sectIon points are knots. There are 5 sectIOns, from THETA = 0 to THETA = 360 degrees, WIth a 
90-degree spacing 
CIrcular members are input. A sketch of the section curves, shown 10 Figure 6-2, IS used to find the 
sectIon and knot mdex values whIch name the mput member pomts. The members have penodlC 
end condItIons, with a type-4 end code. There are 3 members: 
1. At the outer boundary, 
2. At the hIghlIght, 
3 At the lOner boundary 
Patch speCIfIcatIons are mput to cover the area between the first 2 sectIOns. A sketch of the 
member curves, shown 10 FIgure 6-3, IS used to fmd the member knot-and-curve mdex values 
which name the patch comers There are 2 patches: 
1. From the lOner boundary to the hIghlight, and 
2. From the hIghlight to the outer boundary 
The surface-descnptIOn file IS shown 10 FIgure 6-4. The option declaratIOn for cyhodncal 
coordmates is the first hoe User comments at the top IdentIfy the surface region. FIgure 6-14 
shows the fIle after being rewntten by procedure SILSRF, WIth headIngs on system-comment 
hoes. This file is avmlable in thIS form on the MASTER system account, on file SIL. Note that the 
comments make the data eaSIer to understand. FIgure 6-5 Illustrates references to sectIOn knots in 
member specificatIOns and references to member knots in patch speCIficatIons 
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Outer boundary 
Radius 
09- Inner boundary 
Axisymmetric 
I 
025 
Sta 
FIgure 6-1 - AX/symmetnc Inlet up ConfIguration 
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9 = 00 
Section 1 
9 = 900 
Section 2 
9 = 1800 
Section 3 
9 = 2700 
Knot 
1 
Knot 
1 
Knot 
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Knot 
1 
Knot 
2 
Knot 
2 
Knot 
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Knot 
2 
Knot 
3 
Knot 
3 
Knot 
3 
Knot 
3 
Section 4 ... ------------4J-----------..... 
9 = 3600 
Knot 
1 
Knot 
2 
Knot 
3 
Section 5 ... ------_______ ~----------..... 
(Outer boundary) 
STA 0 25 
Radius 1 1 
(Highlight) 
STA 0 00 
Radius 1 0 
Figure 6-2. - Sketch of Sections 
(Inner boundary) 
STA 0 25 
Radius 0 9 
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FIgure 6-3. - Sketch of Members 
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CYL 
* 
MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURfACES 
* 
BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
* 
SURFACE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
* 
PREPARED 29 JAN 1982. 
* 
SIMPLIFIED INLET LIP 
5 
3 
3 
-1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 3 
.25 1.1 0. 0. 9 5 
.00 1.0 0. 0. 9 4 
• 25 0.9 16. 0. 9 1 1 0 • 9 
J 1 2 0. 9 
3 1 3 0. 9 
-1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1 4 ~. 9 
• 25 1 • 1 90. ~. 9 1 5 0 • 9 
.00 1. ~ 90. 0. 9 5 
• 25 0.9 90 • 0. 9 4 
3 2 1 0. 9 
3 2 2 0. 9 
-1. 0. 0. 1 • 0. 0. 2 3 0. 9 
.25 1.1 180. 0. 9 2 4 ta. 9 
• 00 1.0 180 • ~. 9 2 5 0. 9 
• 25 0.9 180. 0 • 9 5 
3 4 
3 3 1 0. 9 
-1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 3 2 ~. 9 
• 25 1.1 270. 16 • 9 3 3 0. 9 
.00 1.0 270. 0. 9 3 4 0. 9 
• 25 0.9 270. 0 • 9 3 5 0. 9 
J 2 
3 
-----
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 
-1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 
• 25 1.1 360 • - --- ---0. 9 
• 00 1.0 360 • 0. 9 
• 25 0.9 360 • 0. 9 
Figure 6-4 - Surface DeSCription (SIL) File 
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CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
C 
C ------•• -.-.-.-•••• -.-•• -.---.-.-.-------.-.----------.-.---------___ _ 
C 
* MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 
* BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
* SURFACE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
* PREPARED 29 JAN 1982. 
* SIMPLIFIED INLET LIP 
C **** BLOCK NUMBER 1 **** 
C 
C **** SECTION INPUT **** 
C 
5 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
C 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 1 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAt,SLP 3 25LP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAGK1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 0.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 0.00000 0. 3 
C 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
C **.~SECTION NUMBER 2)'*** --~~~~---------------------------. 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,sLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ CO OR OS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG:1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
C 
C 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 90.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 90.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 90.00000 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINt 
1 
2 
3 
C '***SECTION NUMBER 3 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG:1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
C 
C 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 180.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 180.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 18e.00e00 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 4 '*** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END rLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAGal,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES ~EQUIRED.) 
c 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 9.00000 
STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 270.00000 0. 1 
0,00000 1.00000 270.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .99000 270.00000 0. 3 
FIgure 6-5 - SIL Cross-References 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
.0 
(Continued from Below) 
(Continued from Above) 
c 
C , ... MEMBER INPUT •••• C 
3 NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
C 
C *"'MEMBER NUMBER 1 *, •• 
C 
S NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END nAG " NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
1 1 1 POINT 1 
(1 2) 2 POINT 2 
1 3 3 POINT 3 
1 4 4 POINT 4 
1 S 5 POINT 5 
C 
C n"MEMBER NUMBER 2 ,." 
C 
S NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END fLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
2 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
2 2 0. @ POINT 2 
2 3 0. 3 POINT 3 
2 4 e. 4 POINT 4 
2 5 0. 5 POINT S 
C 
C U'~EMBER NUMBER 3 )**n 
C 
S NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END nAG " NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER P'l' 
3 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
3 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
3 3 e. 3 POINT 3 
3 4 e. 4 POINT 4 
3 S 0. S POINT 5 
C 
C •••• PATCH INPUT. 
"" C 
2 NUMBER Of PATCHES 
C UeV0 UeVl U1V0 U1Vl EACH PAIR: CORNER PT, MEMBER 
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 PA'l'CH 1 
1 2 2 2 1 3 CCJ) PATCH 2 
C 
C 
----.-.----.. ---.-.-.-.-----~--.------.---------.--.--.. ---....... ---. C 
FIgure 6-5 - SIL Cross-References (concluded) 
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6.2 COORDINATE-TRANSFORMATION EXAMPLE 
ThIS example Illustrates coordinate-transformatlOn descnptIOn and the transformation of surface-
descnption coordinates. It also Illustrates how to change fIle names from theIr defaults. Procedure 
GENTRN aIds the user m coordmate-transformatIon descnptIOn. Surface-descnptIOn coordmates 
are transformed by procedure TRNSIL. 
The aXlsymmetnc mlet IIp from Section 6 1 provIdes the mput surface descnptIOn. The mput 
coordmates are cyllndncal, with the mlet aXIS of symmetry as the coordinate aXlS The output 
coordmates are also cyllndncal, wIth a 5-degree droop rotatIOn. * The rotation IS about an aXlS 
located at STA = 10, RADIUS = 1.0, and THETA = 180 degrees The transformed coordmates 
for Its locatIOn are also STA = 1 0, RADIUS = 1.0, and THETA = 180 degrees FIgure 6-6 
Illustrates the mput and output coordInate systems Note that the transformation Will make the 
hlghllght more forwards on the top than on the bottom 
Surface-descnptIOn coordmates are m cyllndncal coordinates, and a rigId-obJect transformation IS 
deSIred ThIS reqwres a sequence of 3 executions of TRNSIL 
1 ConverSIOn to rectangular coordmates, 
2. TransformatIOn m rectangular coordInates, 
3 ConverSIOn to Cyllndncal coordInates. 
One transformatIOn descnptIOn IS reqwred, for the second TRNSIL executIOn a (negative) 
5-degree rotatIOn about an aXlS through STA = 1.0 and WL = -1.0, parallel to the BL coordmate-
aXlS 
Procedure GENTRN IS used to produce a TRN file with the one transformation descnptIOn The 
mitIal translatIOn IS ( -1 0 , 00 , 1 0 ), It moves the rotation aXls to the ongIn. The rotatIOn IS -5 
degrees about the second (BL) coordmate aXlS The final translation moves the rotatIOn aXlS to ItS 
new coordmate values FIgure 6-7 shows the mteractIve termmal seSSIOn for transformation 
descnptIOn The transformatIOn descnptIon IS on fIle TRN and IS shown m FIgure 6-8. A copy of 
thIS file IS avrulable on the MASTER system account 
FIgure 6-9 shows the termmal seSSIOn for transformmg surface-descnptIOn coordmates, whIch 
Illustrates the file-renammg feature of the CCL begin-procedure statement. (See SectIOns 5.1.1 and 
5.12) The mput surface descnptIOn IS on fIle OLDSIL, * * the 2 mtermediate surface descrIptIOns 
are on fIles INTSIL1 and INTSIL2, and the output surface descnptIOn IS on fIle NEWSIL CopIes of 
these flIes are avaIlable on the MASTER system account OLDSIL IS the default name for SIL 
mput, and NEWSIL IS the default name for SIL output The mtermedIate SIL fIles are connected 
to the procedure by addmg theIr names at the correct places m the BEGIN statements. Files 
INTSIL1, INTSIL2, and NEWSIL are shown m FIgures 6-10, 6-11, and 6-12 
In file NEWSIL, STA values at the hlghllght are less at the top than at the bottom ThIS means 
that the top IS more forwards than the bottom, as noted from Figure 6-6. ThIS check confirms that 
the correct SIgn has been chosen for the 5-degree rotation. 
* A droop rotation IS about an aXIS parallel to a THETA = 90 degrees radIalllne It tends to lower 
the forward end of the object, where the STA-values are the lowest. 
* * The cylindrical-coordmate option declaration llne has been removed from the surface-
descnptIOn. Procedure TRNSIL will not accept SIL optIOn declaratIOns. (See SectIOn 3.1 3 1 ) 
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.: 000 
: . 
tt=-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.' 
.' 
" • 
" 
.' 
.' 
.' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
· 
PO 
I I 
I I 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
U 
• ® Fixed pOint 
Sta 1 00 
Radius 1 0 
Theta 1800 
FIgure 6-6 - illustratIon of Coordinate Systems 
89 
C>GET,PROCFIL=<vers1on>/UN=<account>. 
C>BEGIN,GENTRt.. 
1 
11.00.28. 
17.00.28. 
11.00.32. 
17.00.35. 
*** GENTRN *** (GENERATE TRANSFORMATION) 
*** CREATING NEW TRN FILE *** 
*** EXECUTING GENTRN *** 
-----_ .. ---------------. __ ._.--_._-.... _--.-........ _-.•.....•...•.. --
I I 
I SYSTEM: MASTER I 
I (MODELINC OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES I 
I 
- -
I 
I BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION I 
I 
-
• I 
I I 
I PROGRAM: GENTRN I 
I GENERATION OF COORDINATE-TRANSFORMATION DATA I 
I --. 
-- -
I 
I INTERACTIVELY FROM USER INPUT I 
I I 
I JOB NAME: DRBA010 82/02/24. 17.00.37. I 
I USER 101 I 
I I 
._-----.. -----... -.-... -... ------------.... _------._--._----... -------
INPUT INITAL TRANSLATION: 3 DECIMALS 
OR <CR> TO STOP 
1>* TRANSFORMATION-DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
1>* DROOP TRANSFORMATION 
1>-1. 0. 1. 
ELEMENTARY ROTATIONS ARE NOW REQUESTED: 
THE POSSIBLE ROTATION CODES ARE (INTEGER) 0, 1, 2 AND 3 
" IS THE CODE TO STOP ROTATION INPUT 
1, 2 AND 3 AR~ AXIS-IDENTIFIERS 
INPUT ROTATIONS IN THE ORDER or tHEIR APPLICATION. 
INPUT ROTATION CODE 
1>2 
INPUT AMOUNT OF ROTATION, DEGREES (DECIMAL) 
1>-5. 
INPUT ROTATION CODE 
1>0 
INPUT FINAL TRANSLATION: 3 DECIMALS 
1>1. 0. -1. 
INPUT INITAL TRANSLATION: 3 DECIMALS 
OR <CR> TO STOP 
I> 
17.02.20. 
11.02.21. 
17.fn.22. 
C)SAVE,TRN. 
90 
*** ENDED EXECUTION *.* 
*** LISTING ON FILE OUT *** 
*** GENTRN COMPLETED *** 
Figure 6-7. - Termmal Session for Transformation Descflptlon 
1 
* TRANSFORMATION-DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE: 
* DROOP TRANSfORMATION 
-1.~00000~00000E+00 
9.961946980917~-01 
0. 
-8.715574274766E-02 
1.000000000000E+00 
0. 
0. 
1.000000000000E+00 
0. 
0. 
1.00~000e00000E+00 
8.71557427476bE-02 
0. 
9.961946980917E-01 
·1.0~0000000000E+00 
Figure 6-8. - Transformation DeSCription (TRN) File 
91 
92 
C>GET.PROCfIL=<ve rslon>/UN=<account>. 
C>GET.OLDSIL.TR~. 
C>SEGI~.TkNSIL •••• INTSILI. NE_SIL I> renamed to INTSILI 
17.0b,l9. • •• TR~SIL ••• 
17.0&.l9.(TRANfOR" COORDI~ATES IN SIL DATA) 
17.0&.4&. • •• EXECUTI~G TRNSIL ••• 
. -.---------------.-._----------.------_._._--------.-----_._---------
I I 
I SYSTE~: "ASTER I 
I (MODELING Of AERODYNAMIC SURfACES I 
I I 
I ~Y THREE-DI"ENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION I 
I I 
I I 
I PROGRAM: TANSIL: I 
I THNSfORMATION or SURfACE INPUT LANGUAGE DATA I 
I 1 
TIME. 82102124. 17.0&.47. I 
I 
-----.-._-----_.-..... -.---.. _._ .. -.---.. _.-----_.-.-------_.-._ .. -.--
INPUT TRANSfORM 10 CODE ( 0 fOR RECT. TO/fROM CYL.). 
1>0 
INPUT 0 fOR RECTANGULAR-TO-CYLINDRICAL 
I rOR CYLINDRICAL-TO-RECTANGULAR. 
1>1 
PATCH TRANSfORMATION COMPLETE. 
17.07.2&. .., ENDED EXECUTIOh ••• 
17.07.27. • •• LISTING ON fILE OUT •• , 
17.~7.27. , •• THNSIL COMPLETED •• , 
C>BEGIN.TRNSIL ••• INTSIL1.INTSIL2. OLDSIL , NE.SIL ren.~ed to INTSIL I , 2 
17."8.44. • •• TRNSIL ••• 
17.08.44.(TRANfORM COORDINATES IN SIL DATA) 
17.08.50. • •• EXECUTING TRNSIL ., • 
. ----------------------....... -.. -....... -.. ---... _--------.-_ .... _---
SYSTEM: MASTER 
'MODELING Of AERODYNAMIC SURrAC£S 
BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
PROGRAM I TRNSIL' 
TRANSfORMATION Of SURfACE INPUT LANGUAGE DATA 
TIME. 82/02/24. 17.08.51 • 
. ---.-.----_.------_.-.-.-_ .. -._--.-----.-.----_._.-.-----------------
INPUT TRANSrORM 10 CODE ( 0 fOR RECT. TO/fROM CIL.). 
1>1 
, T~ANSfORMATION-OESCRIPTION EXA~PLEI 
• DROOP TRANSfORMATION 
PATC~ TRAN5rOR~ATION COMPLETE. 
17.09.24. • •• ENDED EXECUTION ••• 
17.~9.25. , •• LISTING ON fiLE OUT •• , 
11.~9.2~. • •• TRNSIL CO~PLEIED ••• 
C>BEGIN.TRNSIL ••• INTSIL2. OLDSIL 1s rena~ed to INTSIL2 
17.10.Ql. • •• TRNSIL ••• 
17.10.~l.(TRANrOR" COORDINATES IN SIL DATA) 
17.10.09. .., EXECUTI~G TRNSIL ••• 
-------_._------------_._---------------------------------------------
I 
I SYSTEM: MASTER 
I (MODELING Of AlRODYNAMIC SURfACES 
I 
1 BI THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESE~TATIOH 
I 
I 
1 P~OGRAMI TRHSILI 
I TRANSrORMATION Of SURfACE INPUT LANGUAGE DATA 
I 
TIME: 82/02/24. 17.10.10 • 
. -----------------.-----------------------------------------------.-.-
INPUT T~ANSfORM 10 CODE ( 0 fOR RECT. TO/fROM CYL.). 
1>0 
INPUT ~ rOR ~ECTANGULAR-TO-CYLINORICAL 
I fOR CYLINORICAL-TO-RECTANGULA~. 
1>0 
PATCH TRl~SrOR.ATION COMPLETE. 
17.10.34. • •• ENDED EXlCUTION ••• 
17.10.lb. .., LISTING ON fILE OuT ••• 
17.10.3&. • •• T~NSIL CO.PLETEO ••• 
FIgure 6-9 - Termmal SessIon for Coordmate TransformatIon 
* MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 
* BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
* SURFACE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
* PREPARED 29 JAN 1982. 
* SIMPLIFIED INLET LIP 
C 
C **** SECTION INPUT .*** 
C 
5 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
C 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 1 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-1.0eeee e.0~e00 0.00000 1.e0000 0.00e00 0.0eee0 
C 
C 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.250e0 0.0e000 1.10000 0. 1 
0.e00~0 0.00~00 1.00e00 0. 2 
.25000 0.00000 .90000 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 2 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 -.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 -.0e000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 -.00000 0. 3 
C 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 3 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.e0000 0.0e0ee 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C 
c 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.25000 -.0000e -1.10000 0. 1 
0.00000 -.00000 .1.000~0 0. 2 
.25000 -.00000 -.900e0 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ****SECTION NUMBER 4 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.ee00e 0.00e00 0.0ee00 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C X Y Z TENSIOh KNOT 
.25000 -1.10000 .e000e 0. 1 
0.0eee0 -1.0000e .00000 0. 2 
.25000 -.90eee .e0000 0. 3 
Figure 6-10 - First Intermediate SIL File. INTSIL1 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
93 
94 
C 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 5 ,.,' 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.25000 .00000 1.10000 0. 1 POINT 1 
~.00000 .00000 1.00000 0. 2 POINT 2 
.25000 .00000. .90000 0. J POINT 3 
C 
C •• ,. MEMBER INPUT •• ,* 
C 
3 NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
C 
C ""MEMBER NUMBER 1 •• *. 
C 
S 
4 
C KNOT 
C 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 
SECTION NUMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
4 0. 
S 0. 
C •••• MEMBER NUMBER 2 •••• 
C 
5 
4 
C KNOT 
C 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER . 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 
SECTION NUMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
4 0. 
5 0. 
C ""MEMBER NUMBER 3 •••• 
C 
5 
4 
C KNOT 
C 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
"NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 
SECTION ~UMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
.. 0. 
S 0. 
C"" PATCH INPUT •••• 
C 
2 NUMBER OF PATCHES 
3 2SLP 4 PER 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 2SLP 4 PER 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
S 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 2SLP 4 PER 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
.. 
5 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C U9V0 U9Vl U1V0 
1 1 2 1 1 2 
1 2 2 2 1 3 
UIVl 
2 2 
2 3 
EACH PAIRI CORNER PT, MEMBER 
PATCH 1 
PATCH 2 
Figure 6-10 - Flfst Intermediate SIL File INTSIL1 (concluded) 
'MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 
, BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
* SURFACE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
• PREPARED 29 JAN 1982. 
, SIMPLIrIED INLET LIP 
C 
C *'" SECTION INPUT '*" 
C 
5 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
C 
C '-'*SECTION NUMBER 1 *, •• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COOROS or SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-.99619 0 w00S00 -.08716 .99619 0.00000 .08716 
C 
C 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.06983 0.00000 1.02664 0. 1 
-.17051 0.00000 .90523 0. 2 
.08726 0.00000 .82740 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 2 "" 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-.99619 0.00000 -.08716 .99619 0.00000 .08716 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.16570 1.10000 -.06917 0. 1 
-.08335 1.00000 -.09096 0. 2 
.16570 .90000 -.06917 0. 3 
C 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 3 '**' 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-.99b19 0.00000 -.08716 .99619 0.00000 .08716 
C 
c 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.26157 0.00000 -1.16499 0. 1 
.00381 0.00000 -1.08716 0. 2 
.24414 0.00000 -.96575 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 4 *'** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-.99619 0.00000 -.08716 .99619 0.00000 .08716 
c X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.16570 -1.10000 -.06917 0. 1 
-.08335 -1.00000 -.09096 0. 2 
.16570 -.90000 -.06917 0. 3 
FIgure 6-11. - Second IntermedIate SIL FIle. INTSIL2 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
95 
C 
C "'*SECTION NUMBER 5 * •• * 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PE~ 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
96 
-.99619 0.00000 -.08716 .99619 0.00000 .08716 
3 
5 
4 
KNOT 
5 
4 
KNOT 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.06983 0.00000 1.02664 0. 1 
-.17051 0.00000 .90523 0. 2 
.08726 0.00000 .82740 0. 3 
.*,* MEMBER INPUT *'** 
NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
'**'MEMBER NUMBER 1 '**' 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
1 1 0. 1 POINT 
1 2 0. 2 POINT 
1 3 0. 3 POINT 
1 4 0. 4 POINT 
1 5 0. 5 POINT 
"**MEMBER NUMBER 2 ***' 
NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER NUMBER SECTION NUMBER -TENSION CORNER PT 
2 1 0. 1 POINT 2 2 0. 2 POINT 
2 3 0. 3 POINT 
2 4 0. 4 POINT 
2 5 0. 5 POINT 
*'UMEMBER NUMBER 3 
*'" 
5 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
3 1 0. 1 POINT 
3 2 0. 2 POINT 3 3 0. 3 POINT 
3 4 0. 4 POINT 3 5 0. 5 POINT 
'*., PATCH INPUT ,.** 
2 NUMBER OF PATCHES 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
U0V0 U0Vl UIV0 UIVl EACH PAIR. CORNER PT, MEMBER 
1 1. 2 1 1 2 2 2 PATCH 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 PATCH 2 
Figure 6-11 - Second Intermediate SIL File: INTSIL2 (concluded) 
'MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 
, BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
, SURFACE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
• PREPARED 29 JAN 1982 • 
• SIMPLIFIED INLET LIP 
C 
C •••• SECTION INPUT ,.,' 
C 
5 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
C 
C '*"SECTION NUMBER 1 , •• , 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-.99619 -.08716 0.00000 .99619 .08716 0.e0000 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.06983 1.02664 0.00000 0. 1 
-.17051 .90523 0~00000 0. 2 
.08726 .82740 0.00000 0. 3 
C 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 2 "'* 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-.99619 .00547 .08699 .99619 -.00668 -.08690 
C 
C 
X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.16570 1.10217 93.59813 0. 1 
-.08335 1.00413 95.19732 0. 2 
.16570 .90265 94.39486 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 3 *',. 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XIZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-.99619 .08716 -.00000 .99619 -.08716 .00000 
C 
C 
X I Z TENSION KNOT 
.2&157 1.16499 180.00000 0. 1 
.00381 1.08716 180.00000 0. 2 
.24414 .96575 180.00000 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 4 "*. 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
1 
2 
3 
C XYZ COORDS or SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-.99619 .10547 -.08699 .99619 -.00668 ~08690 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.16570 1.10217 266.40187 0. 1 
-.08335 1.00413 264.80268 0. 2 
.16570 .90265 265.60514 0. 3 
Figure 6-12. - Transformed Surface DescrtptlOn File 
, POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
97 
98 
C 
C - •• *SECtION NUMBER 5 **** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAt 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=l,2,3 (BOtH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-.99619 -.08716 0.00000 .99619 .08716 0.00080 
C X Y Z TENSION KNOT 
.06983 1.02664 360.00000 0. 1 
-.17051 .90523 360.00000 0. 2 
.08726 .82740 360.00000 0. 3 
C 
C **** MEMBER INPUT .*** 
C 
3 NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
C 
C **-*MEMBER NUMBER 1 .,.* 
C 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
5 
4 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER 
o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C KNOt 
C 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SECtION NUMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
4 0. 
5 0. 
C * ••• MEMBER NUMBER 2 **** 
C 
5 
4 
C KNOT 
C 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 
SECTION NUMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
4 0. 
5 0. 
C .* •• MEMBER NUMBER 3 **** 
C 
5 
4 
C KNOT 
C 
NUMBER OF 
END FLAG 
NUMBER 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
POINTS IN MEMBER 
o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 
SECTION NUMBER TENSION 
1 0. 
2 0. 
3 0. 
4 0. 
5 0. 
C **.. PATCH INPUT **** 
C 
2 NUMBER OF PATCHES 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 2SLP 4 PER 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 2SLP 4 PER 
CORNER PT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
1 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
C U0V0 U0Vl UIV0 
1 1 2 1 1 2 
1 2 2 2 1 3 
U1V1 
2 2 
2 3 
EACH PAIR: CORNER PT, MEMBER 
PATCH 1 
PATCH 2 
Figure 6-12. - Transformed Surface Descrtptlon File (concluded) 
6.3 SURFACE-MODELING EXAMPLE 
This example illustrates the use of SILSRF to model surfaces. The axisymmetric mlet lip from 
Section 6.1 provides the input surface description, which is on me SIL. Figure 6-13 shows the 
terminal session illustrating this example. (For surface models of a practical size, SILSRF should 
be executed from a batch job.) Figure 6-14 shows the system comments added to SIL when It is 
rewritten by SILSRF. The resulting surface model is on me SRF. Files SIL and SRF are avrulable 
on the MASTER system account. 
6.4 MESH/SURFACE INTERSECTION EXAMPLE 
This example illustrates the use of MSHNRM to compute mesh/surface intersections. The 
axlsymmetnc inlet lip from Sections 6.1 and 6.3 proVIdes the input surface model. The mesh 
descnptlon is on me MSH, which is shown in Figure 6-15. The coordinate mesh is in cylindncal 
coordinates, WIth 3 mesh values each for STATION, RADIUS, and THETA. Figure 6-16 shows the 
termmal session illustrating this example. (For cases of practical size, MSHNRM should be 
executed from a batch job.) The MSHNRM printer listing is shown in Figure 6-17. The 
mtersectlon·normal output IS on me NRM, which is shown in Figure 6-18. Files MSH, SRF, and 
NRM are available on the MASTER system account. 
The mtersection normals are oriented into the fluid, as desired. This is dependent on a cross· 
product of section and member directions, which are dermed during surface descnption. If the 
normals pomt mto the body, they must be reversed by executing procedure NRMREV. Figure 6·19 
shows a terminal session to reverse normals. The input reversed normals are on me OLDNRM, and 
the output corrected normals are on me NEWNRM. 
6.5 3·D CFD INPUT PREPARATION EXAMPLE 
Tlus example illustrates the use of procedure NRMCFD to condition mtersection normals and to 
format mesh and mtersectlon data as 3·D CFD input The input mesh and the output mtersection 
normals from Section 6.4 provide the geometry mputs. The mesh is on me MSH, which IS shown m 
Flgure 6-15. The mtersectlons are on me NRM, wruch is shown in Figure 6-18. The CFD header 
data, wruch 18 placed before the geometry data, is represented here by the contents of me 
OLDCFD, * wruch is shown in Figure 6·20. 
Figure 6-21 shows a terminal seSSlOn illustrating NRMCFD execution. (For cases of practical SlZe, 
NRMCFD should be executed from a batch Job.) The assembled and conditioned data IS output on 
fue NEWCFD, which 18 shown in Figure 6-22. Files OLDCFD, MSH, NRM, and NEWCFD are 
available on the MASTER system account. 
*File OLDCFD is a typical input header to the analysis program in Reference 1. Consult the 
reference for details of the header format. 
99 
100 
C>GET, SII ... 
C>GET,PRocrIL=<verslon>/UN=<aCCount>. 
C>BEGIN,SILSRF. 
17.12.33. 
17.12.33. 
17.12.38. 
17.12.50. 
17.12.51. 
17.12.51. 
C>REPLACE,SIL. 
C>SAVE,SRF. 
ff* SILSRF *** (SURFACE MODELING) 
*** EXECUTING SILSRF *** 
*** ENDeD EXECUTION •• * 
*** LISTING ON rILE OUT *** 
*** SILSRF COMPLETED *** 
Figure 6-13. - Terminal Session for Surface Modeling 
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
C 
C -----------.-----------.-.-.-••••••••• - ••••••••••• ---••••• - ••••••••••• 
C 
'MASTER: MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 
, BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESENTATION 
, SURFAOE DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE 
, PREPARED 29 JAN 1982 • 
• SIMPLIFIED INLET LIP 
C ".. BLOCK NUM8ER 1 ., •• 
C 
C •••• SECTION INPUT •••• 
C 
5 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
C 
C •••• SECTION NUMBER 1 ., •• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG:l,2,3 (80TH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C 
C 
STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 0.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 0.00000 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C •••• SECTION NUMBER 2 •••• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG81,2,3 (80TH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C 
C 
STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.1000~ 90.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 90.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 90.00000 0. 3 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
C •••• SECTION NUMBER 3 •••• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 180.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 180.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 180.00000 0. 3 
C 
C ""SECTION NUMBER 4 •••• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT, 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG:l,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
1 
2 
3 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
C STA RADIUS THETA TENSION KNOT 
.25000 1.10000 270.00000 0. 1 
0.00000 1.00000 270.00000 0. 2 
.25000 .90000 270.00000 0. 3 
FIgure 6-14. - Rewfltten SIL File 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
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C 
C •••• MEMBER INPUT .... C 
l NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
C 
C ''''MEMBER NUMBER 1 .... 
C 
5 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG 
" NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP l 2SLP 4 PER C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
1 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
1 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
1 l 0. l POINT l 
1 4 ". 4 POINT 4 1 5 ". 5 POINT 5 C 
C .... MEMBER NUMBER 2 •••• C 
5 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG 
" NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP l 2SLP 4 PER C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
2 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
2 2 0. 2 POINT 2 2 3 0. 3 POINT 3 
2 4 0. 4 POINT 4 
2 5 0. 5 POINT 5 
C 
C .... MEMBER NUMBER 3 •••• C 
5 NUMBER or POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG 
" NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
3 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
3 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
3 3 0. 3 POINT 3 
3 4 0. 4 POINT 4 
3 5 0. 5 POINT 5 
C 
C •••• PATCH INPUT .... C 
2 NUMBER or PATCHES 
C U0V0 U0V1 Ulv" U1Vl EACH PAIRI CORNER PT, MEMBER 
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 PATCH 1 
1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 PATCH 2 
C 
C ---.---------_.-._-_._._---.-.. _._._._-------------------._.-._----... 
C 
Figure 6-14 - Rewfltten SIL File (concluded) 
102 
CYLINDRICAL 
* MESH DESCRIPTION FOR MSHNRM EXAMPLi 
3 
.01 .1 .2 
3 
0. 1. 2. 
3 
0. 90. 180. 
Figure 6-15 - Mesh DescnptlOn (MSH) File 
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C>GET,MSH,SRf. 
C>GET,PROCFIL=<verslon>/UN=<account>. 
C>BEGIN,MSHNRM. 
11.1b.~4, 
11.16.54. 
11.17,02, 
11.17.08, 
11.17,fJ9. 
11.17.10, 
C>SAVE,NRM. 
*** MSHNRM *** ( MESH/SURFACE INTERSECTION ) 
*** EXECUTING MSHNRM *** 
*** ENDED EXECUTION *** 
*** LISTING ON fILE OUT *** 
*** MSH~RM COMPLETED *** 
FIgure 6-16. - Termmal SessIOn for Mesh/Surface IntersectIon 
-----_._---------._.----------------------------_.-.--------.-
I I 
I SYSTEM: MASTER I 
I (MODELING OF AERODYNAMIC SURFACES I 
I .. • 
-
I 
I BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLICIT REPRESESNTATION I 
I 
-
.. 
-
I 
I I 
I PROGRAM: MSHNRM I 
I COORDINATE MESH / SURFACE MODEL INTERSECTION I 
I . _. I 
I GIVING POINTS WITH NORMALS I 
I .. -- I 
I I 
I TIME: 82/04/10. 15.35.08. I 
I I 
-------._---_.----_.-._._------••• ----_.--------._----____ wee. 
MESH DESCRIPTION FOR MSHNRM EXAMPLE 
CYLINDRICAL SURfACE COORDINATES. 
SURfACE LABELS; STA RADIUS THETA 
CYLIhDRICAL MESH COORDINATES. 
MESH LABELS: STA RADIUS THETA 
INPUT MESH DATA: 
MESH DESCRIPTION FOR MSHNRM EXAMPLE 
STA-MESH 
1 
2 
3 
HAS 3 VALUES: 
1.0000000E-"2 
1.0000000E-01 
2.0000000E-01 
RADIUS-MESH 
1 
HAS 3 VALUES: 
0. 
1.0000000E+00 
2.0000000~+00 
2 
3 
THETA-MESH HAS 3 VALUES: 
1 0. 
2 9.~000000E+01 
3 1.8000000E+02 
FIgure 6-17 - Procedure MSHNRM Prmter Llstmg 
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INTERSECTING THE SURFACE AT CONSTANT STA VALUES I 
INTlRSECTION AT STA • 
.Illllill 
CURVE SlGMENTS, NUMBERED 1 TO 3. 
• P 0 SIT ION 
• SU RADIUS 
• ill "0 .9777 
.0100 1.O223 
• 0 Ill" .9777 
.0111O 1.O223 
INTERUCTlON AT SU • 
."'"01 
2 CURVE SlGMENTS, NUMBERED 3 TO 4. , P 0 5 I T ION 
• SU RADIUS 
.1""" .9282 
· "'''" 
1.11718 
."'00 .9283 
.10011 1.11718 
INTERSECTION AT SU • • 2 lUI ill 
:2 CURVE SEGMENTS. NUMbERED 5 TO 6. 
P 0 SIT 1011 , STA RADIUS 
.2""0 .9"411 
.2""0 1.09"0 
• 2011111 .91140 
.21l110 l.e961l 
INTERSECTION AT CONSTANT STA VALUES I 
6 CURVE SEGMENTS, NUMBERED 1 TO " 
AND 13 NORMAL VECTORS, NUMBERED 1 TO 12. 
INTERSECTING THE SURFACE AT CONSTANT THETA VALUESI 
INTERSECTION AT THETA • 0.001l0. 
2 CURVE SlGMENTS, NUMBERED 7 TO 
P 0 S I T ION 
SU RADIUS 
0.""00 1.111100 
O.OO1111 1.110"" 
INTERSlCTION AT THETA • 91l.0111l1l. 
2 CURVE SlGMENTS. NUMBERED 9 TO 
• P 0 a 1 T ION 
• STA 
11."11"11 
Il.""01l 
INTERSlCTION AT THETA. 
NO INTlRSECTION FOUND. 
RADIUS 
1.1"'1111 
1.1l01l8 
INTERSECTION AT CONSTANT THlTA VALUES. 
8. 
lil. 
4 CURVE SE~MENTS, NUMBERlD 7 TO 111 
AND 4 NORMAL VlCTORS, NUMBERED 1) TO 16. 
III CURVE SEGMENTS ON INTERSECTION FILE 
16 NORMAL VlCTORS ON NORMAL FILE 
• NOH 14 A L • THETA 'SU RADIUS THEtA , 
Il.0"00 -.752310 
-.65"'" Il."""""0 0."""" -.7523'" .658811l Il.Il"0""" 90.80"" -.752310 -.658810 0.Il01l""0 
911.""01 -.75231" .6588111 
"."""""" 
, NOR 14 A L • THEtA 'SU RADIUS THETA , 
11.0""" -.325221l -.945638 1."""",,,, 
Il.""01l -.32522111 .945618 11."""""0 
90.0""1 -,3252211 -,945618 1."0111""0 
911,e"", -.32522" • 945618 e.""""",, 
• NOR .. A L • THETA 'BU RADIUS THETA • 0.0""11 -.142179 -.989841 Il.0"00110 
".e"",, -.142179 • 919841 II. I "'III U 0 911.lllllll11 
-.142179 -.989141 1I.1I1l1I"'" 
911. """" -.142179 .989841 ".Il"""1l0 
• NOR MAL • THETA 'ISU RADIUS THLTA • 11.11""" -1.1101111110 
-."0011"" 11.""11111111 
0.11""8 -1.0110"811 0.01l01l0111 Il.011llllllll 
• NOR MAL • THETA ·au RADIUS THETA , 911.11111111 
-l.IIIlIIIIIIII 
-.Il""""" Il.III1I1I1I111 
9"."""" -1,''''"1l1l1l II.IlIlUse II. II Il II 1111 II 
Figure 6-17. - Procedure MSHNRM Prmter i..Jstmg (concluded) 
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I N D E X , 
PAT CUR NRM , 
1 1 1 
3 2 2 
1 1 1 
2 2 4 
I N D l X , 
PAT CUH NRM • 1 1 5 
2 4 6 
1 1 7 
2 4 8 
I N DEI • PAT CUR NRM • 
1 5 9 
2 
" 
III 
1 5 11 
2 6 12 
I II D E X • PAT CUR NRM • 
1 7 13 
2 8 14 
I N D E X 
PAT CUN NRM , 
1 9 15 
3 
'" 
16 
1.0000000E-02 9.7770995E-01 0. 
-.752310 
-.658810 ~.000000 1.0000000E-02 1.0222901E+00 0. 
-.752310 .658810 t;,.000000 1.0000000£-02 '.7770985£-01 9.0090000£+01 
-.752319 
-.658618 §}.000000 1.0000000E-02 1.0222901£+00 9.0000000£+01 
-.752310 .658819 0.000000 1.0000000£-01 9.2817545£-'U 0. 
-.325220 
-.945638 0.000000 1.0000000E-01 1.0718245£+00 0. 
-.325220 .945638 9.000000 1.0000000£-01 9.2817545E-01 8.9999997£+01 
-.325220 
-.945638 ~.000000 1.0000000£-01 1.0718245E+00 9.0000000£+01 
-.325220 .945638 0.000300 2.0000000£-01 9.0397900£-01 0. 
-.142179 
-.989841 0.000000 2.0000000E-01 1.0960210£+00 0. 
-.142179 .989841 0.000000 2.0000000£-01 9.0397900£-01 8.9999997£+01 
-.142179 
-.989841 0.000000 2.0000000£-01 1.0960210£+00 9.0000000£+01 
-.142179 .989841 0.000000 0. 1.0000000E+00 8. 
-1.000000 
-.000000 0.000000 0. 1.0000000£+00 0. 
-1.000000 0.000000 8.000000 0. 1.0000000£+00 9.0000000E+01 
-1.000000 
-.000000 0.000000 0. 1.0000000E+00 9.0000000E+01 
-1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
Figure 6-18. - Mesh/Surface Intersection Normal (NRM) File 
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C>GET,OLDNHM. 
C>GET,PROCFIL=<vers1on>/UN=<account>. 
C>BEGIN,NRMREV. 
11.23.23. 
11.23.23. 
11.23.30. 
11.23.33. 
11.23.34. 
11.23.36 
C>SAVE,NEwNRH. 
*** NRHREV *** (NORMAL REVERSAL) 
*** EXECUTING NRMR~V *** 
*** END~D EXECUTION *** 
*** LISTING ON FILE OUT *** 
*** NRMREV COMPLEtED *** 
FIgure 6-19 - Termmal SessIon for Normal Reversal 
P465 TYPICAL HEADER DATA 1982 MARCH 3 16 THETA PLANES 
175 KNOTS MCF=0.64 ALPHA=25.0 DEGREES 
FREESTREAM 
1.0' 0.265 25.0 0.0 
SWEEPS 
800.0 100.0 50.0 
1. 11. 1. 
THETA LEV 
16.0 16.0 116.0 
SFLOW 
1.~ 1.e 1,0 
IPRI 
COMPRESSOR0.64 
SCDIF 1.0 
FIgure 6-20 - Input CFD-Header FIle: OLDCFD 
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C>GET,OLDCFD,MSH,NR~. 
C>GET,PROCFIL=<Version>/UN=<account>. 
C>8EGIN,NRMCFD. 
11.35.38. 
11.35.38. 
11.35.46. 
11.35.49. 
11.35.50. 
11.35.50. 
C>SAVE,NEWCFD. 
*** NRMCFD *** (PREPARE CFD INPUT) 
*** EXECUTING NRMCFD *** 
*** E~DED EXECUTION *** 
*** LIS1ING ON FILE OUT *** 
*** NRMCfD COMPLETED *** 
FIgure 6-21 - Termmal SessIon for CFD Input Formattmg 
P465 TYPICAL HEADER DATA 1982 MARCH 3 
175 KNOTS MCF=0.64 ALPHA=25.0 DEGREES 
FREESTREAM 
1.0 0.265 
SWEEPS 
800.0 
1 • 
THETA LEV 
16.0 
SFLOW 
1.0 
100.0 
11. 
16.0 
1.0 
IPRI 
COttPRESSOR0.64 
SCDIF 1.0 
XMESH 
.0100 
RMESH 
0.13000 
TMESH 
0.0000 
GEOMETRY 
0.0000 
0.0000 
.1000 
.1000 
.1000 
.10013 
.1000 
.1000 
.2000 
.20130 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
.2000 
3. 
.1000 
3. 
1.0000 
3. 
90.0000 
14. 
1.0000 
1.000~ 
.9282 
1.071R 
1.13718 
.9282 
.9282 
1.0718 
.9040 
1.0960 
1.0960 
.904~ 
.9040 
1.0960 
50.0 
1 • 
.2000 
180.0000 
0.0000 
90.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
45.0000 
45.0000 
9c;,.0000 
90,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
45.0000 
45.0000 
90.0000 
90.0000 
0,0 
-1.0010000 
-1.000000 
-.325220 
-.325220 
-.325220 
-.32522e 
-.325220 
-.325220 
-.142179 
-.142179 
-.142179 
-.142179 
-.142179 
-.142179 
16 THETA PLA~ES 
0.0001300 
0.000000 
-.945&38 
.945638 
.945638 
-.945&38 
-.945&38 
.94563R 
-.989841 
.989841 
.989841 
-.989841 
-.989841 
.989841 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.000000 
0.~00000 
0.~00000 
0.00f)000 
" • 0 ~H:l\H~ ~ 
0.0N}000 
10.000000 
0.tO~0000 
0.000000 
".00000v) 
0.000000 
0.000000 
Figure 6-22. - Generated File for CFD-Analysis Input: NEWCFD 
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7.0 ADDITIONAL FEATURES 
In addItion to the basIc procedures descnbed in Section 5, MASTER has the followmg additional 
procedures: 
1. Procedure REGSIL, whlch regulates the spacmg of points on curves m SIL input 
2. Procedure SRFINT, whlch computes the mtersectIon of a parr of surface models. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Thls section presents the additional MASTER procedures. It is orgaruzed SImilarly to Sections 1, 2, 
3,5, and 6: the capabilities and methods are descnbed in Section 7.2, Section 73 mtroduces the 
data formats, wruch dIffer only slightly from those given in Section 3; Section 7.4 shows how to 
operate the additional procedures; and Section 7.5 gives examples of additional procedure 
execution. 
These procedures are likely to be changed as expenence Wlth their usage grows. The user is 
recommended to contact MASTER consultation before usmg them. 
7.2 APPLICATION 
ThIS se-::tIon llsts the addItlOnal capabIlities of MASTER and descnbes how to use them. The user 
can regulate the spacmg of points on section curves m SIL input. The mtersectIon of two surface 
models can be determmed. 
7.2.1 SPACING REGULATION 
The preparatlOn of surface descriptions m SIL format IS the most tIme-consummg activity for 
tYPICal MASTER usage. The user must plan expllcitly where each patch corner will be located ThIS 
reqwres the input pomts on adjacent sectlOns to llne up somewhat evenly, to define members. For 
surfaces defined by a mathematical formula, the surface descnptlOn can be generated by a SImple 
user-written program whIch uses thIS formula. However, a surface extracted from another surface-
modeling system typically is given as a set of cross-section curves without correspondence between 
points on adjacent curves These externally extracted curves often contam many more points than 
should be used as patch corners. 
REGSIL, the spacmg-regulatIon procedure for SIL sectlOn curves, will read curves m a SImplifIed 
format, a subset of the the sectlOn-speclficatlOn format used wlthm a SIL block It can compute 
new pomts along these curves wruch llne up between the curves, WIth the least number of points 
needed to preserve a user-specified accuracy These pomts are adaptively spaced. The computed 
curves are used to output a complete SIL block m the proper format. The user can input end 
conditlOns, or REGSIL can estImate the end dIrectlOn 
ThIS automatic spacing determmatlOn IS very expenSIve to compute, expeclally when It IS 
determined from a set of many curves There IS an optlOn for the user to aVOld thIS cost by 
specifymg the spacmg as relative ruVlslOns of the curve parameter (approXImately proportlonal to 
arclength) starting at 0.0 and endIng at 1 a The user can reduce overall costs by determming an 
optimal spacmg for the most critical smgle curve and then entenng this spacmg to a second 
REGSIL execution, which creates a SIL block Wlth reVlsed spacing 
7 .2.2 SURFACE/SURFACE INTERSECTION 
In multiple-component configurations (e.g., a nacelle/pylon/wmg combinatIon) surfaces are 
lIlltaliy defmed beyond thell' actual extent and later trimmed by their intersections with other 
surfaces. Such configurations are represented m MASTER by this process: 
1. The surfaces are initally modeled extending past where they meet each other. 
2 Thell' intersection curve IS computed. 
3. This curve is added to the SIL files for each surface. * 
4. The patch speCIfications on the other side of the intersection are removed from each SIL file. 
5. Tnmmed surfaces are modeled, from the new SIL files. 
The mtersection curve is computed by procedure SRFINT, which computes section-format curves 
along the mtersectIons of a paIr of surface models. These curves should be processed by procedure 
REGSIL for spacing regulation. 
7.3 MODIFIED DATA FORMATS 
REGSIL and SRFINT, the additIonal procedures, use some modifications of the SIL data format 
defined m Section 3 The mtersection curves from procedure SRFINT are wntten hke a section-
specification set for a SIL block * * The mput curves for REGSIL are read m a SImplified format 
wruch IS compatible Wlth the sectlOn-specificatIon set of a SIL block. The SIL output from REGSIL 
makes some simple assumptions to produce member and patch speCIfications matching the output 
section specifications. (See Section 4.1.2.1.) 
Some megulantIes can appear in the SRFINT output curves. The pomts in a curve can appear out 
of order. Also, a connected intersection can appear broken mto more than one curve These 
dIfficulties are found only occasIonally, and they are corrected by manually editing the output 
curves. 
7.3.1 SRFINT INTERSECTION-CURVE OUTPUT 
The surface mtersectIon curves from procedure SRFINT are mtended to be added to SIL flies. 
They are each output m the form of SIL section-curve specifIcations, Wlth comments to label them. 
The set of intersection curves is preceded by the number of curves, to take the form of a section-set 
speCIfication. However these curves are not related to each other lIke a set of sections are; they 
should be used one at a tIme 
Output curves contain many pomts, close to each other. There are more pomts than patch comers. 
The user should reduce the number of pomts, by procedure REGSIL or some other method. 
*There is no clear method to perform this. (An mtersectIon curve typically crosses both sections 
and members in the untrImmed surface descnptIon. When such a curve cuts across the comer of 
a 4-sided patch, it diVldes it into a 3-sided piece and a 5-sided one. Either of these pieces must be 
expressed differently, as one or more 4-sided patches.) For asslStance, contact MASTER 
consultation. 
* *These curves should be used independently of each other, although they are output as a set. 
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7.3.2 REGSIL INPUT CURVES 
The input for REGSn.. is an ordered set of curves, like sections. The curves are basically formatted 
like Sn.. section specIfications, but the pomts need not have tensIon values and knot flags. Option 
declarations can come before the curves, as in Sn.. data. 
The minimum required input is the number of curves, followed by the curves. Each curve must 
contam the number of pomts, an Sn.. end-condition specificatIon, followed by the pomts. Each 
point can be mput as just a location, expressed as 3 decimal values on a single data line. The 
tension values and knot flags are not needed 
7.3.3 REGSIL SURFACE-DESCRIPTION OUTPUT 
The output of procedure REGSn.. is a single block of Sn.. format data. Any optIon conditions from 
the input will be copied before the block. The Sn.. block contaIns the same number of sectIons as 
were input. The sections have the same end conditions as were mput. The section points are located 
at dIfferent places, but they defme a curve WIth the same shape (Wlthm a tolerance) as was mput. 
There are fewer section points output than are input. Each sectIon contains the same number of 
points, and they are all knots. The knot spacmg is similar on each section, an adaptive spacmg. 
The Sn.. output block IS completed with a member·speciflcatIon set and a patch-specification set. 
The members connect corresponding knots on each sectIon. If rectangular coordinates are used, the 
member end conditIOns are of the unknown type. If cylmdncal coordinates are declared, the 
member end conditions are of the penodic type. In many cases the user will need to determme an 
appropriate member end conditIon manually. The patches are specified in a regular pattern of 
rows, bounded by the members. 
7.4 ADDITIONAL PROCEDURE OPERATION 
The addltional procedures are unplemented in the same way as the procedures in SectIon 5. They 
are accessed from the same procedure mes and according to the same rules, from Section 5.1. 
The user should contact MASTER consultation before using these procedures. They could be 
changed, as further experience using them is accumulated. 
7.4.1 REGSIL - PROCEDURE TO REGULATE THE POINT SPACING ALONG INPUT 
CURVES 
REGSIL regulates the point spacing within input curves. It reads a simplified SIL section 
specification set. It writes a complete SIL me. 
7.4.1.1 Purpose 
REGSIL is used to automatically regulate the spacing of points on input curves. 
There is an option to use a user-specified relatIve spacing. This avoids the great cost of 
automatically determmmg the spacing within REGSIL. 
7.4.1.2 Limitations 
REGSIL can handle mput sets of up to 17 curves. The input curves can each have up to 175 points. 
The number of pomts on each output curve IS limited to at most 52. 
REGSIL is expensive to execute, If the point spacmg is not specified in the user input The 
procedure will only execute in a batch job. REGSIL reqwres a field length of 160000 (octal) to 
execute. 
REGSIL regulates the spacmg of points along input sections, but not along input members. For 
this reason, the prome with the largest variation of curvature should be selected for 
representation as sections. 
REGSIL assumes that the mput curves have similar lengths and shapes. Using ilis assumption, it 
attempts to locate corresponding knots at Similar places on each section. The output knots on each 
sectIon have the same relative spacing Wlth respect to arclength along the curves. 
7.4.1.3 Access 
BEGIN ,REGSIL,PROCFIL,OPTION,OLDSIL,NEWSIL. 
7.4.1.4 File Relationships 
See Figure 7-1 for a diagram of REGSIL file relationships. 
REGSIL reads program control selections from me OPTION. 
REGSIL reads input curves from file OLDSIL. 
REGSIL writes SIL output to file NEWSIL. 
REGSIL writes listing information to the listing me, OUTPUT. 
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Program 
control 
selectIons 
Curves 
BEGIN,REGSIL,MASTER,OPTION,OLDSIL,NEWSIL. 
Procedure 
REGSIL 
Figure 7-1. - Procedure REGSIL File Relationships 
Prrnter 
IIstrng 
Surface 
descrrptlon 
wIth rewrrtten 
curves 
7.4.1.5 Input Data 
The curves are input on me OLDSIL, in the format described in Section 7.3.2. 
The user must select an option, either automatic determination of the optimal relative spacing or 
user mput of a previously-determined relative spacing. This option selection and other controlling 
mput is read from me OPTION. All data values on OPTION are read free field. The first lme 
selects the option: enter "0" for automatic spacing determination, and enter "I" to read the 
spacing. 
For the automatic-spacing option, two more data lines follow. The second data line contams a 
tolerance value. (This should be at least .01) The tighter the tolerance, the more closely the output 
curves follow the input curves (which forces REGSIL to use more knots). ExecutIon costs increase 
sharply as the tolerance is tIghtened. The third line contains the mmimum number of knots to 
attempt to place to satisfy the tolerance. (This should be at least 2 and at most 10.) REGSIL will 
output at least this number of knots on each curve. The number of knots per curve will be greater 
than this if the tolerance cannot be satisfied with the mmumum number, optimally placed. By not 
attempting to fit the curve within the tolerance with fewer points than are known to be required, 
the costs of the unsuccessful attempts at knot placement are avoided. 
For the input-spacing option, the remaining data on file OPTION contains the relative locations of 
the mterior knots. The number of data values following the option-selection line determmes the 
number of interior knots used. (Two more knots are used at the ends of the curves.) From 1 to 50 
mtenor-knot locatIons can be mput. The locatIons are input as parameter values on the curve (See 
Section 4.1.3 1.) They are decimal values strictly between 0 and 1. (The start of the curve 
corresponds to 0, while the end corresponds to 1.) Points are located on each output curve at 
distances (along the curve, from the mitial end) equal to the input values times the total length of 
the curve. 
7.4.1.6 Output Data 
File NEWSIL contains the SIL output. The data format is descnbed in Section 7 3.3 The output is 
a complete SIL block, but the user may need to correct the member end conditions manually. 
7.4.1.7 Error Conditions 
Error conditions cause a message to be written on the hsting me. Severe errors cause the procedure 
to be aborted. 
7.4.1.8 Practical Suggestions 
Contact MASTER consultation for assistance before using procedure REGSIL. Effective operation 
requires expenenced advice, as well as these instructions. This program also will be improved 
later, so the operation instructIons are subject to changes. 
Reduce costs by using only the most cntical curve (or handful of curves) to automatIcally 
determme an arclength spacing. Use a second REGSIL execution to rewrite the complete set of 
curves, entering the spacing on me OPTION. 
Check the results carefully for reasonableness and accuracy. 
Check the member end conditions. If they are not appropriate, replace them. 
Section 7.5.1 shows an example of REGSIL execution. 
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7.4.2 SRFlNT • PROCEDURE FOR SURFACE/SURFACE INTERSECTION 
Procedure SRFINT computes the intersection of two surface models. It reads two SRF data files 
and writes a file of SIL section specIfications. 
7.4.2.1 Purpose 
SRFINT is used to generate a section describing the curve of intersection of two surface models, 
for use in trImming the models at theIr mutual intersection. 
7.4.2.2 Limitations 
A single patch from one surface can intersect a smgle patch from the other surface at up to 12 
mtersection branches. * There can be a total of up to 200 intersecbon branches. 
Each intersecbon branch can contain up to 100 points. (This IS controlled by the input tolerances.) 
SRFINT should be executed from a batch job. It requires a field length of 160000 (octal). 
SRFINT is sensitive to the choice of input tolerance values. This can affect the recognition of valid 
mtersecbons, the generation of spunous intersections, the cost of execution, and the proper 
connection of the pieces of an intersecbon curve. 
7.4.2.3 Access 
BEGIN,SRFINT,PROCFIL,SRF1,SRF2,SEC,OPTION,OUT. 
7.4.2.4 File Relationships 
See Figure 7·2 for a diagram of SRFINT fIle relationshIps. 
SRFINT reads the two surface models from fIles SRF1 and SRF2. The computed intersecbon curve 
will be exactly on SRFl, and it will be almost exactly on SRF2. * * 
SRFINT reads tolerance values from file OPTION, If there IS data there. 
SRFINT wntes the intersecbon curves to fIle SEC. 
SRFINT write listing information to the lisbng file, OUTPUT. 
* An intersection branch is a connected segment of an intersecbon curve whIch IS contained withm 
a smgle patch of each surface. The output curves are formed in two steps: computabon of 
mtersection branches and Joining them together. 
* *The patches of SRF2 which pOSSibly intersect a patch of SRF1 are recursIvely diVlded, unbl the 
SRF2 subpatches are WIthin a flatness tolerance of being planar. The intersecbons of these 
planar regions with the SRF1 patch are computed. Thus the intersection IS computed to be 
exactly on SRF1 but only approximately on SRF2. 
BEGIN,SRFINT,MASTER,SRF1,SRF2,SEC,OPTION,OUT 
Surface model 
Surface model 
Program 
control 
selection 
Procedure 
SRFINT 
Pnnter 
listmg 
Surface/surface 
intersection 
curves 
Figure 7-2. - Procedure SRFINT File Relationships 
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7.4.2.5 Input Data 
Files SRF1 and SRF2 are m SRF format, as output from procedure SI1SRF. 
If fIle OPTION is empty, the tolerances are set to their default values; otherwise they are read 
from OPTION. Tolerance mput consists of two data lines, each of wluch contains 3 decimal values. 
The second line contains the tolerances uSed wlien computmg the intersections. The tolerances in 
the first line are used to connect the vano~ ~ranches mto curves. 
Three mtersectlOn tolerances are needed. They are input in this order: gluing, flatness, and planar-
intersector. The glwng tolerance affects the number of branches found. Tightenmg this tolerance 
will result m more and shorter branches contaming the same points. The default gluing tolerance 
is 10 .. 2 The flatness tolerance affects curve length, the total number of pomts, and the closeness of 
the computed intersectIon to the second surface; as the flatness tolerance IS tIghtened, more data IS 
generated and the accuracy lS improved, but the execution cost mcreases sharply. The default 
flatness tolerance lS 10 . .:3. The planar·intersector tolerance affects the total number of pomts 
computed and the accuracy of the intersection (proVlded the flatness tolerance is sufflciently 
tIght); as this tolerance is tIghtened, the density of points increases on the intersections. The 
default planar·mtersector tolerance value is 10.-5. 
The 3 branch-connectIon tolerances correspond to the spatial coordinates. A prur of branches can 
be connected to each other if their ends have not yet been connected elsewhere, and if the absolute 
difference between each of the components of therr end locatIons lS Wlthm the correspondmg 
tolerance. The default value for each of these tolerances is 1. 
7.4.2.6 Output Data 
File SEC IS m the SI1 sectIon format, as descnbed in SectIon 7.3.1. 
The listmg fIle starts With the tolerance values used, followed by any diagnostIc messages from the 
computation of the mtersectIon branches Next comes a table of the intersection branches. ThlS 
table shows for each branch. the locatIons of the ends, the number of pomts, and the connections 
recogruzed to other branches. Finally the output curves appear, as on fIle SEC. 
7.4.2.7 Error Conditions 
Error condltIons cause a message to be wntten on the listmg fIle If pOSSible, execution will 
contInue. 
Some conrutions are noted as pOSSible errors. They mrucate that some mtersections may be 
maccurate or missing. The user should check the results near the named location. 
7.4.2.8 Practical Suggestions 
Contact MASTER consultation before usmg SRFINT to model intersecting surfaces. Effective 
operatIon requires experienced adVlce, as well as these instructions. This program also might be 
improved later, so the operating instructions are subject to changes. 
Test cases should be run Wlth the flatness (second) tolerance loosened to about 10-2 and the planar-
intersector (third) tolerance loosened to about 10.:3. The gluing (ilrst) tolerance shouIa be looser 
than the flatness tolerance, and the flatness tolerance should be looser than the planar-intersector 
tolerance. 
A vOid too tJght a flatness tolerance, which sharply increases execution costs. (Do not input a 
tighter value than 10-3, the default) Recommended tolerance values are each about 1% of the 
range in the correspondIng coordinate (over the expected intersectJon curve, or else over the input 
surface models). The connectlng-tolerance values do not affect the points computed, but only the 
degree that they are connected together. The user must edIt the intersection curve output later, to 
make those connections which are apparent to the user but exceed these tolerances. The 3 branch-
jommg tolerances can be adjusted, as deSired. However, if just a few branch Junctions were missed, 
join them by editing the output. 
Scan the listing flIe to check for error messages 
Costs are somewhat reduced by makmg a pair of reduced SRF flIes for each SRFINT execution. 
Take a temporary copy of the associated surface descnptJons and remove the patch specificatJons 
for any patches wwch are known to miss the other surface. (Do not change the sections or 
members. Remember to change the count of patch speCifications.) Use SILSRF with the reduced 
surface descnptions to make the reduced SRF fues. 
SectJon 7.5.2 shows an example of SRFINT executJon. 
7.5 ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES 
These examples lllustrate MASTER additional-procedure operatJon. SectJon 7.5.1 shows how to 
regulate the spacing of points on mput curves SectJon 7.5.2 shows how to intersect two surface 
models. 
These examples illustrate how to use these adclltJonal programs. The programs are stlll bemg 
Improved, and the results could change from those given m this manual. 
7.5.1 EXAMPLE OF SPACING REGULATION 
TWs example illustrates the use of REGSIL to regulate the spacmg of pomts along a curve. The 
method of usmg 2 REGSIL executJons Wlth multJple curves, as suggested m Section 7 4.1 8, 18 
shown. For SImphClty there are only 2 curves m this example, but th1S method can be used with up 
to 17 curves. (TWs is enough for THETA cuts every 22 5 degrees over a full circle or for THETA 
cuts every 11.25 degrees over a half circle) Curves of densely-spaced pomts are given for an inlet 
intenor configuration. A SIL flIe is deSired wwch will model the surface Wlthm an accuracy of at 
least 0.1 mch The SIL fue IS formed m two steps' (1) the pomt-spacmg IS determmed from a 
typical curve, and (2) each curve of the set IS rewntten with this pomt spacmg The overall cost for 
this process IS reduced by such a 2-step method, because only one curve must be used for automatic 
spacing calculatlon (wJuch is the expensive step). Figure 7-3 IS a listlng of the input curves. These 
curves are constant-THETA sections m cylindncal coordinates 
The first curve (the crown sectIOn, at THETA = 0 degrees) IS selected as the tYPiCal mput curve to 
compute pomt spacing. Figure 7-4 lists the OLDSIL me containing trus curve. The OPTION flIe 
starts Wlth an integer value of zero, to select the automatlc-spacmg option, followed by the 
requrred tolerance (0 1 mch) and the number of pomts for the lIlltal attempt to fit the curve. (Three 
mtenor points are lnltially used. Including the 2 end points gives a total of 5 points.) Figure 7-5 
shows the OPTION mput. Figure 7-6 shows a job deck for trus REGSIL executlon The execution 
used 8.3 CPU seconds, for job cost of about $3.10. (The job was run at pnonty 02 on EKS, 
executlng on a Cyber 760, dunng a typical mghttlme system load.) Figure 7-7 shows highlights of 
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CYLINDRICAL 
DUMP 
SOPTION IXAXI~3, IXRADc l. IXANG;2 $ 
2 
50 
3 
-I. 0. 0. -.1102 0.0 .9939 
42.3383 0.0 0.0000 
41.9866 0.0 .0540 
41.4448 0.0 .2323 
40.9189 0.8 .5272 
40.4163 0.0 .9433 
40.2949 0.0 1.0671 
39.5080 0.0 2.1674 
39.0343 0.0 3.2213 
38.7265 0.0 4.2323 
38.5441 0.0 5.0964 
38.4083 0.0 6.0580 
38.3237 0.0 7.1273 
38.2950 0.0 8.3281 
38.3097 0.0 9.2200 
38.3548 0.0 10.2188 
38.4357 0.0 11.3884 
39.4941 0.0 12.0954 
38.6231 0.0 13.5800 
38.6756 0.0 14.1732 
38.7653 0.0 15.0697 
38.8916 0.0 16.0758 
39.0592 0.0 17.1850 
39.2641 0.0 18.3497 
39.5150 0.0 19.6102 
39.6583 0.0 20.2754 
39.9847 0.0 21.6905 
40.1738 0.0 22.4626 
40.3786 0.0 23.2708 
40.6070 0.0 24.1439 
40.8619 0.0 25.9914 
41.1432 0.0 26.1122 
41.4810 0.0 27.3132 
41.8650 0.0 28.6562 
42.3589 0.0 30.3653 
43.1151 0.0 32.9740 
43.6147 0.0 34.7027 
43.8632 0.0 35.5672 
44.1101 0.0 36.4321 
44.3347 0.0 37.2258 
44.6982 0.0 38.5309 
44.8543 0.0 39.1021 
45.4943 0.0 41.5486 
45.8840 0.0 43.1703 
46.3470 0.0 45.3269 
46.6887 0.0 47.2209 
46.9940 0.0 49.4646 
47.1593 0.0 51.5059 
47.2089 0.0 53.0533 
47.1330 0.0 55.1796 
46.8800 0.0 57.4603 
Figure 7-3. - Input Curve Data for REGSIL Example (File OLDSIL for Second Execution) 
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-1. 0.0 0.0 -.1102 
51.7404 180.0 
51.4205 180.11' 
50.9074 180.0 
50.3777 180.11' 
49.8274 180.0 
49.2557 180.0 
48.8153 180.0 
48.6657 180.0 
47.9194 180.0 
47.3285 1811'.0 
46.9005 180.0 
46.4943 180.0 
46.2397 180.0 
45.8882 180.0 
45.6779 180.0 
45.4894 190.0 
45.3247 180.0 
45.1958 180.0 
45.0739 190.0 
44.9647 180.0 
44.9369 180.0 
44.9002 180.0 
44.8900 180.0 
44.9077 180.0 
44.9277 180.0 
44.9915 180.0 
45.0365 180.0 
45.0913 180.0 
45.2330 180.0 
45.3226 180.0 
45.4287 180.0 
45.5588 1811'.0 
45.7129 180.0 
45.9236 180.0 
46.0997 180.0 
46.2752 180.0 
~6.4645 180.0 
46.5568 180.0 
46.6466 180.0 
46.7079 180.0 
46.8189 180.0 
46.9348 180.0 
46.9685 180.0 
47.0287 180.0 
47.0967 180.0 
47.1353 180.0 
47.1505 180.0 
47.1488 180.0 
47.1242 180.0 
46.8800 180.0 
0.0 .9939 
8.2308 
8.2260 
8.3127 
8.5211 
8.8650 
9.3630 
9.8495 
1{!'.0361 
11.1463 
12.2668 
13.2441 
14.3356 
15.1234 
16.3879 
17.2797 
18.2046 
19.1570 
20.1301 
21.1180 
22.5026 
23.0267 
24.1190 
25.2821 
26.5274 
27.1903 
28.5928 
29.3508 
30.1561 
31.9273 
32.9189 
34.0215 
35.3046 
36.7677 
38.7242 
40.3547 
41.9852 
43.7741 
44.6686 
45.5632 
46.1927 
47.3900 
48.7663 
49.2205 
50.0668 
51.2716 
52.2847 
53.1354 
54.1611 
55.1445 
57.4603 
Figure 7-3. - Input Curve Data for REGSIL Example (File OLDSIL for Second Execution) (concluded) 
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CYLINDRICAL 
DUMP 
SOPTION IXAXI=3, URAD=I, IXANG=2 $ 
1 
50 
3 
-1. 0. e. -.1102 e. .9939 
42.3383 0.0 0.01211219 0 1 
41.9866 9.9 .9540 9 1 
41.4449 0.0 .2323 0 1 
40.9189 0.9 .5272 9 1 
40.4163 9.9 ,9433 0 1 
4121.2949 0.121 1.0671 0 1 
39.5080 9,121 2.1674 0 1 
39.121343 121.0 3.2213 0 1 
38.7265 9.121 4,2323 121 1 
38.5441 0.0 5.121964 121 1 
38.4081 0.0 6.0580 0 1 
38.3237 121.0 1.1273 121 1 
38.2950 0.0 8.3281 0 1 
38.3097 121.121 9.2209 9 1 
38.3548 9.0 10.2188 0 1 
38.4357 9.9 11.3884 0 1 
38.4941 9,0 12.121954 9 1 
38.6237 0.0 13.5809 9 1 
38.6756 0.0 14.1732 9 1 
38.7653 0.9 15.0697 0 1 
38.8916 0.0 16,0758 0 1 
39.121592 0.0 17.1850 0 1 
39.2641 0.0 18.3497 0 1 
39.5150 0.9 19.6192 9 1 
39.6583 9.0 29.2754 9 1 
39.9847 121.9 21.6995 0 1 
4121.1738 121.0 22.4626 9 1 
49.3786 9.9 23.2798 121 1 
49.61217121 9.9 24.1439 9 1 
49.8619 9.9 25.9914 121 1 
41.1432 9.9 26.1122 0 1 
41.4819 0.121 27.3132 9 1 
41.8659 9.121 28.6562 9 1 
42.3589 0.9 39.3653 9 1 
43.1151 9.9 32,974121 9 1 
43.6147 9.121 34.7927 121 1 
43.8632 9,121 35.5672 121 1 
44.111211 0.121 36.4321 9 1 
44.3347 9.9 37.2258 9 1 
44.6982 9.9 38.5399 9 1 
44.8543 9.A 39.1021 9 1 
45.4943 9.9 41.5486 121 1 
45.8840 9.0 43.1793 9 1 
46.3470 0.9 45.3269 0 1 
46.6887 9.9 47.2209 0 1 
46.9949 0.0 49.4646 9 1 
47.1593 9.9 51.5959 9 1 
47.2089 9.9 53,9533 121 1 
47.1339 9.9 55,1786 0 1 
46.8800 9.9 57,4603 9 1 
Figure 7-4. - Input Curve (OLDSIL) Data for Flfst REGSIL Execution 
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FIgure 7-5. - Program Control SelectIon (OPTION) Input for Ftrst REGSIL ExecutIon 
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REGSIL1,CM160000,T30. FIRST STEP OF REGSIL EXAMPLE 
USER,<userno>,<password>. <name> / <pnone> I <mailstop> 
CHARGE,<cwa>,<project>. 
GET,PROCFIL=<version>/UN=<system>. 
GET,OLDSIL=OLDSIL2,OPTION=OPTION2. 
BEGIN,REGSIL"OPTION,OLDSIL,NEWSIL. 
SAVE,NEWSIL=NEWSIL2. 
Figure 7-6. - Job Deck for Flfst REGSIL Execution 
TOL = .1000000000 NBEG = 3 
42.33830 0.00000 0.00000 
41.986b0 0.00000 .05400 
41.444~0 0.00000 .23230 
40.91890 0.00000 .52720 
40.41630 0.00000 .94330 
40.29490 0.00000 1.06710 
39.50800 0.00000 2.16740 
39.03430 0.00000 3.22130 
38.72650 0.00000 4.23230 
38.54410 0.00000 5.09640 
38.40830 0.00000 6.05800 
38.32370 0.00000 7.12730 
38.29500 0.00000 8.32810 
38.30970 0.00000 9.22000 
38.35480 0.00000 10.21880 
38.43570 0.00000 11.38840 
38.49410 0.00000 12.09540 
38.62370 0.00000 13.58000 
38.67560 0.00000 14.17320 
38.76530 0.00000 15.06970 
38.89160 0.00000 16.07580 
39.0592~ 0.00000 17.18500 
39.26410 0.00000 18.34970 
39.51500 0.00000 19.61020 
39.65830 0.00000 20.27540 
39.98470 0.00000 21.69050 
40.17380 0.00000 22.46260 
40.378&0 0.00000 23.27080 
40.60700 0.00000 24.14390 
40.86190 0.00000 25.09140 
41.14320 0.00000 26.11220 
41.48100 0.00000 27.31320 
41.86500 0.00000 28.65620 
42.35890 0.00000 30.36530 
43.11510 0.00000 32.97400 
43.61470 0.00000 34.70270 
43.86320 0.00000 35.56720 
44.11010 0.00000 36.43210 
44.33470 0.00000 37.22580 
44.69820 0.00000 38.53090 
44.85430 0.00000 39.10210 
45.49430 0.00000 41.54860 
45.884~0 0.00000 43.17030 
46.34700 0.00000 45.32690 
46.68870 0.00000 47.22090 
46.99400 0.00000 49.46460 
47.15930 0.00000 51.50590 
47.20890 0.00000 53.05330 
47.13300 0.00000 55.17860 
46.88000 0.00000 57.46030 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF KNOTS ALLOWED: 8 
NOB= 50 NDlMe: 50 
INITIAL ERROR .2018367423E+01 
Figure 7-7. - Procedure REGSIL (First ExecutIOn) Printer Usting 
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ENTIII TO N.O~I 
UERATIONS o CALLS TO RESID 
RESIDUAL SUM-Or-SQUARES 
X • 
.1~98B5756180Y]E+0~ 
• 2244897959Ii]7E+0B 
.469]8115510204E+0' 
UERATIONS CALLS TO RUID 
RlSIDUAL SUM-Or-SQUARES 
I • 
.1]~56]0~15447]E+00 
.66IH42911620~6E+00 
.7~610069774252E+00 
~r • 0 
ERRMAI AND hP.IEA .53459£+011 
PKNOT .1)056 
.111610 .U4B7 
INITIAL lR~OH • II b796] 462£+"" 
ENTHY TO NWOU 
UERATIONS • CALLS TO R[SID 
AESIDUAL SUM-OI-SQUARES 
X • 
.18)61)4'9]8776E+08 
.18]800]6979146£+01 
.]8775510204082E+00 
U£RATIUNS CALLS TO RESID 
RlSIDUAL su_-Or-SQUARES 
X • 
• 14141092611277]£+00 
.998916754011192£+811 
.442061]6051650£+"" 
~r • 0 
EARMAI AND NP.IER 
PKNOT .14141 
INITIAL ERROR 
.5916)£+00 
.44206 .56111 
• b755189662E+00 
4 
.78618 
.7142i571421572i+e0 
.b8406.49721656E+.,8 
.795918]67]4694E+'0 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 7-7 - Procedure REGSIL (Flfst Execution) Prmter Listing (continued) 
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lNTHY TO "~021 
ITERATIONS II CALLS TO nl>IO 
RESIDUAL SUN-Or-6QUAH£S 
X • 
.40HI~)2~5)0612£-01 
.)469)877551021[081 
.65)06122'48980£0" 
.544559]2525786E-01 
.1821148816)2653[0011 
.48816]265]0612l000 
.71428571428572[+80 
CALLS TO R[SID 
R£SIDUAL SUM-Or-~QUAR[S 
X • 
• 222286)JlI1511[-11 
.J469]8751AI211£00' 
.65186126417934£001 
Kf • 0 
.54455626456685[-81 
.10284010781123£08" 
.4"116]22985247[+0" 
.71428584341211l000 
£RHNAl AND NP. IER .1 .... £+88 14 
PKNOT • "2223 .102"4 .16)27 .22449 
PKNOT .34694 .48816 .469 ]' .53hl 
PKNOT .65306 .71429 .77551 .8l67] 
INITIAL [kROR .98124243911£-11 
lNTRY TO NW021 
CALLS TO RtSID 
R£SIDUAL SUM-or-saUAR~S .29567799141]61£-11 
X • 
.40816)265]"612£-01 
.J4'9]877551821£000 
.65JII6122441910[01l8 
.11I2114e816326~)lollll 
.40816]265]0612£000 
.71428571428572[0811 
ITERATIONS CALLS TO RESID 
RlSIDUAL SUM-or-saUAR£S 
X • 
KF 
,]84676426876112[-01 
.J4691875202810l+00 
.65306123843235[+08 
1 
.29567625781181£-01 
.111204118116516]1£0"8 
.40816]22691765£080 
.71428572168181£0811 
[RRMAX 
PKNOT 
PKNOT 
PKNOT 
AND NP.IER 
.113047 
.]U94 
.653U 
.98UU-III 15 
.22449 
.53861 
.8l6ll 
INTERIOR KNOTS I 
PKNOTI I). 
PKNOTI 2). 
PKNOTI 1). 
PKNOTI 4). 
PKNOTI 5). 
PKNOTI 6). 
PKNOTI 7). 
PKNOTI I). 
PKNOTI 9). 
PKNOTIIII). 
PKNOTIII)· 
PKNOTII2). 
PKNOTlIll· 
PKNOTII4). 
PKNOTIl5). 
.0]1147 
.10204 
.16127 
.22449 
.28571 
.14694 
.40816 
.469]9 
.53061 
.59114 
.653U 
.7U29 
.77551 
.8167] 
.89796 
.11214 .16327 
.48116 .46919 
.71429 .77551 
.16326530612245£+"0 
.46'38775518284£+08 
.775518284118163£08' 
.16J26523117Ii35£0811 
.469]8777984576£+811 
.7755181327]231£0.8 
• 
.28571 
.59184 
.161265]8612245£0110 
.469]87755182.4Eo~8 
.7755102.4.1163E001 
.1632652272.125EoIl0 
.46931777967554£001 
.7755182.'3069IE.OI 
II 
.28571 
.59114 
.19796 
.22448979591137Eo.' 
.5)061224419196[+01 
.13671469317755£0"1 
.22448971221914Eo.' 
.5]861229804641[0~' 
.13673464'969~9£+'1 
.22441'795911"£0 •• 
.538612244197'6£.0' 
.1,,73469'17755[0" 
.2244197~151491£01l1 
.51861221'78445[+.' 
•• '6734.6654242£+00 
.21571421571429£ •• 0 
.59111671469311£00' 
.215714173418~6£0811 
.591136'49'7111£00' 
.21571428~71429loe, 
.5'183673469311£.80 
.1979"18367'47£.'1 
.21571416860571£080 
.59183612997299L080 
.89795913412226£088 
FIgure 7-7. - Procedure REGSIL (First ExecutIon) Printer Ustmg (continued) 
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CATALOG or NEMSIL 
II1C NAMI TIPE 
CYLIND TEIT 
• EOI • SUM • 
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
FILE I 
LUGTH CUUM 
In6 
1416 
511' 
51,. 
DUMP or SURrACE-MODELING COMPUTATIONS RIQUESTED 
IIOPTION 
IUAXl • I. 
IURAD • I. 
IUANe • 2, 
.UND 
C 
C •••• SICTION INPUT •••• 
C 
NUMBER or SIcrlONS 
C 
C •••• SECTION NUMBER I .... 
C 
11 NUMBER or POINTS IN SLCTION 
) END FLAC INU I SLP,HAT 2 NAT,ILP 
.2/ •• /11. Il •• 5.1 •• 
DATI 
) 2ILP • PIR 
C IYZ COORDS or SLOPE AT ENDS II rLAG'I,2,l '10TH SLOPES RIQUINID.) 
-i."'" •• eelu e.eu .. -.11121 •• e •••• .99U' C RADIUS THETA STA TENSION OOT 
42.U.'" e.eeee. ....... •• I POINT I 41.9ll.7 •• eeee. .16749 I. 2 POINT 2 
41.91217 •• IIeeee .4IUI I • l POINT ) 
41.10187 ,.UIU 1.2161' I. 4 POINT 4 
)9.1555) I.eeeu 2.45566 I. 5 POINT 5 
'8.54165 I.ueel 5.1122' '. 6 POINT 6 lI.IUI9 II.Ullel 1I.15e62 I. 7 POINT 7 
1'.67419 '.I"BIII 21.)4726 I. • POINT • 
.... 875. 1.0811111 2).69872 I. 9 POINT • 41.1eU2 •• eel"l 26.67615 I • II POINT II 
42.11455 •• IUIII 29.52121 I. II POINT II 
42.92816 '.18101 12.l281) I. 12 POIIiT 12 
U.74172 I.ee ••• lS.I .... •• I) POINT I) 
".55516 •• uee. J •• 81l66 •• 14 POINT 14 U.JU71 •• UU. U.U26J •• IS POINt U 46.11292 .... ee. ".54179 '. 16 POINt 
" 46.UII. ....... 57.un • •• 17 POINt 17 C 
C •••• MEIIBER INPUT •••• 
C 
11 IIUIIBER or NIMBEIIS 
C 
C •• .. MIII.U NUIIIIII 1 •••• 
C 
I NUM.ER OF POINT5 IN IIEIIIER 
• IND rLAC • NAT I SLP,NAT 2 NAT,ILP , 21LP • PEII C KlOT NUMBER SECTlON NUIIBEII TUIIOII COlliER PT 
I I e. I POINT 
C 
C .... MEIlBER NUNIER 2 .... 
C 
I NUNIER Dr POINTS III IIEMIIR 
• EIID rUG 8 NAr I SLP,NAr a NAT,ILP , alLP 4 PIli C KIIOT NUMBER IECTlON IIUMIIR TUIIOII COIINER PT 
a I •• I POINT C 
C ".UEMIER IIU .. ER I .... 
C 
I IIUMIIR or POIIiTI III MEMIIR 
4 END rLAC • NAT I UP,Nn a lIAr ,ILP , 21LP 4PEII 
C Klor NUIIUR SECTlON NUIIIEII TUIION COIINIII PT 
I I •• I POIIIT C 
C .... MEMIIR NU .. III ..... 
PAGE 
Figure 7-7. - Procedure REGSIL (Ftrst Execution) Prmter Ustmg (concluded) 
the printer hstIng from REGSIL. (The optlOn Input IS hsted fIrst. SucceSSIve attempts to £It the 
curve folk\' for the mltal number of knots and then mcreasmg by one at a time. Finally, the 
output spaCIng IS computed) A total of 15 mtenor pomts are reqwred The mput and output flIes 
for the fIrst step are avrulable on the MASTER system account Their permanent-me names have 
"2" appended to make them uruque; they are OLDSIL2, OPTION2, and NEWSIL2 
Now that a relative spaCing IS determined, It IS apphed to all the mput curves (both curves In tros 
example), by executing REGSIL agam Figure 7-8 shows the OPTION mput ThIS flIe starts Wlth 
an mteger value of 1, to select the mput-spacmg option, followed by the relative locations of the 
mterior pomts. (These locations are declmal values, between 0 0 and 1 0, and stnctly mcreasmg.) 
Note that thIS spacing has been transferred from the pnnter lIsting from the first REGSIL 
executlon. The OLDSIL me IS hsted m FIgure 7-3. The Job deck for tros second execution IS shown 
m FIgure 7-9 ThIs execution reqwred 027 CPU seconds and cost less than $1 00, executing on a 
Cyber 760 m the EKS system, at pnonty 02 dunng a typical rughttlme system load FIgure 7-10 
shows highlIghts of the pnnter hstIng from REGSIL. FIgure 7-11 shows the NEWSIL output, 
which IS m SIL format and IS completely ready for input to SILSRF. ThIs surface descnptlon Wlll 
produce a model wIth 16 patches, compared wIth 49 patches wroch would be produced If every 
mput pomt were used as a patch corner ThIS lmphes a cost reduction of about % dunng the 
TRNSIL, SILSRF, and MSHNRM executions wroch Wlll follow In addItion, the tlme and effort 
reqwred to form the SIL me IS less than would be needed to form a descnptIon by directly edIting 
the mput curves. The mput and output flIes for the second step are avallable on the MASTER 
system account. TheIr permanent-flIenames have "3" appended to make them uruque, they are 
OLDSIL3, OPTION3, and NEWSIL3 
Note that the relative spacing mput to the second step is changed slightly from that output by the 
frrst step. The changes were made by MASTER consultation, to correct a local problem in the curve 
fit resultmg from the frrst·step results. Such manual edIting was typically needed when thIS 
example was wntten, but thIS dlfflculty could be removed by later program enhancements. 
Contact MASTER consultation for current detalls when you plan to use REGSIL. 
7 .5.2 SURFACE-INTERSECTION EXAMPLE 
Tros example illustrates the use of SRFINT to compute the curve of mtersectIon of a parr of 
surface models The surface models are mput as flIes SRFI and SRF2. The -models respectively 
represent a nacelle surface and a pylon surface, in rectangular coordmates These models are 
reduced, as suggested m Sectlon 7.4.2 8, to just those patches wroch could possibly contnbute to 
the mtersectIon. SRFI contains 18 patches, m 9 prurs. (The patches In each parr he on the outboard 
and mboard SIdes of the pylon respectively. The parrs run aft from the leadmg edge. SRF2 contruns 
18 patches, in 6 rows of 3. (Each row runs vertically upwards The rows run from the outboard 
SIde, forward to the leading edge, and then aft to the mboard SIde.) Figure 7-12 shows the patches 
of SRFI and SRF2 as separate surface models, and then supenmposed. Figure 7·13 shows the 
trimmed surfaces, which can be descnbed later, usmg the mtersectIon curve The control Input IS 
on me OPTION, which is lIsted in FIgure 7-14. Figure 7·15 shows aJob deck for this example. The 
example used 28 3 CPU seconds, for a Job cost of about $11 25 (The Job was run at prionty P02, 
executing on .1 Cyber 760, during a typIcal mghttlme system load) FIgure 7-16 shows the pnnter 
hstIng from SH.FINT. (The optlon mput IS listed first. The diagnostic messages from attemptmg to 
Intersect paLrS of smgle patches follow The branches of the mtersectIon are shown next, by hstlng 
their endpomts and the connections between them. Finally, the intersection·curve output IS listed) 
Note that some of the connections between branches were missed or were not made symmetncally 
Thls behaVIOr is typICal of current SRFINT results, but could be changed by later program 
enhancements. Contact MASTER consultation when you plan to use SRFINT, for current detaIls. 
Figure 7-17 shows the SEC output. 
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1 
.10204 
.12023 
.16327 
.22449 
.28571 
.3044 
.3150 
.34694 
.40816 
.46939 
.53061 
.59184 
.65306 
.71429 
.77551 
.83673 
.89796 
.9760 
Figure 7-8. - Program Control SelectIOn (OPTION) Input for Second REGSIL Execution 
REGSIL2,CM1600~0,T2. SECOND STEP OF REGSIL EX~~~LE 
USER,<U5erno>,<pas5word>. <name> I <phone> I <mal1stop> 
CHARGE,<cwa>,(project>. 
GET,MASTER=<v e rslon>/UN=<system>. 
GET,OLDSIL=OLDSIL3,OPTION=OPTION3. 
BEGlh,REGSIL"OPTION,OLDSIL,NEWSIL, 
SAYE,NEWSIL=NEWSIL3. 
Figure 7-9 - Job Deck for Second REGSIL Execution 
133 
134 
INTERIOR KNOTS : 
PKNOT ( 1) = 
PKNOT( 2)= 
PKNOT( 3): 
PKNOT( 4)= 
PKNOT( 5)= 
PKNOT ( 6) = 
PKNOT( 7)= 
PKNOT( B)= 
PKNOT( 9)= 
PKNOT(10)= 
PKNOT(l1)= 
PKlIIOT(12)= 
PKNOT(13)= 
PKNOT(14)= 
PKNOT(15)= 
PKNOT (16) = 
PKNO,,[(17)= 
PKNOT(18)= 
.10204 
.12023 
.16327 
.22449 
.28571 
.30440 
.31500 
.34694 
.40816 
.46939 
.53061 
.59184 
.65306 
.11429 
.17551 
.83673 
.89796 
.97600 
Figure 7-10. - Procedure REGSIL (Second Execution) Prmter Llstmg 
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
DUMP OF SURFACE-MODELING COMPUTATIONS REQUESTED 
lS0PTION 
0IXAXI ;: 3, 
0IXRAD ;: 1, 
0!XANG = 2, 
0SEND 
C 
C"" SECTION INPUT .". 
C 
C 
C 
C 
2 NUMBER OF SECTIONS 
""SECTION NUMBER 1 .,** 
20 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF FLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.11020 0.00000 .99390 
C RADIUS THETA STA TENSION KNOT 
C 
C 
C 
42.33830 0.00000 0.000~0 0. 1 
40.98238 0.00000 .48437 0. 2 
40.74062 0.00000 .65944 0. 3 
40.16881 0.00000 1.20696 0. 4 
39.35553 0.00000 2.45566 0. 5 
38.54171 0.00000 5.11182 0. 6 
36.29552 0.00000 8.40410 0. 7 
38.43689 0.00000 11.40512 0. 8 
38.86090 0.00000 15.~5074 0. 9 
39.67415 0.00~00 20.34707 0. 10 
40.48761 0.00000 23.69083 0. 11 
41.30099 0.00000 26.67604 0. 12 
42.11459 0.00000 29.52142 0. 13 
42.92814 0.00000 32.32877 0. 14 
43.74178 0.00000 35.14420 0. 15 
44.55516 0.00000 38.01365 0. 16 
45.36865 0.00000 41.05239 0. 17 
46.18293 0.90000 44.54185 0. 18 
47.20880 0.00000 53.37326 0. 19 
46.88000 0.00000 57.46030 0. 20 
""SECTION NUMBER 2 "" 
20 NUMBER OF POINTS IN SECTION 
POINT 1 
POINT 2 
POINT 3 
POINT 4 
POINT 5 
POINT 6 
POINT 7 
POINT 8 
POINT 9 
POINT 10 
POINT 11 
POINT 12 
POINT 13 
POINT 14 
POINT 15 
POINT 16 
POINT 17 
POINT 18 
POINT 19 
POINT 20 
3 END FLAG 0 NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C XYZ COORDS OF SLOPE AT ENDS IF rLAG=1,2,3 (BOTH SLOPES REQUIRED.) 
c 
-1.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -.11020 0.00000 .99390 
RADIUS THETA STA TENSION KNOT 
51.74040 180.00000 8.23080 0. 1 
47.04842 180.00000 12.88830 0. 2 
46.69083 180.00000 13.78482 0. 3 
46.01274 180.00000 15.91209 0. 4 
45.35864 180.00000 18.94630 0. 5 
44.99922 180.00000 21.98554 0. 6 
44.94230 180.00000 22.91389 0. 7 
• 
• 
• 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
POINT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Figure 7-11. - Output Data from REGSIL Example (File NEWSIL from Second Execution) 
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e 
e .", MEMBER INPUT •••• 
e 
20 NUMBER OF MEMBERS 
e 
e "'.MEMBER NUMBER 1 •••• 
e 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
e K~OT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
1 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
1 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
e 
e •••• MEMBER NUMBER 2 •••• 
e 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
e KNO!r NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
2 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
2 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
e 
e "'*MEMBER NUMBER 3 , ... 
e 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG I:} NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
e KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
3 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
3 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
e 
c '."MEMBER NUMBER 4 •••• 
e 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
e KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
4 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
4 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
C 
C ""MEMBER NUMBER 5 
"" e 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG I:} NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
e KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
5 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
5 2 0. 2 POINT 2 
C 
C ""MEMBER NUMBER 6 
*'" C 
2 NUMBER OF POINTS IN MEMBER 
4 END FLAG o NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 3 2SLP 4 PER 
C KNOT NUMBER SECTION NUMBER TENSION CORNER PT 
6 1 0. 1 POINT 1 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 7-11 - Output Data from REGSIL Example (Fife NEWSIL from Second Execution) (continued) 
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C 
C 
**** 
PATCH INPUT 
**** C 
19 NUMBER OF PATCHES 
C U0V0 U0Vl UIV0 UIVI EACH PAIR: CORNER PT, MEMBER 
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 PATCH 1 
1 2 2 2 1 3 2 3 PATCH 2 
1 3 2 3 1 4 2 4 PATCH 3 
1 4 2 4 1 5 2 5 PATCH 4 
1 5 2 5 1 6 2 6 PATCH 5 
1 6 2 6 1 7 2 7 PAtCH 6 
1 7 2 7 1 8 2 8 PATCH 7 
1 8 2 8 1 9 2 9 PATCH 8 
1 9 2 9 1 10 2 10 PATCH 9 
1 10 2 10 1 11 2 11 PATCH 10 
1 11 2 11 1 12 2 12 PATCH 11 
1 12 2 12 1 13 2 13 PATCH 12 
1 13 2 13 1 14 2 14 PATCH 13 
1 14 2 14 1 15 2 15 PATCH 14 
1 15 2 15 1 16 2 16 PATCH 15 
1 16 2 16 1 17 2 17 PATCH 16 
1 17 2 17 1 18 2 18 PATCH 17 
1 18 2 18 1 19 2 19 PATCH 18 
1 19 2 19 1 20 2 20 PATCH 19 
Figure 7-11. - Output Data from REGSIL Example (File NEWSIL from Second ExecutIOn) (concluded) 
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(a) PYLON 
(b) NACELLE 
(c) NACELLE AND PYLON 
Figure 7-12. - IntersectIon of Nacelle and Pylon 
138 
(a) INCLINED TOP VIEW, ALONG PYLON LE 
r I 
)-~ 
1 J 
(b) TOP VIEW 
""""~S~ "S;; <,~ 
" " ~ , , 
,,--------------------------~ 
(c) SIDE VIEW 
Figure 7-13. - Nacelle and Pylon, Tflmmed at Intersection 
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2.0 1.0 1.5 
0.01 0.01 0.00001 
Figure 7-14. - Program Control Selection (OPTION) Input for SRFINT Example 
SRFINT,CM160000,T30. SRFINT EXAMPLE 
USER,<userno>,<password>. <name> / <Phone) / <mal1stop> 
CHARGE,<cwa>,<project>. _ 
GET,PROCFIL=<verslon>/UN=<system>. 
GET,SRF1,SRF2,OPTION. 
BEGIN,SRrINT"SRF1,SRF2,SEC,OPTION,. 
SAVE,SEC. 
FIgure 7-15. - Job Deck for SRFINT Example 
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SURFACE INTERSECTION PROGRAM 
DEFIHEU TOLERANCES 
CURVE CONNECTION 
SURINT TOLERANC~S 
IER c 7 SURFACE 1 PATCH 13 
WARNING ••• WARNING ••• WARNING 
THE STEPSIZE NECESSARY TO FOLLOW 
IER. 7 SURFACE 1 PATCH 14 
WARNING ••• WARNING ••• WARNING 
THE STE'SIZE NECESSARY TO FOLLO~ 
IER = 7 SURFACE 1 PATCH 15 
WARNING ••• WARNING ••• WARNING 
THE STEPSIZE NECESSARY TO FOLLOW 
IER = 7 SURFACE 1 PATCH 16 
WARNING ••• WARNING ••• WARNING 
THE STEPSIZE NECESSARY TO FOLLOW 
X= 2.00000 Y= 1.0,,000 
.0100" .01000 
SURrACE 2 PAlCH 8 
THE CURVE IS LESS THAN TOL(2) • 
SURFACE 2 PATCH 11 
THE CURVE IS LESS THAN TOL(2) • 
SURFACE 2 PATCH 8 
THE CURVE IS LESS THAN TOL(2) II 
SURFACE 2 PATCH 11 
THE CURV£ IS LESS THAN TOL(2) • 
FIgure 7-16. - Prmter Llsttng for SRFINT Example 
z= 1.5"000 
.00001 
.1000E-01 
.1000E-01 
.1000E-01 
.1000£-01 
END POINT TABLE 
•• - END POINT - •• •• - KEY - •• 
• • • • OTHER CONNECT NO. OF NO • X Y Z • 'IPI IP2 IBU END TO POINTS 
1 79.32228 • 53751 51.39687 13 8 1 2 0 27 2 118.51835 4.90289 51.51550 13 8 1 1 10 21 
3 81.62685 -2.80624 51.45808 14 11 2 4 4 3 4 82.42995 -3.18302 51.41444 14 11 2 3 3 3 
5 88.51835 -4.90292 51.57550 14 11 3 6 11 21 6 19.87158 -1.52612 51.410"2 14 11 3 5 0 21 
7 113.82662 7.38803 50.65196 15 5 1 8 9 12 8 126.23921 8.03119 49.31106 15 5 1 7 17 12 
9 113.82662 7.38803 50.65196 15 8 1 10 7 24 10 88.941 75 4.98928 51.57663 15 8 1 9 2 24 
11 88.51835 -4.90292 51.57550 HI 11 1 12 5 21 12 113.82662 -7.38803 50.65196 16 11 1 11 13 27 
13 113.82662 -7.38803 50.65196 16 14 1 14 12 12 14 126.23921 -8.03017 49.31123 16 14 1 13 19 12 
15 142.67864 8.523211 47.10333 17 2 2 16 18 10 16 152.13448 8.67636 45.58937 17 2 2 15 0 10 
17 126.23921 8.03119 49.31106 17 5 1 18 8 15 
18 142.67862 8.52319 41.10333 17 5 1 17 15 15 
19 126.23921 -8.03017 49.31123 18 14 2 20 14 16 20 142.67845 -8.52321 47.10324 18 14 2 19 21 16 
21 142.67852 -8.52321 47.10327 18 17 1 22 20 10 22 152.13448 -8.67609 45.58942 18 17 1 21 0 10 
Figure 7-16 - Prmter /..Jstmg for SRFINT Example (continued) 
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•••• SI:CTlON OUTPUT .". 
NUMBEI( or SECTIONS 
.... SECTlON NUMBER •••• 
85 NUMBER Of' POINTS IN SI!:CTlON 
0 END FLAG il NAT 1 SLP,NAT 2 NAT,SLP 2SLP 4 PER 
STA BL WL TENSION I(NOT 
19.3222Y .53151 51.39687 il.II"'" 1 POl"T 1 
19.21118 .21144 51.39669 il.II"'1l 1 POINT 2 
19.25849 
."00"" 51.39891 0."llil 1 POINT 3 
19.32216 .~3752 51.39681 0.""'11 1 POINT 4 
19.41051> .7953" 51.39928 0.""" 1 POINT 5 19.68969 1.28943 51.40111 ".,,"" 1 POINT I> 19.1>1116 1.16002 51.40153 "."'''Il I POINT 1 19.53566 1.04587 51.40413 0.000 I POINT 8 
19.81623 1.52602 51.41243 0."011 1 POINT 9 
80.08647 1.15593 51.41399 0.01l0 1 POINT 10 
19.96236 1.61318 51.41629 0.0"0 I POINT II 
8il.14013 1.91892 51.42283 0.000 1 POINT 12 
80.61391 2.21620 51.43510 0.""0 I 1'01l~T 13 
80.92645 2.40530 51.43841 0.0"0 1 POINT 14 
81.29355 2.61285 51.45010 0."00 I POINT 15 
81.62699 2.80618 51.45811 0.000 I POINT 16 
81.65116 2.81160 51.45900 B.Il"0 I POINT 11 
83.32103 3.531>09 ~1.49112 0.""" I POlhT 18 83.31811 3.53615 51.49592 1l."00 1 PO lilT 19 
84.3"'01>0 3.86119 ~1.51~1I8 0.0"0 1 POINT 20 
85.24133 4.14))9 51.53211 0."0" 1 POINT 21 
d5.311090 4.11103 51.534'12 0.0"0 I POINT 22 
86.1l121" 4.35152 51.54114 1l.00" I POINT 21 
86.49414 4.411!>lIb 51.55160 0.1111'" 1 POINT 14 
87.b3421> 4.12360 51.56674 III.iIl00 I POINT 25 
87.69321 4.13105 51.56118 0.""" 1 POINT 26 
88.51835 4.90289 51.51550 Ill. 0'''' 1 POINT 11 
88.94188 4.98928 ~1.51610 8.000 1 POINT 28 
90.24039 5.22409 51.58118 0.000 I POINT 29 
9".64418 5.28939 51.58597 0.099 1 POINT 30 
91.51493 5.44244 51.58286 0.0.,0 1 POINT 11 
92.11013 5.61810 51.58105 0."0" 1 POlhT 32 
92.94560 5.64505 51.51902 0."00 1 POINT 33 
94033342 5.83118 51.565)5 9.0110 1 POINT J4 
94.89604 5.90163 51.56062 0.000 1 POINT 35 
95.'39'" 6.00629 51.54540 0.0110 1 POINT 36 
96.62388 6.10148 51.53111 0.1l0" 1 POINT n 
91.02114 6.14428 51.52415 0.118" 1 POINT l8 
98.51598 6.11358 51.485",9 0.1119111 I POINT )9 
99.14711 6.36515 51.41174 III. II lie 1 POINT 411 
lel.21211l 6.56086 51.4Il258 e.II80 1 POINT 41 
101.4028) 6.51267 51.39117 II. iii II I! 1 POINT 42 
103.39633 6.73e33 51.lI759 0.010 1 POINT U 
104.16546 6.71949 51.28e26 e.llell 1 POINT 44 
105.51995 6.181,,6 51.21621 II. lillie 1 POINT 45 
107.64218 1.1II\6l\ 51.119827 11.11"1 I POINT 46 
108.30839 1.11589) 51.05545 0.""0 1 POINT 47 
le9.)5357 1.12511 51l.98811 0.1100 1 POINT U 
109.164H 1,14911 511.962111 11.1111" 1 POINT 49 
111.88568 7.l7699 511.811848 e.IlIll" 1 fOI"T 511 
1\).8266l 1.38803 5I!.65196 II. "" ill 1 POINT 51 1\ 4.110555 1.39889 511.63744 II."ee 1 POINT 52 
1\60124l6 7.5:1683 511.44145 II .11"" 1 POINT 53 
1I1.b1751 1.6158" 51l.l11101 Ij • .,,,., I POI"T 54 
IIB.24tH 7.64914 5111.24029 e.""0 1 POINT 55 
1\9.61115 1.7l589 511.118885 8."011 I POlhT 56 
12111,35118 7.76174 50.011117 111.""" I POINT 57 
Ill.32641 7.812\1 49.9"697 0.11"'" 1 POINT 58 
• 
• 
Figure 7-16 - Prmter LJstmg for SRFINT Example (concluded) 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
15 
II 
C 
•••• SECTION INPUT . .. , 
NUMBER or SECTIONS 
•••• SECTION NUM8ER 1 .... 
NUMBER or POINTS IN SECTION 
END FI."G 
STA 
79.1222' 
79.27118 
79.25849 
79.)2216 
79.411156 
79.08969 
79.01116 
79.~1566 
79.87623 
80.eB647 
79.962)6 
80.H01) 
BIl.67)97 
80.92645 
11.29355 
81.62699 
81.65176 
81.)2Ul 
Yl.Jl87J 
84.11111611 
n.H7)) 
85.)6098 
16.1172111 
86.49474 
87.63426 
17.69121 
88.51815 
88.94181 
90.241119 
90.64418 
91.5749) 
92.7701) 
92.94560 
94. ))342 
94 .896"4 
95.73997 
96.62)81 
97.112174 
U9.49521 
141.116974 
142.52543 
142.67862 
142.1348) 
144.28BS7 
145.11821 
147.29147 
141.74191 
149.34362 
158.68111 
U2.U175 
152.1l4" 
II NAT 
BL 
.5)751 
.27244 
.IIe1l0" 
.53752 
.79530 
1.26943 
1.16002 
1.0.587 
1.52602 
1.7~59) 
1.61l11 
1.97192 
2.216211 
2.405311 
2.61285 
2.81161' 
2.11768 
1.51609 
).516U 
1.86719 
4.14119 
4.17711) 
4.15752 
4.46666 
4.72168 
•• 73705 
4. '"289 
4.98928 
5.224'" 
5.28939 
5.442" 
5.61870 
5.6450' 
5.83271 
5. '0161 
6.11862' 
6.111148 
6.1442. 
.... 773 
.... 591 
8.51968 
•• 52)19 
8 .52626 
'.55446 
1,51321 
1.681911 
'.U39' 1.644117 
1.65995 
•• 676ll 
1.676)6 
1 51.P,NAT 2 NAT,SLP ) 
WL 
51.19687 
51.39669 
51.)9897 
51.39681 
~1.39928 
51.40777 
51.41175) 
51.4UIl 
51.41243 
51.4U99 
51.41629 
51.42283 
51.4]510 
51.43'47 
51 .450711 
51.'5811 
51.45'''" 
51.49712 
51 •• 9592 
51.51568 
51.51277 
51.53402 
51.54714 
51.551611 
51.56674 
51.5671B 
51.575511 
51.5767" 
51.5'11B 
51.58597 
51.58286 
51.58111' 
51.57982 
51.56535 
51.561162 
51.54548 
51.51117 
51.52475 
47.55"'5 
47 .)JU5 
47.126011 
47.Ull) 47."'"" 46.86511 
46.629H 
46.48118 
46.16614 
46.I!6594 
45.84185 
45.51915 
45.S8917 
TENSION 
8.88" 
8.0"" 
8.000 
11.11"0 
11.""0 
0.1101l 
0.0011 
II.I!01! 
8."-'0 
11.01111 
0.1100 
0.0.,11 
0.eell 
8.0"0 
0.0"" 
11."0" 
11.800 
0.01111 
8.0"" 
e.Illl0 
II.IIL!l1 
".IIe11 
8.001l 
II.II1lB 
8.0110 
8.01111 
11.111111 
11.111111 
11.1111" 
11.""" 
11.01111 
8.11118 
8.811" 
0.11011 
11.11118 
8.U8 
8.81111 
8.008 
II.lIe. 
0.0811 
e."". 
e.,"e 
II.801l 
11.'"11 
e.801 
B.IIII" 
".,''" 8."ell 
II.lIeIl 1I.""1l e.Il"" 
25LP 4 
KNOT 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PER 
POINT 1 
I'OINT 2 
POINT 3 
POINT 4 
POINT 5 
POINT 6 
POINT 7 
POINT 8 
POINT 9 
POINT III 
POINT 11 
POINT 12 
POINT U 
POINT 14 
POINT U 
POINT 16 
POINT 17 
POIU II 
POINT 19 
POINT 211 
POINT 21 
POINT 22 
POINT 23 
POINT 24 
POINT 25 
POINT 26 
POINT 21 
POINT 2. 
POINT 29 
POINT )11 
POINT 1I 
POINT 12 
POINT II 
POINT 14 
POINT 15 
POINT )6 
POINT 11 
POINT l8 
POINT 7) 
POINT 74 
POUT 75 
POUT 76 
POINT 11 
POINT 71 
POINT 79 
POINT III 
POUT It 
POINT 12 
POINT 8) 
POINT It 
POINT 15 
Figure 7-17. - Output Data (File SEC) from SRFINT Example 
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C 
C •••• SlCTION NU"8EH 2 .... 
C 
82 NUMBER or POINTS IN SECTION 
e ENO fLAG II NAT I SLP.HAT 2 NAT.6LP 3 25LP 4 PlR 
C ~TA BL ~L UNSION ~~OT 
79.171~1 -1.~l612 ~1.41~1I2 0.1100 I POINT I 
79.U~82 -1.28949 51 •• ~~a 11.1111" I POINT 2 
79.47201 -.9111 \I ~1.411411 0.01111 I POINT 3 
79.~3511 -1.114588 51.40396 Il.""il I POINT 4 
79.41~0b -. 79~26 51 •• 11160 ".111111 I POINT 5 
79.25849 
.IIIl""" 51.39197 1I.1l011 I POINT 6 
79.32516 -.53749 51.398J6 Il.II"~ I POINT 7 
79.68612 -1.28949 51.40591 0.""" I POINT 8 
III.31155 -1.9791" 51.41891 11.",," I POINT 9 
811.67156 -2.21515 51.fl511" II.Il"~ I POINT I" 
80.92611" -2.411515 51.41122 II.""" I POINT \I 
11.29079 -2.61\71 51 •• 51161 ".11"" I PUINT 12 
11.62261 -2.806l5 51.45590 0.0"1l I PUINT \J 
83.31\52 -1.53240 51 •• 9693 11.000 I POINT 14 
8).3209b -1.536U 51.497116 1l."llil I POINT 15 
84.301127 -1.h7U 51.~1~49 0.llilll I POINT 16 
85.24923 -4.14411 51.~1l11 11.008 I POINT 17 
86.057118 -4.35382 51.5469\ 11.""" I POINT \8 
86.49476 -4.46686 51.55157 II.Jl"" I PUINT \9 87.69J\9 -4.73728 51.56714 1l.1l011 I POINT 211 
88.5I8J5 -4.90a2 51.57550 0.""" I POINT 21 
U.H177 -4.98953 51.~7b61 II.""" I POINT 22 
911.241141 -5.22438 51.58)15 II.""" 1 POINT 23 
9".644 \8 -5.219H 51.58598 II.""1l I POINT 24 
91.57493 -5.44275 51.582Bl 0.0011 I POINT 25 
92.770\3 -5.blI80 51.581". 1I."01l I pohT 26 
92.9456" -5.64539 51.57899 a.iIllll I POINT 27 
94.JJ141 -5.83)1) 51.565)1 iI.Il"" 1 POINT 21 
94.896114 -5.9(1175 51.56116" ".11"" I POINT 29 
95.739115 -6.811666 51.545)5 11.00" 1 POINT 311 
96.58949 -6.18244 51.531\7 0.1100 1 POINT II 
97.112174 -6.1511l6 51.52395 11.111111 I POINT 12 
97.15813 -6.16673 51.52836 '."Be I POINT U 98.57561 -6.31198 " .485e5 II.IIIIl I POINT 14 
99014711 -6.36507 51.47182 II.8il1l I POlhT 35 
1111.272el -6.561185 51.41)259 e .118' I POINT J6 
101.411281 -6.57306 51.39712 0.ilIlll I POINT 31 
Iln.396)) -6.721 .. 11.)1114 e.eee I 'OINT ]I 
148. 7112~5 - •• 6)))7 46.17JIIII e.~ell POlkT 71 
149,)4346 
-'.64449 46.116587 •. ee. POINT 19 
149.4965) -'.646)8 46.0488Z '.011' POINT iii 
15e.71558 -1.66046 45.13591 e.eee POINT 81 
15~ 013448 
-'.67609 4~. 5894~ •• eile POINT .~ 
C 
C .... SECTION NUMBER •••• 
C 
3 NUMBER OF POINTS IN S[CTION 
4 [NO FLAG o NAT I UP,NAT 2 NAT.5LP ) 2SLP 4 PER 
C STA BL WL TEN510N ~Nor 
81.62685 -1.88624 H .45188 0.ile. I POINT I 
11.66452 -2.82365 51.459)4 e.e0e I POINT 2 
12.421195 -3.113112 51.47444 II.IIee I POINT ) 
FIgure 7-17 - Output Data (FIle SEC) from SRFINT Example (concluded) 
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